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CAREER SUCCESS STARTS HERE

It takes

someone
like you
The world is changing, and now, more than ever, it needs people
who want to make a difference. Discover your passion and find
your purpose to become the person the world needs.
Your full potential is waiting to be discovered and we are
committed to helping you achieve your unique and extraordinary
dreams. Through hands-on learning and original thinking, you will
be inspired to develop and grow as you build towards a confident
and prosperous future.

Be valued for the difference you bring,
with UNSW Sydney.
UNSW is on Aboriginal land.
UNSW acknowledges the Bedegal, Gadigal and
Ngunnawal people who are the Traditional Custodians
of the land upon which our campuses stand.

Throughout this guide you will find QR
codes that unlock more information and
reveal extra inspiration. Scan the QR
code to see where UNSW can take you.  
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Sydney Harbour, home to the Opera House and Harbour Bridge
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UNSW is a world-leading teaching and
research powerhouse recognised by
employers and organisations around
the globe. We are dedicated to shaping
a generation of forward-thinking,
environmentally conscious, and socially
engaged graduates who will positively impact
the world.
You will be joining a university committed to
improving lives globally through innovative education
and research. Our educators teach at the highest
standard, placing many of the subjects you will learn
in the world's top 20*. We are also leaders in research
quality and impact in areas such as public health,
climate science and human rights and are Australia’s
premier university for entrepreneurship.
Located in Sydney, Australia's business and
technology capital, our students are connected with
industry leaders in every sector through our careerfocused education. We ensure you receive a truly
hands-on learning experience from world-renowned
academics in state-of-the-art facilities at our vibrant
campuses. It is no wonder that our graduates are
among the most employable in the world.
Discover more at
unsw.edu.au/study/international-students

WHY CHOOSE UNSW

Study at
a global
top 50
university

Top 50
Ranked 43rd university globally
QS World University Rankings, 2022

Top earners
Highest graduate median salary
of Sydney-based and Go8
universities.
QILT Graduate Outcome Survey, 2021

A Group of
Eight university

World-leading
education

UNSW is a member of the
prestigious coalition of
Australia’s leading researchintensive universities.

Ranked 41st in the world for
quality teaching and research
(academic reputation).

#1 for full-time
employment

5 of the world's top
20 subjects

Highest graduate full-time
rate of employment of Go8
universities.

Mineral & Mining Engineering
(3rd), Civil & Structural
Engineering (13th), Law (14th)
Petroleum Engineering (17th),
Accounting & Finance (20th)

QILT Graduate Outcome Survey, 2021

QS World University Rankings, 2022

QS World University Rankings by Subject,
2022

World-changing
graduates
#1 in Australia and 26th
worldwide for producing the
most innovative, creative and
entrepreneurial graduates
(alumni outcomes).

Employable graduates
Ranked 29th in the world
by employers seeking the
best graduates (employer
reputation).
QS Graduate Employability Rankings,
2022

QS Graduate Employability
Rankings, 2022

*QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2022
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Our award-winning* career service will equip you with the skills,
experiences, and attributes to ensure you excel well into your
future. That’s why our graduates now work with some of the most
desirable employers and global organisations, such as Google,
Unilever, Ernst & Young, Microsoft, Rio Tinto, HSBC, Baker
McKenzie, NASA, UNESCO and Oxfam.

CAREER-FOCUSED EDUCATION

Set yourself
up for career
success

Discover, launch, grow
Our Roadmap to Employability: Discover, Launch, Grow will help you
personalise your path to employment by developing the skills, experiences
and attributes that employers seek. From day one to after graduation, our
experts will support you.
Build your employability through internships, work integrated
learning, industry networking and tailored career planning workshops.
Visit employability.unsw.edu.au

Launch your start-up

Start your career in Sydney

If you are passionate about starting your own
business, or want to build entrepreneurial skills to
take into the workplace, UNSW is the university for
you. We are the best Australian university overall
for aspiring entrepreneurs^, with one of the biggest
student and alumni start-up programs in Australia.

Kick off your career with post-study work
visas in Australia’s business and technology
capital. Sydney is full of opportunities to enter
the Australian job market and begin your
graduate career in one of the most resilient
economies in the world.

Discover our mentoring, accelerator program and
networking opportunities.
Visit founders.unsw.edu.au

Make the most of the opportunity to study,
live and work in Australia.
Visit unsw.to/post-study-visa

Join our global alumni network
With students from over 140 countries, your
connections will not just be here in Sydney –
they will span the globe. Your alumni community
will become your professional network, supporting
you through your degree and unlocking doors
after graduation.
Harness our network and be inspired by where
their degree has taken them.
Visit unsw.edu.au/study/discover/our-alumni

*Australian Association of Graduate Employers, 2021
^Crunchbase data on venture capital funded start-ups, 2021.
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Students in an employability workshop

“Coming out of uni there was so many transferrable
skills like being a good communicator, a team member,
presenting well, these kind of skills that you’ve built
up over the years studying here [UNSW] are so easily
transferrable into the workforce.”
–
Catherine Hu,
UNSW Business School Alumna and Customer
Solutions Manager for TikTok

Scan the QR code to watch
Catherine's story.
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Hands-on student-led projects in the Makerspace

SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships,
rewarding
your ambition
UNSW is where ambitious and high-achieving students from around the world
study and succeed. We offer scholarships for international students to empower
them to realise their potential.
Our scholarships are not just based on your grades – UNSW values leadership
skills, extracurricular interests and your passion to study with us. Our international
scholarships and awards will help you to gain financial support, recognition of your
academic excellence and they will help you stand out to future employers.

International Scientia
Coursework Scholarship
Alongside academic merit, we want you to show
us your passion to become a leader, how you have
engaged in extracurricular interests, and share with us
why UNSW is the university for you.

Australia’s Global University Award
If you have strong academic merit and are passionate
about achieving your goals through your university
study, you will be considered for Australia’s Global
University Award.

For all eligibility requirements, instructions on
how to apply, or to explore all the scholarships
available, visit scholarships.unsw.edu.au

What you receive:
What you receive:
• a full scholarship on your tuition fees or,
• AUD$20,000 per annum for the minimum duration of
your program.
You will also have access to networks and support
including ‘fast-tracked’ applications for campus
accommodation, awards and networking events
and guaranteed entry into the UNSW Professional
Development Program.
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• AUD$10,000 for one year

"My scholarship has encouraged me to stay out of
my comfort zone and learn as much as I can. Not only
did it allow me to focus on my academics, but it also
pushed me to use this time wisely and make the
most of it."
–
Ilma Meidira Eprianto,
Master of Commerce - Enterprise System
and Business Design
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WELCOME TO SYDNEY

Welcome to
Sydney

Take a break from the books

Sydney is one of the best student cities
globally. It is ranked the 4th most desirable
place to live and study in the world^.
We are known as one of the most diverse
and inclusive cities in the world – made up
of global citizens. The differences you bring
are appreciated and we look forward to
welcoming you.
Sydney is more than just a pretty face.
It offers countless business and career
opportunities – it is Australia’s financial and
economic powerhouse. There is always
something to do in Sydney, and UNSW is
right in the heart of it all.

There is always something fun and exciting happening
in Sydney – from concerts at the Opera House, to
free events including Vivid light and musical festival,
Chinese New Year celebrations and the multicultural
Parramasala. Join an impromptu beach volleyball
game on Coogee Beach or grab some friends for
some photo-worthy moments in the Chinese Garden
of Friendship.
Or if you are more into sport, we host world-class
sporting events including cricket, soccer and rugby.
For the more artistic visitors, there are theatre
productions, concerts and festivals (many of them
free!) to keep you entertained and inspired all year
round. Get among it and join the fun in Sydney.

Sydney Barangaroo

Bondi Beach, Sydney

Sydney on a budget

Feel safe and welcome

On a budget? No worries. There are lots of affordable
indoor and outdoor activities to enjoy in Sydney.
Pop into a free art gallery, catch a movie at the local
cinema, try a coastal walk, snorkel or surf at the
beach, or enjoy a budget-friendly lunch or dinner in
one of our neighbouring suburbs. Feel confident to try
new hobbies with lots of UNSW student social clubs
to join.

G’day. Hello. Hi. How’s it going? Aussies are known for
being friendly and you will find a smile wherever you
go. Feel safe and welcome as you join our vibrant and
multicultural communities all over Sydney that span
social, religious and cultural collectives.
Sydney has been ranked one of safest cities in the
world*. You can feel secure and safe about your
choice to live here. It will feel like a home away from
home, no matter where you are from. The best
bit about our multicultural city? The food. Explore
Chinatown, Spice Alley, Little Italy and an array of
fresh food markets all within easy reach. Who knows
what new treats you could discover?

Explore Sydney’s surroundings
Sydney is all about the outdoors. And it is more than
just beaches. Head to one of our beautiful parks for an
outdoor picnic with friends. If you want to go further
afield, the Blue Mountains to the west of Sydney, the
Royal National Park to the south or stunning Palm
Beach in the north are great for a getaway. Do not
forget our beautiful beaches minutes from the UNSW
Sydney campus. Fall in love with Sydney when you
study in the heart of it.

Scan the QR to take a tour of
Sydney attractions with your
international student guides.

Come join us.
^ QS Best Student Cities (Desirability), 2022
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*4th Safest City, Economist Intelligence Unit Safe Cities Index, 2021

Sydney Harbour Bridge during
Vivid Sydney light festival
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WELCOME TO SYDNEY

Live in the
heart of it all
Sydney Centre
20 minutes by bus

UNSW
Art & Design

UNSW has the best of Sydney right at its doorstep.
The bubbling food and retail hub in the city centre
is just a short trip on the light rail. For fresh ocean
breezes, head to Bondi and Coogee, which are only a
short bus trip from campus. Up for some sightseeing?
The famous Sydney Opera House and Sydney
Harbour Bridge are so close, you can visit them any
time you want.
Take advantage of the public transport system.
There is trains, buses, ferries and light rail options
at all hours of the day. Getting to the main campus is
easy with a new Light Rail network that will drop you
at our doorstep. Or if you want to make the most of
beautiful Sydney, jump on a bike or choose to walk.
Take it all in at your own pace.

Make it your home
Join the student community living on or nearby
campus. Not only will you have this easy access
to Sydney city and beaches, you will be in walking
distance to your lecture halls, meet people from
around the world and make lifelong friends. For
information on university accomodation, please see
pages 20 – 21 or visit accommodation.unsw.edu.au

Bondi Junction
20 minutes by bus

10 minutes by bus

Bondi Beach
20 minutes by car

Randwick Shopping Complex
3 minutes by Light Rail

UNSW Canberra
3 hours by car

Sydney Airport
20 minutes by car

UNSW Global
Coogee Beach
8 minutes by bus
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Teacher-student feedback in class

STUDY EXPERIENCE

Get the full
experience
University is about discovering the best version of yourself. At
UNSW, there is so many opportunities for you to explore and
grow, and with each new experience, you will discover new
things about yourself and what motivates you to succeed. You
will make friends in clubs and societies and enjoy fun events on
and off campus.

Scan the QR code to watch a
student tour of our campus and
social activities.

Online, flexible study that works for you

A place to make new friends

Receive a world-class education from anywhere. Take
advantage of a wide range of fully-online programs
designed to help you balance professional and personal
commitments. UNSW's online learning is recognised
as accredited study and is delivered with the same
high standard of teaching as if you were on campus.
Programs offered will enable you to upskill, shift careers
or gain a competitive edge in the job market. Browse the
range of online degrees at online.unsw.edu.au

Students from all backgrounds are what makes our
campus so rich and diverse. There is plenty of activities
and opportunities to find your place in the community.
With over 300 clubs and societies for everything from
sport to religion, everyone is welcome. Arc, UNSW’s
student-led organisation and home to many of our
student clubs, hosts year-round parties and events (in
person and online), sporting competitions and practice,
volunteering opportunities, health and wellness sessions…
the list goes on. Find your friends at arc.unsw.edu.au

Please note that students are not able to obtain an Australian
student visa for UNSW's fully-online programs.

Discover your favourite places
UNSW’s campus has everything you could need all in
one place. You will find dozens of cafes and restaurants,
banks, ATMs, a post office, supermarket, medical
facilities, libraries, sporting facilities and more! When it is
time to hit the books, there are indoor computer labs and
outdoor study areas, so you can find the right vibe to suit
your study style – all with free and fast Wi-Fi.

Discover more international student life at
unsw.edu.au/study/international-students
16
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On-campus venue, The Roundhouse

STUDENT SUPPORT

Receive the
support
you need
We are known as one of the friendliest universities in
Australia according to students and parents alike. We have
a range of support and development services to guide you
from your first day through to graduation.

Feel safe and welcome
The health and safety of our students is our
number one priority. We have strict cleaning
protocols in line with health authority guidelines.
There is an on-campus health clinic, support for
mental health, and wellbeing services designed
specifically for students. We also provide 24/7
security services and have an app to help:
StaySafe@UNSW.

Arriving in Sydney
With new-arrival workshops, campus tours, and
even meeting you at the airport, our dedicated
International Student Welcome Centre will make
you feel at home with UNSW.

Your student community is here
to help

Study and academic
language support

Moving to Australia is exciting but can be
overwhelming. There are many students here
at UNSW who have been in your position and
are here to help you.

You can prepare yourself for success and develop
academic and independent learning skills as
soon as you start. Through workshops, online
resources, and one-on-one appointments, you can
build your academic writing, reading, notetaking,
presentations, exam preparation, and more.

Our Peer Mentor Connect program connects you
with a Student Mentor online, anytime. They will
share personal experiences, answer your questions
and guide you throughout your journey.
When you arrive in Australia, get help settling
in by joining one of our Peer Support programs
to connect to other students.
We have a team of Student Support Advisors
available for personalised advice and information
about university life, student visas, wellbeing
support and coaching you in developing skills you
need to navigate and succeed at University.
Explore more at student.unsw.edu.au/
international
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For more information,
visit student.unsw.edu.au/skills and
student.unsw.edu.au/english

If you are living with disabilities or health
conditions, our Equitable Learning Service can
work with you to make adjustments so that your
learning will not be negatively impacted, visit
student.unsw.edu.au/els
Scan here to chat
directly with an
international student
about life at UNSW.
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The Kensington Colleges student accommodation

ACCOMMODATION

Find your
new home
Feel at home with a range of award-winning accommodation on and off campus at UNSW.
Live within walking distance of your lecture halls, meet people from around the world, and
make lifelong friends.

Accommodation at UNSW

Private accommodation options

Living on campus is unlike any other
accomodation option. Colleges have a stronger
culture of socialising, while apartments have more
opportunity for independence. Both are places
to grow alongside fellow student, fulfilling your
personal and academic potential - whichever
option your choose, UNSW will become your
home and community.

Rental property
Choose from numerous private rental properties
located in the surrounding suburbs of UNSW.
You can rent a furnished or unfurnished property.
Be sure to consider additional expenses such as
electricity, gas, telephone and Wi-Fi. Costs vary
but usually range from AUD$250 – AUD$350 per
student per week in a shared house or apartment.

Colleges
Join a college and you’ll continue decades of
university history. A strong community and
highly social traditions are at the heart of college
life, with the support of residential care and
academic mentoring. Live among students from
all over the world including domestic students.
Accomodation options range from fully catered to
self catered and caters for all dietary requirements
such as halal, kosher and vegetarian alternatives.

Homestay
Homestay options include full board and single
room-only accommodation. Full board usually
includes a furnished room, use of facilities in a
private home plus breakfast and dinner. Single
room-only homestays include a furnished room,
and gas and electricity expenses in the rent.
You will need to arrange your own food, cooking,
cleaning, laundry and telephone costs. Costs vary
but usually range from AUD$250 - AUD$350 per
student per week. Search our database of local
private properties at studystays.unsw.edu.au

Apartments
Apartments are an opportunity to make your own
home and household. They cater to students who
want more independent living or need specific living
arrangements, including families.
All accomodation prices includes furniture,
general cleaning, Wi-Fi, water, electricity and gas.

Find the home that is right for you. Take 360
virtual tours of rooms and compare prices at
accommodation.unsw.edu.au

Temporary accommodation
We recommend having three to four weeks before
classes begin to arrange private housing. Be sure
to book short-term accommodation first, then
look for long-term options in person. Short-term
accommodation can include private hotels, motels,
hostels, lodges or furnished apartments ranging from
AUD$45 – AUD$300 per day.
Private student housing assistance
UNSW’s International Student Housing Assistance
(ISHA) team can help you look for temporary or private
accommodation if UNSW accommodation is not
available when you apply. For more information,
visit student.unsw.edu.au/housing-assistance

Under 18s
Arrangements must be made for students under 18
years of age according to Australian Government
regulations for the welfare of international students
under 18. For more information,
visit student.unsw.edu.au/visa18
Living on campus compared to living off campus
We have compiled indicative costs of living on
campus compared to living independently factoring
in everything you need to consider from food to
transport, so you can make an informed choice about
where you will live when you study with UNSW.

Living on campus compared to living off campus
UNSW owned and/or affiliated

Independent

UNSW Apartment

UNSW College

Share house

One bedroom

AUD$0

AUD$0

AUD$3,000

AUD$3,700

Accommodation per week

AUD$290 to AUD$580*

AUD$280 to AUD$600*

AUD$250 to AUD$350

AUD$470 to
AUD$650

Internet

AUD$0

AUD$0

AUD$20 to AUD$55

AUD$20 to AUD$55

Gas and electricity

AUD$0

AUD$0

AUD$35 to AUD$140

AUD$35 to AUD$140

Food (groceries and eating out)

AUD$80 to AUD$280

AUD$10 to AUD$50

AUD$80 to AUD$280

AUD$80 to AUD$280

Transport to university

AUD$0

AUD$0

AUD$40

AUD$40

Weekly total

AUD$370 to AUD$860*

AUD$290 to AUD$650

AUD$425 to AUD$865

AUD$645 to
AUD$1,165

Total annual cost

AUD$19,240 to
AUD$44,720*

AUD$12,760 to
AUD$28,600*

AUD$22,100 to
AUD$44,980

AUD$33,540 to
AUD$60,580

52 weeks

44 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

Set-up costs
(Bond, furniture, utility
connections, etc.)

Living costs are indicative only and will vary based on the location, number of people you live with and the condition of the housing.
For more information, visit student.unsw.edu.au/approximate-weekly-costs and studyinaustralia.gov.au/global/live-in-australia/living-costs
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*Costs will vary depending on the type of accommodation and catering offered.
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We have hundreds of different degree and
double degree combinations that will prepare
you for future success. Gain a world-class
education and discover your true potential.

FACULTIES & DEGREES

Discover the
right degree
for you

page 24
Arts, Design & Architecture
Build creative and critical thinking for real-world
impact in the areas of architecture, built environment,
design, social sciences, education, arts, and all the
diverse ways in which we live and grow.
page 50
UNSW Business School
Join the new generation of business professionals
making an impact in the ever-changing world of
accounting and finance, leadership and social impact,
entrepreneurship and business management.
Engineering
Be at the very cutting edge of innovation and
technology in the engineering industry including
electrical, mechatronics, chemical, renewable
energy, civil engineering and more.

page 64

page 76
Law & Justice
Develop a deep understanding of how the law
operates in areas such as technology, finance,
human rights, environmental protection, commercial
business or media.
page 84
Medicine & Health
Start your health and medical studies with a
university that is a world leader in the fields of cancer,
neuroscience, mental health, infectious disease,
immunity and medical research.
page 100
Science
Turn your curiosity into a meaningful and successful
career where you can make real-world impact
in environmental science, data and technology
or psychology.
page 112
UNSW Canberra
Take your studies to the next level and master your
skills in strategy, security, leadership or business.
Gain a competitive edge in the workforce with further
studies in engineering science or space operations.

Not sure what to study?
Scan here to search for
degrees based on study
area or interest.
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Sir John Clancy Auditorium
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Interdisciplinary studio learning in Sydney Urban Lab

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Arts,
Design &
Architecture
Gain hands-on experience and build connections that will empower your
career progression. You will learn to turn creativity and critical thinking
into a future career that drives solutions to real-world challenges.
Our diverse faculty is home to subjects ranked in the top 50 worldwide*,
and more than 40 disciplines across the arts, built environment, design,
education, humanities, media and social sciences.

Continue to develop your abilities as a problemsolver and problem seeker by deepening your
understanding of the complexities of today’s
world. You will gain advanced creativity and criticalthinking skills to confidently pursue the life and
career you want.

Our community supports your career success as
much as your academic performance. You will learn
from leading practitioners in your field, benefit from
connections to thousands of industry partners,
and take advantage of unique opportunities for
professional development.
We are a vibrant faculty where you will immerse
yourself in diverse communities and a busy calendar
of events. You can take advantage of opportunities
to build personal and professional relationships that
will empower you to pursue your goals
with confidence.

Career outcomes
Advertising Executives

Diplomats

Policy Specialists

Architects

Editors

Property Developers

Arts Managers

Educational Leaders

Property Managers

City Planners

Environmental Managers

Public Relations Consultants

Communications Specialists

Immersive Design Leaders

Publishers

Construction Project
Managers

Interpreters

Social Workers

Journalists

Teachers

Landscape Architects

Translators

Linguists

Urban Designers

Curators
Designers
Development Specialists

For more information, visit unsw.to/ada

Media Advisors

*QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2022
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Career success

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

UNSW graduates succeed. They are earning the highest
median salaries of graduates from Go8 universities*.
Many are making contributions to the world’s most
admired enterprises and organisations. Others are
disrupting the status quo, launching brands and start-up
businesses that make a real difference.

Build professional networks

Whichever sector you want to move into, you will be able
advantage of our faculty’s connections to thousands of
industry partners. You will work with and learn from staff
who are not only practicing in your field, but who are also
leading and shaping the future of your industry.

Gain a global mindset

As part of our diverse community of students,
staff, alumni and industry partners from around
the world, you will be able to build a global
network. Studying at an internationally renowned
university, you will learn the communication and
professional skills to move into global careers and drive
solutions to challenges that go beyond borders.

*QILT Graduate Outcomes Survey 2021

Class site visit at Cockatoo Island, Sydney

Experiences to shape your future
We are dedicated to helping you create a university
experience that aligns with your ambitions. We will
listen to and work with you to understand your career
goals. We will support you to pursue those through
industry connections, hands-on experiences and
world-class campus facilities.

Our campuses
Our two Sydney campuses are home to purpose
designed spaces, industry-standard technologies and
facilities that will support your learning and career
progression, whichever field you wish to move into.
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Kensington Campus

Located between the global metropolis of Sydney’s
CBD, and its world-famous beaches, UNSW’s
Kensington campus hosts hundreds of clubs,
societies and networking events. It is also home to
Australia’s most comprehensive entrepreneurship
program – UNSW Founders.

Paddington Campus  

Our Art & Design campus in inner city Sydney is a
renowned creative hub. Studying here, you will have
access to an unmatched array of studio, workshop
and gallery spaces, as well as state-of-the-art digital
production technology.
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Architecture and Built Environment
Architecture

City Planning

Program code 8143
CRICOS code 061906G
Duration 2 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$43,272

Build on the disciplinary foundation of
a bachelor-level architecture degree
with a Master of Architecture.
This degree provides advanced
knowledge of architectural design,
professional practice, environmental
design and construction and structures.
You can choose one of four program
streams to tailor our degree to a
specific field of your interest.
The Master of Architecture prepares
you to practice in architecture and
other design-based industries.

Areas of specialisations

• ARCH1311: Architecture Studio 5

•
•
•
•
•

• ARCH1302: Architecture Studio 6

High-Performance Technology
Housing
Social Agency
Urban Conditions
Generalist (no stream specialisation)

Entry requirements
• 65 credit average (or equivalent) in
applicant’s undergraduate architecture
degree
OR
• Applicants who have completed the
Bachelor of Architectural Studies (or
equivalent) but do not meet the entry
requirements specified above may be
considered after they have obtained work
experience in an architectural office. Work
experience will be individually assessed
based on the following submission:
- A logbook record of a minimum 12 months
full-time work or the equivalent.
-A referee report from the employer
- A portfolio of the work undertaken during
this period
OR
• UNSW Bachelor of Interior Architecture
(Honours) graduates will meet entry
requirements for the Master of Architecture
8143 if they complete the architecture
elective pathway in the Bachelor in Interior
Architecture (3256) degree. Students will
need to complete the following courses as
part of this pathway, and achieve an overall
WAM of 65. These courses will count as
electives in their BIA program.

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Master of Architecture

Planning is an exciting, varied and progressive profession, which plays a pivotal role in decisions shaping the future of cities and
regions. The City Planning programs provide a solid foundation to pursue planning and urban policy-related career opportunities.
The two-year master’s degree is professionally accredited, and gives students the chance to undertake a major capstone project in
their chosen area of interest. Graduate Diploma and Graduate certificate programs are also available.

• ARCH1261: Structures and Construction 2
• ARCH1322: Architectural History and Theory 3
• A RCH1361: Architectural Science and
Building Environment 2
Students from international universities
must provide a portfolio of their design work.
The portfolio should include sample works from
various stages of their undergraduate degree,
and text should accompany all drawings/
images to explain the projects. Professional
work can be included, but the degree of
responsibility for the work must be stated.
The portfolio must be in digital format.
For a guide to portfolio submission,
visit unsw.to/master-architecture

Professional accreditation

The Master of Architecture builds on the UNSW
Bachelor of Architectural Studies degree, and
presently has full five-year accreditation from
the Architects Accreditation Council of Australia
(AACA) and NSW Architects Registration Board.
Upon successful completion of their studies,
Master of Architecture graduates are then
eligible to apply for the Architectural Practice
Examination (APE) which must be undertaken
in order to become a Registered Architect
in Australia.

Master of
City Planning

Graduate Diploma in
City Planning

Graduate Certificate in
City Planning

Program code 8148

Program code 5148

Program code 7148

CRICOS code 088355A

CRICOS code 088356M

CRICOS code 088357K

Duration 2 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,705

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,600

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$20,300

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree with at
least a credit average (65%), or where
qualifications are not considered adequate,
admission may be permitted to the Graduate
Certificate in City Planning, with the possibility
of upgrading to the master program, subject
to satisfactory performance.

A recognised bachelor’s degree with at least a
credit average (65%).

A recognised bachelor’s degree with at least a
credit average (65%).

Applicants who have achieved less than a
credit average may be eligible for admission
on a case-by-case basis. Where qualifications
are not considered adequate, admission may
be permitted to the Graduate Certificate in
City Planning, with the possibility of upgrading
to the Graduate Diploma program, subject to
satisfactory performance.

Applicants who have achieved less than a
credit average may be eligible for admission
on a case-by-case basis.

Applicants with undergraduate degrees in
related disciplines will be eligible for up to 24
UOC of advanced standing (course credit).
Related areas include built environment
subject areas such as architecture,
construction management and planning
as well as social policy, economics and
environmental science, law/jurisprudence,
and environmental and civil engineering.

Professional accreditation
The program is accredited by the Planning
Institute of Australia (PIA). Graduates are
eligible, subject to professional experience
requirements, for corporate membership
of PIA.

Landscape Architecture
Master of Landscape Architecture
Program code 8136
CRICOS code 094952G
Duration 3 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,600

If you are looking to study landscape
architecture, there is no better
‘laboratory’ than the Sydney region.
During the Master of Landscape
Architecture, you will work with
leading academics and practitioners in
landscape architecture as well as city
planning and urban design to explore
contemporary issues facing the field.
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The Master of Landscape Architecture
is a three-year program with three entry
points; depending on your prior study
areas, you can complete the degree
requirements in one, two, or three
years. The program is 144 UOC in total,
but some students with relevant degree
backgrounds may be eligible for up to
96 UOC transfer.
Stream A caters to students from a nondesign background. You will be required to
complete the three-year, 144 UOC program.
You must submit a portfolio, provide a
personal statement and participate in
an interview.
Stream B caters to students from related
backgrounds, including landscape
architecture, architecture and urban design.
These students may receive 48 UOC for
recognition of prior learning (RPL) and are
required to complete the two-year, 96 UOC
program. You must submit a portfolio, provide
a personal statement and participate in
an interview.

Stream C caters to students who have
completed a Bachelor of Landscape
Architecture from an accredited program.
These students may be granted 96 UOC for
recognition of prior learning (RPL) and are
required to complete one year of study (48
UOC program). You must submit a portfolio,
provide a personal statement and participate
in an interview.

Entry requirements
A recognised bachelor’s degree with at least
a credit average (65%), and submission of a
digital portfolio of design work.

Professional accreditation
This degree is accredited by the Australian
Institute of Landscape Architecture.

Collaborative design studio spaces in the Red Centre Building
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Construction Project Management

Property and Development

Master of Construction Project Management

Master of Property and Development

CRICOS code 085910C
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,600

The Master of Construction Project
Management teaches modern
management methods and how to
apply these principles to complex
buildings and infrastructure.
You will develop proficiency to
meet construction management
challenges, in today and tomorrow’s
professional settings.
A two-year program in construction project
management is also available. Refer to
double degree program 8318 Master of
Construction Project Management/Property
and Development on opposite page.

Entry requirements

Professional accreditation

• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or
equivalent) in a relevant field such as
building, construction management,
construction economics, civil engineering,
mining engineering, material engineering,
architecture, landscape architecture,
interior architecture, urban planning,
quantity surveying, property development,
real estate, law, or business with at least a
credit average (65%); or

The program has been accredited by the
Australian Institute of Building (AIB) and
the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS). Graduates will be eligible to apply for
membership with both AIB and RICS.

• An undergraduate degree in any field with at
least a credit average (65%), and three years
of construction industry experience at a
management level; or
• A Graduate Certificate in Construction
Project Management with a credit average
(65%).
Additionally, applicants who have met these
requirements but also have an honours
or master’s degree with at least a credit
average (65%) in a relevant field, or an
honours degree with a credit average in an
unrelated field plus 3 years construction
industry experience at a managerial level,
may be eligible for 24 UOC of advanced
standing (course credit).

Program code 8127
CRICOS code 055094A
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first
year tuition AUD$40,630

The dynamic range of courses in
the Master of Property and
Development will provide you with
the principles of property development
and investment and the knowledge to
apply them across different phases of
the industry cycle.
A two-year double degree program in this
area of study is now available. Refer to
program 8318 Master of Construction Project
Management/Property and Development
below.

Entry requirements
• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or
equivalent) in a relevant field such as
building, construction management,
construction economics, civil engineering,
mining engineering, material engineering,
architecture, landscape architecture, interior
architecture, urban planning, quantity
surveying, property development, real
estate, law, or business with at least a credit
average (65%); or

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Program code 8121

Professional accreditation

The program has been accredited by the
Australian Property Institute (API).

• An undergraduate degree in any field with
at least a credit average (65%), and three
years of property industry experience at a
management level, or
• a Graduate Certificate in Property
Development with at least a credit average
(65%).
Additionally, applicants who have met these
requirements but also have an honours
degree or master’s degree with at least a
credit average (65%) in a related field, or an
honours degree with at least a credit average
(65%) in any field plus 3 years property
industry experience at management level,
may be eligible for 24 UOC of advanced
standing (course credit).

Cutting-edge teaching techniques using virtual reality visualisation of construction sites

Double degree program
Master of Construction Project Management/Property and Development
Program code 8318
CRICOS code 102395E
Duration 2.4 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,365
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The Master of Construction Project
Management and Property and
Development double degree combines
the principles of these two fields
to equip you with the advanced,
interdisciplinary skills required to
manage the property development or
construction process.
You will learn how to apply innovative,
smart technologies and sustainable
approaches to construction and
infrastructure required for higher
density living. Graduates from this
program will meet the growing global
demand in the construction and
property industries for those who
have a deep understanding of how
construction management and property
development are interrelated.

Professional accreditation
This unique degree will provide you with dual
qualification in property development and
construction management and professional
accreditations in both the construction and
property industries.

Entry requirements
Please see the single degrees
(8121 and 8127).
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Art and Design
Art and Design courses are delivered at
our specialist Paddington Campus.

Curating and Cultural Leadership

Master of Curating and
Cultural Leadership

Curating focuses on contemporary curating as a diverse and

dynamic profession which plays a key role in setting cultural agendas
and discovering new ground. The curatorial strand emphasises
experimentation and the development of a strong independent practice
through curatorial studios and live public projects.

Cultural Leadership includes museum management, public

programming and engagement, education, policy, critical writing,
promotion, production, and new emerging roles. It emphasises the
fluid boundaries between all these activities and promotes a
collaborative approach. This strand fosters a vision of leadership that
is diverse and limited by neither age nor status. It educates students to
develop a unique individual philosophy underpinned by a robust
and flexible skill set.

Graduate Diploma in
Cultural Leadership

Graduate Certificate in
Cultural Leadership

UNSW’s design programs are interdisciplinary, industryengaged and focus on the role of design in innovation and
the global economy. You will combine technology, design
thinking, conceptual exploration with practical skills to take
your professional and practical design knowledge to
an advanced level.

Areas of practice

Spatial Experiences engages with the design of processes,

services, events and environments, with a focus on the quality of
the user experience.

Interaction and User Experience (UX) Design covers visual

communication and user-experience across graphics, media and
emergent interactives.

You will choose from the following studio-based courses to either focus
on a specific area of design and digital media practice or to put together
your own suite of courses.

Visualisation and Visual Effects focuses on the practices

Graphic Communication addresses graphic design for paper and print,

Future Making: Materials and Objects focuses on the making of

the screen and broadcast, encompassing contemporary typography,
graphic design and cross-cultural communication strategies in
designing for different audiences.

Master of Design

of designing for animation, 3D, sound, film, video, illustration
and computing.

objects with new materials, digital technologies and craftsmanship. It
addresses the integration of technical knowledge and skills with material
and contextual understanding. Future making works with ceramics,
jewellery, metal, textiles, furniture and lighting.

Graduate
Diploma in Design

Graduate
Certificate in Design

Program code 9318

Program code 5312

Program code 7318

CRICOS code 082201A

CRICOS code 082202M

CRICOS code 082203K

Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Program code 9313

Program code 5306

Program code 7306

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

CRICOS code 082198B

CRICOS code 082199A

CRICOS code 082200B

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,920

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$19,460

Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May and
September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,925

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,920

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$19,460

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,005

Entry requirements
Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Curating and Cultural Leadership has three
entry points with different duration:

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field;
or
• A Graduate Certificate in Cultural Leadership
with at least a credit average (65%).

A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field.
Applicants without a bachelor’s degree may
be admitted to the Graduate Certificate on a
case-by-case basis by the Program Director
based on a continuous history of employment
in an art related field.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field,
awarded within the last 10 years; or
• A Graduate Certificate in Design with at
least a credit average (65%).

A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field
awarded within the last 10 years.

• A recognised bachelor degree in any field
with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent. This provides admission into the
two-year program (96 UOC).

Depending on the level and nature of your
prior qualifications, admission to the Master
of Design has three entry points with different
duration. You can also articulate into the
Master of Design after completing of the
Graduate Certificate in Design with at least a
credit average (65%).

1.7 Year Program (72 UOC)

1 year program (48 UOC)

• A recognised bachelor degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent. This provides admission into the
1.7-year program (72 UOC).

1.7 year program (72 UOC)

2 Year Program (96 UOC)

1 Year Program (48 UOC)
• An honours degree in a related field. This
provides direct admission to the advanced
one-year program (48 UOC).
Related fields include: Curatorial studies;
librarianship and information management;
the creative arts such as fine arts, art history,
art theory, museum studies, visual arts and
crafts, performing arts, graphic and design
studies, communication and media studies;
studies in human society such as sociology,
anthropology, history, archaeology, human
geography, indigenous studies, gender
specific studies; political science and policy
studies; literature; and philosophy.
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Areas of study

• An recognised honours degree in a
related field.

“I like that UNSW is a really prestigious
institution and has links to some pretty
big industries, so I know that will look
good on my resume.”
–
Evena Wong, Malaysia
Master of Design

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Launch a dynamic career in contemporary curating by
generating new ideas and setting cultural agendas. The
Curating and Cultural Leadership programs forge connections
between curating, audience engagement, policy, management,
critical writing, promotion, production, and other emerging
aspects of this field. The programs are customisable and
include an industry-based project at postgraduate level,
allowing you to build your skills and professional networks.

Design

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent.

Applicants who apply with a bachelor’s
degree completed more than 10 years ago
can be admitted to the Graduate Certificate
in Design where they have five or more years
professional experience in a design or mediarelated field since graduation. Applicants
without a bachelor’s degree may be admitted
to the Graduate Certificate in Design on
a case-by-case basis by the Program
Director, based on a portfolio of work and
professional experience.

2 year program (96 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree or honours
degree with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent. The bachelor’s degree can be
in any field. Applicants who apply from nonrelated fields will be admitted on successful
assessment of a submitted portfolio.

Design Portfolio
Requirements

You may be required to submit a portfolio
depending on the level and nature of your
prior qualifications. Portfolios are submitted
with your online application and must include
the following:
• A 10-page digital portfolio of original design
work with critically reflective text; and
• A cover letter explaining your interest in
UNSW and the degree as well as your
interests, achievements and experience; and
• Verified evidence of professional experience
in a design or media-related field; and
• A two-page resume that details your
experience in or related to design including
contact details for two referees.
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iCinema Centre for Interactive
Cinema Research

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Simulation and
Immersive Technologies
Interested in VR, AR, MR or simulation?
Equip yourself with the creative skills
and latest immersive technologies to
meet industry’s rapidly transforming
approaches to manufacturing, training,
modelling, planning and more. The
Simulation and Immersive Technologies
programs offer a unique human-centric,
design-led approach to immersive
technology focusing on human
perception and experience. You will
learn the how, why, when and where to
effectively utilise these in demand skills
in a variety of industries.

Simulation and Immersive
Technologies programs are designed
to accommodate busy professionals.
This program can be completed
fully online.

Master of Simulation and
Immersive Technologies

Graduate Certificate in
Simulation and Immersive
Technologies

For more information, visit
unsw.to/msit

Program code 9323
CRICOS code 099986A

Program code 7323

Duration 1.7 years

CRICOS code 099994A

Entry February, May
and September

Duration 0.7 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,365

Entry February,May and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$20,180

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent. Given that the program enables
practitioners from a wide range of industry
sectors, entry does not depend on a degree
related to the creative disciplines.

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)

may be granted for formal, non-formal and
workplace learning for specified credit in
accordance with UNSW recognition of prior
learning procedure. Students may only
claim RPL for elective courses within the
program (up to a maximum of 30 UOC). RPL
will not be considered for core courses and
the capstone course.
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Entry requirements
A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent. The program enables practitioners
from a wide range of industry sectors, so
entry does not require a degree related to the
creative disciplines.

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)

may be granted for formal, non-formal and
workplace learning for specified credit in
accordance with UNSW recognition of prior
learning procedure. Students may only claim
RPL for elective courses within the program
(up to a maximum of 12 UOC). RPL will not be
considered for core courses.
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Arts and Social Sciences

Education

Applied Linguistics

Master of Education

Master of Applied Linguistics
Program code 8236
CRICOS code 083248M
Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,285

Do you have a deep interest in the
workings of language? The Master of
Applied Linguistics is a professionally
relevant degree for students who want
to use linguistic knowledge to solve
language related problems and help to
remove barriers to intercultural
communication. The study of
linguistics can be applied across a
range of diverse fields from working
with migrant communities to careers
as language specialists; experts in
language acquisition and bilingualism;
language planners; and language
education professionals.

Entry requirements
Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Applied Linguistics has three entry points with
different duration:

1 year program (48 UOC)
• A recognised Honours degree or graduate
diploma in a related field with at least a
credit average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience; or
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in any field with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent.

CRICOS code 000947D

2 year program (96 UOC)*

Duration 1 year

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent.

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,200*

*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/ or
1.7 year program are also permitted to study the
2 year program.
Relevant disciplines include:
Linguistics, languages, TESOL, cognitive
science, speech pathology, interpreting,
translation, and health sciences. Relevant
professional experience includes work in a
language-related area including teaching
English as a second or foreign language or
a language other than English, translating,
interpreting, curriculum design, and other
relevant language professions.

The Master of Education will enhance
your career options and give you the
skills needed to progress into a
specialist field of education or a
leadership role. The degree is designed
for existing education professionals and
offers seven areas of specialisation.
*Certain specialisations within this program have
compulsory Work Integrated Learning components.
This program can be studied fully online, on campus
or blended

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development Studies

Curriculum and Assessment
Educational Psychology
Educational Studies
Gifted Education
Higher Education
Special Education**
TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages)

Master of Development Studies
Program code 8942
CRICOS code 083236D
Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,210

The Master of Development Studies is
an interactive degree that provides
specialist studies in international
development at local, national and
global levels. Alongside academics
who are at the forefront of national
and international development
practice, you will take a hands-on
approach to understanding issues
around human rights, social justice
and community development.

Entry requirements
Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Development Studies has three entry points
with different duration:

1 year program (48 UOC)
• A recognised Honours degree or graduate
diploma in a related field with at least a
credit average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience; or
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in any field with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent.

2 year program (96 UOC)*
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field
with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent.
*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/ or
1.7 year program are also permitted to study the
2 year program.
Relevant disciplines include: Social sciences;
humanities; business; economics; law;
public health; communications; social work;
psychology/psychological science.

**International students may be restricted from
taking this specialisation due to professional
practice requirements. For further details, please
contact the School of Education,
education@unsw.edu.au
Note: Due to the availability of courses each
term, certain specialisations within this program
may not be able to be completed full time. For
further details, contact the School of Education,
education@unsw.edu.au

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree and a
postgraduate teaching qualification (e.g.
Graduate Diploma in Education or Master of
Teaching); or
• A four-year Bachelor degree or combined
degree in Education, including professional
experience or practicum, equivalent to the
qualifications required for Graduate Teacher
status NSW or other Australian jurisdictions;
or
• A Bachelor degree or equivalent qualification
in a relevant discipline, plus three years’
relevant professional experience and
development
Relevant disciplines may include arts,
humanities, media, psychology, social work,
business, economics, languages, linguistics,
communications, policy studies, behavioural
sciences, social sciences.
Relevant professional experience may
include roles such as teacher, trainer, coach,
educational developer, languages teacher,
lecturer, teacher of English to speakers
of other languages, educational leader,
educational administration.

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Program code 8910

For students seeking a primary or secondary
teacher qualification, please see Master of
Teaching (Secondary) (8926) and Master of
Teaching (Primary) (8925).

Professional accreditation

These programs are endorsed by the NSW
Education Standards Authority (NESA) as
registered professional development.

Graduate Certificate
in Education
Program code 7401
CRICOS code 082792F
Duration 0.7 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$19,100
*This program can be studied fully online, on campus
or blended.

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Education (8910)

Professional accreditation  

Please see Master of Education (8910)

Educational Leadership
Master of Educational Leadership
Program code 8960
CRICOS code 000949B
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,200*

Entry requirements
• A recognised bachelor’s degree and a
postgraduate teaching qualification (e.g.
Graduate Diploma in Education or Master of
Teaching); or
• A four-year pre-service teacher education
qualification, including professional
experience, equivalent to the qualifications
required for graduate teacher status in NSW.

Professional accreditation
The Master of Educational Leadership
provides aspiring and current
educational leaders with an
understanding of theory, research and
practice in educational leadership. You
will gain the ability to apply disciplinary
principles and practices to new or
complex educational environments. In
this collaborative degree you will share
research and experiences with other
education colleagues and specialise by
choosing from a wide range of electives.

These programs are endorsed by the NSW
Education Standards Authority (NESA) as
registered professional development.

Graduate Certificate
in Educational Leadership
Program code 7960
CRICOS code 068874K
Duration 0.7 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$19,100*
*This program can be studied fully online, on campus
or blended.

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Educational
Leadership (8960)

Professional accreditation  
Please see Master of Educational
Leadership (8960)

*This program can be studied fully online, on campus
or blended.
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Environmental Management

International Relations

Master of Environmental Management

Master of International Relations

CRICOS code 080063M
Duration 1, 1.7, or 2 years
Entry February, June and
September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,910

UNSW’s Environmental Management
postgraduate program will prepare you
for a transformative career tackling our
biggest ecological challenges using
change-leadership and sustainability.
You will learn to think about
environmental issues through several
lenses and form a deep understanding
of the social, cultural, and political
influences at play. This program will
focus on critical and creative
conceptual tools as you also develop
experiential and practical skills to
inform ethical and restorative
sustainability leadership in a range of
professional and advocacy settings.

Entry requirements
Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Environmental Management has three entry
points with different duration:

1 year program (48 UOC)
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in a related field with at least a
credit average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience; or
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in any field with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent.

2 year program (96 UOC)*

*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/
or 1.7-year program are also permitted to study
the 2-year program. Relevant experience will
also be considered for admission. In special
circumstances, students who do not have the
relevant qualifications may be considered for
admission into the Graduate Certificate. In
these cases, credit level performance in the
Graduate Certificate may lead to articulation
with the Graduate Diploma and the Master
programs. Please also refer to information
regarding articulation rules.
Relevant disciplines include: Environmental
science, policy, humanities, sociology, planning,
management, etc.
Relevant professional experience includes:
Environmental officer, planner, manager
or similar in government or for catchment
authorities, environmental consulting,
reporting, assessment, monitoring and
evaluation/auditing, environmental outreach
or education, research assistant
or associate on environmental themes, NGO
or international organisation environmental
campaign manager.

Program code 8233
CRICOS code 083232G
Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years

Entry requirements
Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
International Relations has three entry points
with different duration:

Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,325

The Master of International Relations is
a specialist degree that recognises the
complexity and the globalised nature of
today’s world. This degree is specifically
designed to advance your
understanding of global politics and
foreign policy. You will explore areas
such as international security, greatpower rivalry, regional conflicts, nuclear
proliferation, global environmental
politics, civil conflict, human rights,
gender politics, international political
economy and development.

1 year program (48 UOC)
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in a related field with at least a
credit average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, plus one year of relevant
professional experience. This provides
admission into the one-year program
(48 UOC).

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, and one year of relevant
professional experience; or
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in any field with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent.
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Program code 8623

2 year program (96 UOC)*
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent.
*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/or
1.7 year program are also permitted to study the
2 year program.
Relevant disciplines include: Social sciences,
humanities, business, economics, law, public
health, and communications.
Relevant professional experience
includes: Either paid or volunteer work
(including internships) undertaken in
federal government agencies/departments,
intergovernmental agencies, international
agencies or institutions, non-governmental
organisations, or private research bodies.
The work undertaken must relate directly to
international issues or concerns (e.g., foreign
policy, defence and national security, global
policy issues and trade).

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent. This provides admission into the
two-year program (96 UOC).

Graduate Diploma in
Environmental
Management

Graduate Certificate in
Environmental
Management

Program code 5499

Program code 7339

CRICOS code 033894F

CRICOS code 033884G

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February, June and
September

Entry February, June and
September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$40,185

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$23,300

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field
with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent.

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field.

“The variety of the teaching is
important. It enables you to have an
interdisciplinary approach in any line
of work that you will do after
the degree.”
–
Aymeric Maudous,
Master of Environmental
Management
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Public Policy and Governance

Master of Interpreting

Master of Public Policy and Governance

CRICOS code 083243E
Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,240

The Master of Public Policy and
Governance applies a social science
perspective to real-world issues
surrounding policy, research and
management in modern organisations.
We prepare you for roles that
require research and analytical skills
and a practical understanding of
policymaking and implementation. You
will have the opportunity to specialise
in a policy area of your choosing,
working with teaching staff who have
experience in policy making. You will
focus on the significance of evidence in
driving policy change, and develop skills
in evaluating the impact that policy has
on clients, customers and the public.

Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Public Policy and Governance has three entry
points with different duration:

1 year program (48 UOC)
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma (or equivalent qualification) in a
relevant discipline with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or
equivalent qualification) in a relevant
discipline with at least a credit average
(65%), and one year of relevant professional
experience.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or
equivalent qualification) in a relevant
discipline with a record of academic
achievement equivalent to a UNSW credit
average (65%); or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or
equivalent qualification) in any discipline
with a record of academic achievement
equivalent to a UNSW credit average (65%),
plus one year of relevant professional
experience; or
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma (or equivalent qualification) in
any discipline with a record of academic
achievement equivalent to a UNSW credit
average (65%).

2 year program (96 UOC)*

CRICOS code 083233G

• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or
equivalent qualification) in any discipline
with a record of academic achievement
equivalent to a UNSW credit average (65%).

Duration 1.7 years

*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/ or
1.7 year program are also permitted to study the
2 year program.

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,560*

Relevant disciplines include: Social sciences,
humanities, business, economics, law, public
health, communications, social research and
policy, and social work
Relevant professional experience includes:
Working in the public sector, unions, business
organisations, research/policy institutes, or
third-sector organisations.

CRICOS code 083234F
Duration 1 or 1.7 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,495*

The Master of Translation, endorsed by
the National Accreditation Authority for
Translators and Interpreters (NAATI),
provides you with the knowledge and
practical skills to prepare you to sit for
the NAATI certification examination
to work as a professional translator in
Australia and internationally.

CRICOS code 083246B
Duration 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,615

The Master of Translation and
Interpreting, endorsed by the National
Accreditation Authority for Translators
and Interpreters (NAATI), provides
you with the knowledge and practical
skills to prepare you to sit the NAATI
certification examinations to work as a
professional translator and interpreter
in Australia and internationally.
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In combination with English, courses
are offered in Chinese (Mandarin),
French, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean,
Russian and Spanish. Other languages
may be offered subject to demand.

Entry requirements
A recognised bachelor’s degree in any field with
at least a credit average (65%) or equivalent
and an advanced level of bilingual proficiency.

Areas of specialisation

Legal, medical, business, community, and
conference interpreting and specialised,
media translation, specialised translation,
community translation, subtitling and
captioning as well as the use of translation
technologies, including machine translation,
computer-assisted translation tools, project
management, and post-editing.

In combination with English, courses
are offered in Chinese (Mandarin),
French, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean,
Russian and Spanish. Other languages
may be offered subject to demand.

Entry requirements
Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Translation has two entry points with different
durations:

1 year program (48 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, and one year of relevant
professional experience and an advanced
level of bilingual proficiency.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent and an advanced level of bilingual
proficiency.

Master of Interpreting and Translation
Program code 8204

In combination with English, courses
are offered in Chinese (Mandarin),
French, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean,
Russian and Spanish. Other languages
may be offered subject to demand.

Entry requirements
A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent and an advanced level of bilingual
proficiency.

Areas of specialisation

Legal, medical, business, community,
conference interpreting, and interpreting
technologies.

Master of Translation
Program code 8203

Translation and Interpreting

The Master of Interpreting, endorsed
by the National Accreditation Authority
for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI),
provides you with the knowledge and
practical skills to prepare you to sit
the NAATI certification examinations
to work as a professional interpreter in
Australia and internationally.

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Program code 8259

Entry requirements

Program code 8202

Graduate Diploma in
Translation and Interpreting

Relevant disciplines include: Interpreting and
translation, arts, humanities, social sciences,
media, communications, journalism, public
relations, advertising, marketing, business,
economics, commerce, law, linguistics,
languages, TESOL, and cognitive science.
Relevant professional experience includes:
Work in a language-related area including
translating and/or interpreting, teaching
English as a second or foreign language or
a language other than English, and other
appropriate language professions.

Areas of specialisation

Media translation, specialised translation,
community translation, subtitling and
captioning as well as the use of translation
technologies, including machine translation,
computer-assisted translation tools, project
management, and post-editing.

Graduate Certificate in
Translation and Interpreting

Program code 5203

Program code 7204

CRICOS code 106115H

CRICOS code 106116G

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,550

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$19,775

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent and an advanced level of bilingual
proficiency.

A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent and an advanced level of bilingual
proficiency.
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Media

Teaching

Journalism and Communication

Master of Teaching (Secondary)
CRICOS code 073442C
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$57,300*

•

The Master of Teaching (Secondary)
is an accelerated secondary teacher
degree enabling you to become eligible
for employment after only one year
of full-time study. Learn innovative
teaching methods that link practice
with theory including advanced skills
in effective unit and lesson planning,
assessment and reporting, as well as
practical classroom communication and
reflective teaching.
The Master of Teaching requires
students to study two single teaching
specialisations, or one double teaching
specialisation (available only for
English, Mathematics, Music and
Visual Arts) from the method
courses listed.

Important note: All students must qualify

Method courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Aboriginal Studies
Biology
Business Studies
Chemistry
Chemistry/ Biology
Drama (Theatre
and Performance
Studies)
Earth and
Environmental
Science
Economics
English
English as
an Additional
Language or Dialect
(EAL/D)

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Program code 8926

• Geography
• Graphics and
Multimedia
Technology
• History – Ancient
• History – Modern
• Languages: French,
Spanish, Chinese,
Japanese and/ or
Korean
• Legal Studies
• Mathematics
• Music
• Physics
• Society and Culture
• Visual Arts

Entry requirements
A recognised three-year bachelor’s degree
with at least a credit average (60%) or higher
and meets the prerequisites for the selected
teaching methods/specialisations.

in one or more first teaching specialisations
and, depending on prior study, may be eligible
to qualify in two first teaching specialisations
or a first and up to two additional teaching
specialisations. You must meet certain
subject content requirements to be eligible to
teach in the specialisation of your choice. For
more information, visit unsw.edu.au/study/
postgraduate/master-of-teachingsecondary

Additional English
language requirements
A very high level of competence in spoken
and written English is required for this degree.
You’ll require an equivalent to a Band 5 in
HSC English Advanced, Standard English or
English as a Second Language, or an overall
IELTS score of 7.5, with a minimum of 8.0 in
speaking and listening and a minimum of 7.0
in reading and writing, or the equivalent.

Professional accreditation

These prerequisites normally involve at least
a major (three consecutive years of study,
usually six courses) in the main teaching
specialisation, and a minor (two years of
study, usually four courses) in the second
teaching specialisation.

This program is accredited by the NSW
Education Standards Authority (NESA).

Entry requirements

• Personal Development, Health and Physical
Education (physical education, family
studies, sports science, health studies,
human movement, nutrition)

Master of Journalism and Communication
Program code 8232

Entry requirements

Duration 1 or 1.7 or 2 years

Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Journalism and Communication has three
entry points with different duration:

Entry February, May
and September

1 year program (48 UOC)

CRICOS code 083249K

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,875

The Master of Journalism and
Communication is an innovative,
interdisciplinary degree that produces
industry-ready journalists and
communication professionals who
have the necessary skills to re-imagine
media and shape a positive world. You
will learn how to harness technology
and gain specialist knowledge of the
social, economic and political role of
media in Australia and internationally
to give you a competitive edge in a
fast-evolving industry.

• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in a related field with at least a
credit average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, and one year of relevant
professional experience.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, and one year of relevant
professional experience; or

2 year program (96 UOC)*
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent.
*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/or
1.7 year program are also permitted to study the
2 year program.
Relevant disciplines include: Arts,
humanities, social sciences, media,
communications, journalism, public relations,
advertising, marketing, business, economics,
commerce, and law.
Relevant professional experience includes:
Work in the public relations, advertising,
journalism, or media and communication
sectors or at least one year of workplace
experience at management level.

• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in any field with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent.

Master of Teaching (Primary)
Program code 8925
CRICOS code 099104G
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$57,300*

Learn theories you can apply directly
to the classroom in the Master of
Teaching (Primary). You will learn
innovative teaching methods derived
from our industry-shaping research
and gain the skills needed to teach
across the six key learning areas. You
will be based in primary schools for
two days a week for the first year,
working with primary age students
and taught by experienced primary
teachers as well as university staff.

• A recognised three year Bachelor’s degree
with a major, consisting of at least six units
of undergraduate study with no more than
two at first year and at least two at third
year, in one key learning area, and at least
two units of study in one or more other key
learning areas. Entry into the Master of
Teaching (Primary) requires a WAM of 60 or
higher.

Key Learning Areas (KLA) include:
• English (literature, communications,
linguistics, creative writing, media studies)
• Mathematics (pure or applied maths)
• Science and Technology (agriculture,
architecture, biology, biotechnology,
chemistry, computing studies, design
- interior, industrial, graphics, fashion,
product, landscape (2 units only), design and
technology, engineering, geology, earth and/
or environmental science, materials science,
medicine, nursing, physics, psychology)
• Human Society and its Environment
(Aboriginal studies/languages,
anthropology, archaeology, Asian or Pacific
studies, economics/business studies,
cultural studies/sociology, geography/
environmental studies, government and
citizenship, history, legal studies, political
science, studies of religion)
• Creative Arts (dance, drama, music, visual
arts, fine arts)

Note: All graduates will be qualified to teach
across the curriculum and will also have a
specialisation in a KLA.

Professional accreditation
This program is accredited by the NSW
Education Standards Authority (NESA).

This program has compulsory Work Integrated Learning components.
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Public Relations and Advertising

Combined Master of Arts and Social Sciences

Program code 8281

Entry requirements

Duration 1, 1.7 or 2 years

Depending on the level and nature of prior
qualifications, admission to the Master of
Public Relations and Advertising has three
entry points with different duration:

Entry February, May
and September

1 year program (48 UOC)

CRICOS code 083245C

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,880

The Master of Public Relations and
Advertising addresses strategy,
creativity, digital innovation and
practical industry skills via deep
engagement with contemporary
theory. Taught by leading academics
and professionals, you will discover
how to develop public relations and
advertising campaigns that achieve cutthrough. In doing so, you will gain the
critical knowledge and analytical ability
needed not only to solve complex client
problems but also to shape the brands
of the future.

• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in a related field with at least a
credit average (65%) or equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, and one year of relevant
professional experience.

1.7 year program (72 UOC)
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a related
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%)
or equivalent, and one year of relevant
professional experience.

CRICOS code 094951G
Duration 2 – 3 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,670

Entry requirements

CRICOS code 065349M

Students need to meet the requirements
specific to the individual one-year program
(48 UOC) of the postgraduate degrees chosen.
Please refer to the entry requirements of
individual programs.

2 year program (96 UOC)*

Duration 2 years

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
field with at least a credit average (65%) or
equivalent; or
• A recognised honours degree or graduate
diploma in any field with at least a credit
average (65%) or equivalent.

Entry February and September

*Students who are eligible for the 1 year and/or
1.7 year program are also permitted to study the
2 year program.
Relevant disciplines include: Arts, design,
humanities, social sciences, media,
communications, journalism, public relations,
advertising, marketing, business, economics,
commerce, and law.

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,910

Earn two master degrees at the same
time. The Combined Master of Arts and
Social Sciences allows you to extend
your knowledge in two complementary
disciplines, providing you with a broad
education that meets the needs of today’s
professionals. You will graduate with two
degrees under their specialist names.

Programs you can combine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Master of Applied Linguistics
Master of Development Studies
Master of Education
Master of Educational Leadership
Master of Environmental Management
Master of International Relations
Master of Journalism and Communication
Master of Public Policy and Governance
Master of Public Relations and Advertising
Master of Translation

Research
Join a diverse community of world-class scholars who are
pushing the way we think about people place and culture.
Through creativity, collaboration and inclusion we seek and
solve problems to improve life on earth.

Master of PR and Advertising/Master of Design
Program code 8234

Program code 8224

This double degree will equip you
to think critically and innovatively to
develop public relations and advertising
strategies, as well as design and digital
media practice. This double degree
is ideal for industry professionals
who want to advance their career in
advertising or design and gain the
in-depth knowledge needed to shape
tomorrow’s media industry.

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Master of Public Relations and Advertising

Schools
Entry requirements
Please see the single degrees(8281 and 9313)
Relevant disciplines include:
Arts, humanities, social sciences,
media, communications, journalism,
public relations, advertising, marketing,
design and creative arts.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Art and Design
Arts and Media
Built Environment
Education
Humanities and Languages
Social Sciences

Research institutes, centres and laboratories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3D Visualisation Aesthetics Laboratory
Centre for Social Research in Health
City Analytics Lab
City Futures Research Centre
Contemporary Culture, Art & Politics (CCAP NIEA)
Expanded Perception and Interaction Centre (EPICentre)
iCinema Centre for Interactive Cinema Research
Laboratory for Innovation in Galleries, Libraries Archives
and Museums (iGLAM)
• National Creative Robotics Laboratory
• National Institute for Experimental Arts (NIEA)
• Social Policy Research Centre
Contact the Arts, Design & Architecture Higher Degree Research team at
ada.hdr@unsw.edu.au

Relevant professional experience includes:
Work in design, creative arts, innovation,
marketing, public relations, advertising,
journalism, media and communication sectors.

Master of Arts by Research

Master of Education
by Research

Master of Fine Arts
by Research

Program code 2353
CRICOS code 000913C

Program code 2354

Program code 2245

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

CRICOS code 000948C

CRICOS code 009493A

Entry February and September

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Entry requirements
• A relevant four-year bachelor’s degree with
honours from UNSW; or
• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.
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Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A relevant four year bachelor’s degree with
honours from UNSW; or
• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

• An equivalent tertiary qualification as
determined by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

• A relevant four-year bachelor’s degree with
Honours from UNSW; or
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Master of Philosophy – Arts and Social Sciences

CRICOS code 0101259
Duration 1.5 - 2 years
Entry February
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,050

Entry requirements
A recognised bachelor’s degree in a
related discipline with credit average
result (WAM 70).

Program code 2267

Applicants are required to submit a research
proposal and ensure a suitable supervisor
is available.

Entry February, May
and September

CRICOS code 056686B
Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Areas of specialisation:
•
•
•
•

Health and wellbeing
Creative arts
Knowledges and ethical practices
Global and first nations studies

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

Program code 2364

Master of Philosophy –
Art, Design and Media

Entry requirements
• An appropriate UNSW bachelor’s degree in a
relevant discipline at a level specified by the
Faculty Higher Degree Committee; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution as determined by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee.

Master of Philosophy – Built Environment
Program code 2222
CRICOS code 060621G
Duration 1.5 - 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,880

Doctor of Philosophy –
Art, Design and Media
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Entry requirements
• A recognised bachelor’s degree in the
relevant discipline from UNSW at a level
specified by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee; or
• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.
Applicants can develop their own research
topic within a built environment discipline
or choose a specialised research project.
Candidates will complete a coursework
component comprising of 3 courses –
Research Seminar (BENV7020) and two

electives from any postgraduate coursework
program at UNSW’s School of Built
Environment. All applicants must submit an
expression of interest application, including a
preliminary research proposal.

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Building
City Planning and Urban Design
Construction and Project Management
Industrial Design
Interior Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Property Development and Management
Sustainable Built Environment

Doctor of Philosophy –
Built Environment

Program code 1292

Program code 1120

CRICOS code 082747M

CRICOS code 009536F

Duration 3 - 4 years

Duration 3 - 4 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,880

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A relevant four year bachelor’s degree
with first or upper 2nd class honours from
UNSW; or

• A relevant four-year bachelor’s degree
with first or upper 2nd class honours from
UNSW; or

• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or

• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or

• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

Doctor of Philosophy –
Education
Candidates may transfer to PhD after one year
of full-time enrolment in a master’s degree
by research under specific conditions. All
applicants must submit an expression of
interest application, including a preliminary
research proposal.

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Building
City Planning and Urban Design
Construction and Project Management
Industrial Design
Interior Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Property Development
and Management
• Sustainable Built Environment

Doctor of Philosophy –
Social sciences

Program code 1970

Program code 1272

CRICOS code 001042D

CRICOS code 079009E

Duration 3 - 4 years

Duration 3 - 4 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A relevant four year bachelor’s degree with
first or upper second class honours from
UNSW; or

• A relevant four year bachelor’s degree with
first or upper second class honours from
UNSW; or

• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or

• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or

• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

Areas of study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criminology
Development Studies
Gendered Violence
Policy Studies
Politics and International Relations
Refugee Studies
Social Aspects of Health and Health Care
including HIV, sexual health, viral hepatitis,
drug use, Aboriginal health, education,
health and wellbeing
• Social Work
• Sociology and Anthropology
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Doctor of Philosophy – Humanities
Program code 1271
Duration

3 - 4 years

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

Entry requirements
• A relevant four-year bachelor’s degree with
first or upper second class honours from
UNSW; or
• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or
• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

Doctor of Philosophy –
Creative Practice

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applied Ethics
Arts
Australian Studies
Chinese Studies
Creative Practice
Criminology
Education
English
Environmental Policy & Management
European Studies
French
German Studies
Health, Sexuality & Culture
History
History & Philosophy of Science
Humanities
Indonesian Studies
International Studies &
Global Transformation
• Japanese Studies
• Korean Studies

Program code 1122

CRICOS code 079008F

CRICOS code 009536F

Duration 3 - 4 years

Duration 3 - 4 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$39,880

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A relevant four-year bachelor’s degree
with first or upper 2nd class honours from
UNSW; or

• Direct experience as an established
practitioner in the field of the built
environment. Practice-based PhD
candidates will produce a research project
to enrich their professional practice and
knowledge contribution to the industry; and

• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

Linguistics
Modern Greek Studies
Music
Music Education
Philosophy
Politics & International Relations
Professional Ethics
Russian Studies
Spanish & Latin American Studies
Social Policy
Social Sciences
Social Science and Policy
Sociology
Women’s Studies

• A relevant undergraduate degree (usually
at honours level) or a master’s degree and

Program code 1744
CRICOS code 080467B
Duration 3 years*
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800
*Duration may vary based on previous
academic qualifications.

Entry requirements
• A minimum two years of post-qualifying
work experience in professional social
work; and a first or upper second class
(distinction) thesis research honours degree
(minimum thesis word count 10,000 words);
or
• A master’s degree with a distinction average
and a significant research component,
minimum equivalent 18 UOC content,
consisting of methodology training and a
stand-alone research project.

Practice-Based Doctor of
Philosophy (Built Environment)

Program code 1273

• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARTS, DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

CRICOS code 079006G

Areas of specialisation

Professional Doctorate –
Social Work

substantial professional practice in a field
represented within UNSW’s School of Built
Environment or a related discipline; and
• All candidates must submit an expression of
interest application, including a preliminary
research proposal.

Professional accreditation
A social work qualification which allows you
membership to the Australian Association
of Social Workers or membership of an
equivalent overseas professional social
work association.

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Building
City Planning and Urban Design
Construction and
Project Management
Industrial Design
Interior Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Property Development
and Management
Sustainable Built Environment

Professional Doctorate – Public Policy and Governance
Program code 1746
CRICOS code 084048M
Duration 3 years*
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$35,800

*Duration may vary based on previous academic
qualifications.
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Entry requirements
Standard entry pathway
• A minimum two years of post-qualifying
work experience in professional policy
practice within either the government, nongovernment, or private sectors; and
• A first class (distinction) honours degree
within a related discipline including a
substantial research component that
demonstrates capacity for higher
degree research.

Advanced standing entry pathway
• A minimum two years of post-qualifying
work experience in professional policy
practice within either the government,
non-government, or private sectors; and
a demonstrated capacity for independent
research under the guidance of a supervisor;
or
• A master’s degree with a distinction average
and a significant research component,
minimum equivalent 18 UOC consisting of
methodology training and a stand-alone
research project.
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Career
outcomes
Accountants
UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

Actuarial Analysts
Auditors
Business Analysts
Entrepreneurs
Financial Analysts
Financial Planners
Funds Managers
Human Resources Officers
Investment Bankers
Management Accountants
Management Consultants

UNSW
Business
School
Drive purposeful change to shape a better future. Build
adaptive thinking to thrive in this fast-changing world
and equip yourself with a career-focused education for
professional success.

With internships and global business, consultancy
and social entrepreneurship projects built into
your degree, you will join some of Australia’s most
employable graduates.

Marketing, Advertising and
Brand Managers
Risk Managers
Social Entrepreneurs

Join an active, diverse and welcoming cohort
that will become your network both socially and
professionally. Discover a vibrant student life that
is unique to UNSW, with faculty and campus-wide
events and activities throughout the year.

Stockbrokers
System Analysts
Taxation Specialists

Learn from experts at the top of their field to launch
your career with ideas that push boundaries.
We are ranked #1 in Australia for Accounting &
Finance, Actuarial Studies and Information Systems
research and are the top university in Sydney for
Business & Management and Economics.*
*QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022, Association
for Information Systems Research Rankings 2020, University of
Nebraska at Lincoln Global Research Rankings of Actuarial Science
and Risk Management & Insurance, 2019.

For more information, visit
unsw.edu.au/business
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Career Accelerator

Life at UNSW Business School is about more
than lectures and tutorials. Our business clubs
and societies introduce you to people who share
your interests and passions. UNSW Business
School’s Graduate Student Association will
enhance your postgraduate student experience
through professional development, social events
and networking opportunities, empowering you to
create your own future.

Our degrees bring the boardroom to the classroom
with a range of hands-on professional learning
opportunities, exclusive to UNSW Business School.
Career Accelerator career development experiences
ensure you graduate career-ready, prepared to hit
the ground running in the workforce.
UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

Join the club

Career Accelerator opportunities include:
Real world experience
Gain real-world business experience while
you study by choosing from a range of for-credit
and extra-curricular options. Participate in a
consulting project for our industry partners,
explore potential career paths through virtual
internships, complete short business experiences
in parallel to your studies, or take on a social
entrepreneurship project.
Australian Business Essentials is a series of
interactive workshops, volunteering experiences
and team building activities tailored to international
postgraduate students. This exclusive UNSW
Business School program will develop your
professional communication skills, understanding
of Australian culture and the workplace.

Professional networking
Get personalised advice from experienced industry
professionals as part of our ten-week, structured
Career Mentoring Program. Hear challenges, trends
and opportunities at our Business Insights events
where experienced professional share their thought
leadership with our students. Grow your network
of peers by participating in career development
workshops, attending career showcases, or joining
a Community Wednesday event. Our student
clubs and societies hold regular industry events,
upskilling workshops, lecture review sessions and
social and professional networking events.

Global opportunities
Experience business around the world with our
range of global opportunities, including short
overseas electives, practicums and international
exchanges. Through a Global Business Practicum,
you can do a practical consulting project with our
industry partners in international business hubs
including Indonesia and Vietnam. (Note: Global
Business Practicums are offered virtually while
travel restrictions are in place).

For more information, visit
unsw.to/ca
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Actuarial Studies
The Master of Actuarial Studies is
designed for students with a strong
background in actuarial studies,
economics, mathematics or statistics.
This degree is ideal if you want to
develop the technical expertise
required to become an actuarial
analyst or roles in the broader financial
services industry.

Professional accreditation
Upon completion of this degree, you will be
eligible to gain exemptions for the Foundation
and part of the Associate program of the
Institute of Actuaries Australia. You may also
earn VEE credit from the Society of Actuaries
(USA). Mutual recognition arrangements
between major actuarial associations also
mean that your professional qualifications are
internationally transferrable.

Master of Actuarial Studies
Program code 8411
CRICOS code 051222G
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,120

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with a substantial component
of mathematics, statistics, econometrics or
actuarial studies, with a credit average, as
determined by the UNSW Business School.
Entries are also opened to students with
background in related disciplines including
financial engineering, data science, data

CRICOS code 103145D
engineering, physics, engineering, any related
quantitative field, with a credit average, as
determined by the UNSW Business School.
Applicants are expected to have a mathematical
background equivalent to a full year of calculus
and linear algebra at first-year university
undergraduate level.

Program code 8416
CRICOS code 068778K
Entry February, June
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,155

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree or equivalent
A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with a substantial component
of mathematics, statistics, econometrics or

Duration 0.7 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100

Recognition of prior learning

Recognition of prior learning or professional
recognition, up to 4 courses credits (24 UOC),
may be granted (towards the 4 core courses)
based on your previous studies in actuarial
studies (bachelor’s or higher).
Additional course credits (up to 2 courses)
may be awarded based on an incomplete
postgraduate degree and/or professional
examinations for the Fellowship of the Institute
of Actuaries of Australia, the Institute of
Actuaries (UK) or the Society of Actuaries.

Master of Actuarial Studies (Extension)

Duration 2 years

Analytics

Program code 7456

actuarial studies, with a credit average, as
determined by the UNSW Business School.
Entries are also opened to students with
background in related disciplines including
financial engineering, data science, data
engineering, physics, engineering, any related
quantitative field, with a credit average, as
determined by the UNSW Business School.
Applicants are expected to have a mathematical
background equivalent to a full year of calculus
and linear algebra at first-year university
undergraduate level.
Note: This degree is suitable if you have not
completed any actuarial studies but have an
econometrics, mathematics, or statistics
background and you are pursuing an
actuarial career.

Master of Analytics
(Online)

Graduate Diploma
in Analytics (Online)

Graduate Certificate
in Analytics (Online)

Program code 8437

Program code 5437

Program code 7457

Duration 2 years (online only)

Duration 1.4 years (online only)

Duration 0.7 year (online only)

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,770

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,900

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,975

The AGSM Master of Business
Administration (MBA) will prepare you
for general management and executive
leadership roles in business, government
and not-for-profit organisations. Acquire
management insights from current
business leaders and benefit from the
diverse and globalised knowledge of your
fellow students.
The MBA (Extension) allows you to
extend your study plan to include an
additional term for an internship or
research project. You can study the
MBA (full-time) with the addition of an
extra session (Extension Session). For
more information, visit

• An Australian bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a weighted average
mark (WAM) (65%); or
• Completion of the Graduate Diploma in
Analytics with at least a WAM (65%).
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Entry requirements

• An Australian bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a weighted average
mark (WAM) (65%); or
• Completion of the Graduate Certificate in
Analytics with at least a WAM (65%).

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

Entry requirements

• An Australian bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification); or
• At least three years relevant work experience
in related fields, for example, analytics, clerical
or administrative work in banking, finance
or marketing organisations (commercial or
public service).

There are two pathways into this program:
• A recognised bachelor’s degree with at least
at least a credit average (60%); or
• 5 years relevant work experience: for example,
clerical or administrative work in a commercial
or public service organisation, supervisory or
management, banking, finance or
marketing experience or other
business-related positions.

You can also develop expertise in
data and analytics with the
Master of Commerce, specialising
in Business Analytics or Marketing
Analytics. See page 57 for details.

Career and recruitment services
Career Accelerator @ AGSM is dedicated to
assisting AGSM students to realise their career
ambitions and to provide them with the tools
for life-long career success. We offer support
and guidance to equip students with the career
development skills and industry networks to
achieve their career goals. We’re committed
to assisting AGSM students in their career
transition by helping to market their resumes,
develop career management skills and to
connect them with potential employers.

Industry Insights and Networks | Find the
latest MBA-relevant opportunities in Australia
and overseas on our AGSM jobs board. We can
help you connect with alumni and recruiters at
leading organisations, and organise a suite of
annual events and networking opportunities.
Internships and Projects | Further accelerate
your career transition by undertaking an
internship or project during your studies. We can
work with you to undertake a paid internship,
access a suite of virtual options, or participate in
projects as an elective in your MBA.

Career Coaching | Plan and manage your
career by accessing our career resources and
booking an individual career consultation. These
sessions will provide you with personalised
career guidance and support.

unsw.edu.au/business/agsm

Master of Business Administration (MBA)

CRICOS code 106822C
Duration 1 year or undertake the
2 year extension program
Entry AGSM Session 1 (Term 1)
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$77,775
Master of Business Administration (Extension) (8359)
CRICOS code 109016J

Entry requirements

Admission is based on the assessment
of a portfolio of achievements containing
an undergraduate degree (or equivalent
qualification) and a minimum of 2 years’
professional or managerial work experience; or
at least 6 years’ professional work experience.
A good Graduate Management Admission Test
(GMAT) score or Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE) score is preferable.

Professional recognition

The AGSM program is accredited by the
Association to Advance Collegial Schools

of Business (AACSB) and has European
Foundation for Management Development
(EFMD) EQUIS accreditation. AGSM is part of
the world’s leading business schools – only 180
of more than 13,000 business schools in the
world have received EQUIS accreditation.

Scholarships
AGSM offer a range of scholarships for
exceptional candidates who demonstrate
leadership potential, academic ability and a
commitment to their community.

AGSM MBAX (Online)
Program code 8625
Duration 1.7 to 6 years

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Business Administration

Program code 8351

Our world today is built on data. Data is woven through every industry, organisation and profession. Data can help us solve
some of the greatest problems facing our world today. Professionals with the skills and knowledge to analyse data are in
demand. Organisations of all sizes want professionals who can apply data-driven decisions. Our suite of analytics programs
are designed to meet this demand.

The Graduate Certificate in Business
Analytics will give you a foundational
knowledge in business analytics as
well as the technical skills to obtain
actionable insights from data. You
will be introduced to conceptual
frameworks, modelling techniques,
database management and ethical
debates as part of a comprehensive
education in business analytics. The
program is a pathway to the Master of
Commerce or Master of Commerce
(Extension).

UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

The Master of Actuarial (Extension)
adds four courses to the Master of
Actuarial Studies, allowing you to
study advanced actuarial and risk
management topics. You will extend
your expertise in the area and
setting yourself apart from others
in the profession.

Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics

part-time (online only)
Entry February, May, September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$ 37,740

MBAX is AGSM’s next-generation
online MBA. This unique online
management degree allows you to seize
professional opportunities and give you
the edge you need to succeed.

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•
•

MBA (Change)
MBA (Finance)
MBA (Law)
MBA (Social Impact)
MBA (Technology)

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

Entry requirements

• A prior degree from a recognised tertiary
institution.
• At least 2 years relevant professional
and management experience with an
undergraduate degree, or 6 years experience
without a previous degree. Applicants
typically have 5-25 years experience in middle
management and senior management
positions, e.g. Senior Engineer, General
Manager, Business Analyst, Project Manager,
Finance Manager.
For international students, a high degree of
English language proficiency.
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Commerce

Master of Commerce

Develop expert knowledge in global business through the Master of Commerce.
This degree is innovative, industry relevant and incorporates the latest thinking
across industry and research.
Become a specialist by choosing from a range of disciplines to suit your interests
and career aspirations. The Master of Commerce (Extension) program allows you to
specialise in an additional business field. The Graduate Certificate in Commerce allows
you to choose any four courses to your interest, paving the way to a Master of Commerce.

Program code 8404

Depending on the specialisation chosen, the
Master of Commerce meets the education
requirement of various professional bodies
including Australian Human Resources
Institute, Australian Securities and Investment
Commission, Financial Adviser Standards and
Ethics Authority (FASEA), and Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants.

CRICOS code 000933K

Program code 8417

Program code 7355

Duration 1.7 years

CRICOS code 056227G

CRICOS code 055630D

Entry February, May
and September

Duration 2 years

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100

UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a credit average (65%).
Finance | Work with global banks, multinational
corporations or the stock exchange in a career
as rewarding as challenging, with a UNSW
Finance qualification. Finance can be a high risk,
high reward industry requiring decisive strategy
in the face of uncertainty.

Business Analytics | Be a business problem
solver and a key aspect of the decision making
process with Business Analytics. You will
be equipped with the skills to produce and
communicate actionable findings and insights
from organisational data through descriptive,
predictive and prescriptive analytics.

Financial Technology | FinTech is used to
create, enhance and disrupt financial services,
from peer-to-peer lending and robo-advice
to decentralised finance, such as Bitcoin. By
identifying industry demands, FinTech sits at the
forefront of industry needs, developing highly
employable graduates.

Business Strategy | Understand how strategic
activity among firms and individuals affects
business outcomes. You will learn practical
tools for effective business decision-making
and investigate business strategies in a
global context.

Global Sustainability and Social Impact
Get ahead in your career while making a
meaningful difference to people’s lives,
communities and the environment. Far more
than simply ‘doing good’, social impact means
creating sustainable change in corporate,
government and not-for-profit sectors.

Economics and Finance | Learn how
individuals, firms, financial institutions and
government interact in the financial market. In
this Master of Commerce specialisation, you will
analyse decision-making in the face of market
risk and uncertainty and understand how
current global and domestic events impact this
decision-making process.

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

Entry requirements

Accounting | Accounting is not just about
crunching numbers. Accountants seek to
improve the economic wealth and welfare of
shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers,
governments and the community with their
business recommendations.

Digital Transformation | Specialising in
Digital Transformation will equip you to
help organisations and businesses become
competitive in the digital economy by
transitioning to new technologies, business
models and processes.

Graduate Certificate in
Commerce

Professional recognition

Commerce Specialisations

Cyber Security, Risk and Privacy
Studying Cybersecurity, Risk and Privacy
at UNSW Business School will equip you to
develop new technological and managerial
approaches to cybersecurity and data
protection.

Master of Commerce
(Extension)

Human Resource Management
Human Resource Management explores the
business of people. Staff are a company’s most
valuable asset, making the Human Resources
Manager a critical position in any public or
private organisation.
Innovation and Entrepreneurship | Innovation
is the catalyst for growth and success in
a business. Whether you’re in a start-up, a
large corporation or part of an organisational
network, you can make it happen with the
entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and insights
you develop in this subject area.

Management Accounting | Management
accountants work closely with organisational
leaders to make financial decisions impacting
businesses. In the Master of Commerce, you
can cover the Operational and Management
levels of the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountant (CIMA) syllabus.
Marketing | Marketing is essential to every
business in today’s highly competitive
marketplace. It is a dynamic function aimed
at creating differentiation and competitive
advantage for a company, so you will learn to
identify and understand the needs and wants of
consumers.

Recognition of Prior Learning

Up to four courses (24 UOC) may be awarded
based on your previous business studies
(bachelor’s or higher). This can bring the
duration of the degree down to one year if
studied full time.

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a credit average (65%).
Note: The Master of Commerce (Extension) is
designed for students who want to study two
business specialisations to expand their
career options.

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a credit average
(65%); or
• At least five years of relevant work experience
in a related field, for example, clerical,
administrative, supervisory or management
work in banking, finance or marketing
organisations (commercial or public service).

Possible combinations include:
• Marketing and Marketing Analytics
• Global Sustainability and Social Impact and
International Business
• Innovation & Entrepreneurship and Finance
• Business Strategy and Economics
and Finance

Marketing Analytics | Marketing is essential
to every business in today’s highly competitive
marketplace. It is a dynamic function aimed
at creating differentiation and competitive
advantage for a company, so you will learn to
identify and understand the needs and wants of
consumers.
Risk Management | It is a great responsibility
to lead decision making that could dramatically
impact the financial success of a business. A
highly skilled risk analyst requires heightened
senses in the art of risk perception to predict,
avoid, identify, monitor, mitigate and manage
potential threats to a business.

International Business | Learn to skillfully
manoeuvre through the complex world of
highly competitive international markets. You
will master the art of managing multinationals
as you craft strategies that consider global
business’s economic, social, legal, political, and
cultural contexts.

“Studying my masters at UNSW was about more than getting a
degree. I connected with industry leaders, sat as an executive
member of a student society and took part in entrepreneurial
competitions. These experiences combined with UNSW’s
reputation as a leading business school, locally and internationally,
made me stand out from the crowd.”
–
Shirin Shiran,
Master of Commerce
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Economics

Master of Applied Finance
(Online)

Master of Applied Economics
Entry requirements
Program code 8429
CRICOS code 102633G
Duration 2 years
Entry February and September

If you are seeking a career as a
professional economist, the Master
of Applied Economics degree will
prepare you to succeed. Gain advanced
knowledge and practical skills with
expertise in business forecasting,
developmenteconomics, industrial
organisation and financial systems. The
program can be completed in as little as
one year, depending on your previous
learning and/or work experience.

Program code 7412
CRICOS code 080476A
Duration 0.7 years

Recognition of Prior Learning

You may be eligible to have courses credited
based on prior learning. If you have a recognised
Bachelor of Economics or Bachelor of Business
degree with economics specialisation or
equivalent honours or graduate diploma, you
may have the five core courses waived.
If you have prior work experience of at least one
year in the private or public sector. For example,
work experience in clerical or administrative work
in a commercial, not-for-profit or public service
organisation, supervisory or management,
banking, finance or marketing experience or
other business-related positions may have the
prescribed economics practicum waived.

Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification).

Master of Finance
Program code 8406
CRICOS code 038393J
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with a credit average (65%
or higher) as determined by the UNSW
Postgraduate Coursework Entry Calculator;
and
• A major (at least seven courses) in finance
within the bachelor degree; and
• A credit average (65% or higher) within the
finance major, as determined by the UNSW
Postgraduate Coursework Entry Calculator

Developed in consultation with experts
in the finance industry, the Master of
Finance offers you the latest thinking and
research in finance, taught by industry
leading academics and researchers.

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•

Corporate Finance and Investment Banking
Finance (General)
Funds Management
Financial Technology

Professional recognition

CRICOS code 058933J
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

The Master of Financial Analysis is a
specialist qualification that will build on
your knowledge from your undergraduate
degree and studies in accounting or
finance. Develop your strategy skills, risk
analysis and management, valuation and
project development through a large
range of courses to meet your
professional needs.
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Program code 5436

Duration 2 years

Duration 1.4 years

Duration 0.7 years

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,900

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,900

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,995

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) in business, banking or
finance- related area with a credit average
(65% or higher) as determined by the UNSW
Admissions Entry Calculator.
• If completed similar courses in previous
study, can gain up to four courses of RPL/
advanced standing

Take your career in personal financial
and investment advice to the next level
with UNSW’s Graduate Certificate in
Financial Planning. Upon successful
completion of this program, you can
articulate into the Master of Commerce
(Finance) specialisation and, if you
choose, become a FASEA accredited
financial adviser.

• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with a credit average,average
(65% or higher) as determined by the UNSW
Postgraduate Coursework Entry Calculator;
and

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Graduate Certificate in
Financial Planning

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with WAM of 65 or above as
determined by the UNSW Admissions Entry
Calculator, or
• Three years of relevant work experience in
a commercial or public service
organisation related to

Program code 7273
CRICOS code 075260D
Duration 0.7 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100

• A recognised bachelor degree (in any
discipline), or
• Three years of relevant work experience in
a commercial or public service organisation
related to business, banking or finance.

Category A
• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification), and a minimum two years of
full-time relevant work experience; or
Category B
Professionals without a bachelor degree
require a minimum of 4 years work
experience, as determined by UNSW Business
School, plus demonstrated completion of
professional courses or studies. Applicants
must provide a detailed resume (outlining
relevant competencies and achievements)
and evidence of other academics and
professional qualifications.

Financial Technology

Note: The Master of Finance was accepted
into the University Recognition Program of the
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute.
The courses in this program are closely tied to
professional practice and can help you prepare
for the CFA examinations.

These programs will give you the skills to respond to the technological revolution occurring in the financial services industry. Learn how
to innovate, evaluate, communicate and implement new ideas involving data and technology. Gain insight into areas such as start-up
management, tech disruption, tech tools, robo-advisory and portfolio optimisation.
These study options are suitable for finance industry professionals who want to improve their technical skills, as well as those with a
technical background who want to develop potential applications in the financial services industry.

Master of Financial
Technology (Online)
Entry requirements

Program code 7406

You may be eligible for Associate membership
with the Financial Services Institute of
Australasia (FINSIA) on completion of this
degree.

Master of Financial Analysis
Program code 8413

Program code 8436

Financial Planning

Finance
Entry requirements

Graduate Certificate of
Applied Finance

UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a credit average
(65%). Prior learning will be recognised which
may reduce the program duration.

Graduate Certificate in
Economics

Graduate Diploma of
Applied Finance (Online)

Recognition of Prior Learning

If you’ve successfully completed the CPA
Program or CAANZ Program (from Australia), or
the CIMA qualification, you may be granted one
course credit.

• A major (at least seven courses) in accounting
and/or finance within the recognized bachelor
degree (or across equivalent qualifications);
and

Graduate Certificate in
Financial Technology
(Online)

Program code 8433
Duration 2 Years (online only)

Program code 5433

Program code 7434

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Duration 1.2 years (online only)

Duration 0.5 years (online only)

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,900

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,900

• A credit average (65% or higher) within
the accounting and/or finance major, as
determined by the UNSW Postgraduate
Coursework Entry Calculator

Graduate Diploma in
Financial Technology
(Online)

Entry requirements

You will also find a wide range
of Finance study options in
the Master of Commerce.
See page 57 for details.

A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with WAM of 65 or above as
determined by the UNSW entry calculator
in any of the following areas: business,
commerce, information systems & technology
management, information technology, computer
engineering and software engineering.

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with WAM of 65 or above as
determined by the UNSW enttry calculator
• No recognition of prior learning or advanced
standing will be granted.
OR
• A WAM of 65 or above in the 7434 Graduate
Certificate in Financial Technology with full
credit provided for courses successfully
completed

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in any
discipline; or
• At least five years of relevant work experience
in a commercial or public service organisation
in banking, finance or technology.
You’ll also find a range of FinTech study
options in the Master of Commerce.
See page 57 for details
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International Business

Taxation
Master of Taxation

Master of International Business
Program code 8371
CRICOS code 078546K
Duration 2 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

Entry requirements

A recognised bachelor’s degree
(or equivalent qualification) with at least
a credit average (65%).

Recognition of Prior Learning

Up to four courses (24 UOC) may be awarded
based on your previous business studies
(bachelor or higher).

CRICOS code 015849E
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

Management

CRICOS code 0100908
Duration 0.7 years

Master of Management
(Online)

Graduate Certificate in
Business (Online)

Program code 8431

Program code 7413

Duration 2 years

Duration 0.7 years

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September, October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,900

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,995

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) as determined by the UNSW
Business School; or
• Completion of the Graduate Certificate in
Business

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) in accounting taxation, law
or commerce with a credit average (65%
or higher) as determined by the UNSW
Postgraduate Coursework Entry Calculator;
and
• Relevant professional work experience in
professional services firms or government
departments

Graduate Certificate in Taxation
Program code 7321

Rapid changes in technology and the
emergence of new business models are
disrupting many, if not all, industries.
This disruption is having a profound
impact on the way we work. Employers
are placing greater importance on
hiring professionals from a broad
range of disciplinary backgrounds who
possess a combination of hard and
soft skills and can creatively approach
problems and tasks. UNSW’s suite of
online management programs provide
you with the fundamentals of business,
as well as contemporary subjects
designed to prepare you for a future in
business management.

The Master of Taxation gives tax
professionals and practitioners the
skills and know-how to manage taxation
issues in business decisions and
transactions. You will deal with the
more complex aspects of the discipline
including applied and international
taxation, financial planning and revenue
administration, as well as developing a
critical understanding of the Australian
taxation system.

UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

Entry February, May
and September

Gain an in-depth understanding of
the key issues in the global business
environment and successfully lead
businesses on an international scale.
The Master of International Business
will give you the ability to think
globally and strategically, setting
you up to become an effective and
successful leader in the global business
environment. This program is suitable
for students with an undergraduate
degree in any field.

Program code 9250

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree or equivalent
in any discipline or specialization; or
• A minimum of three years’ relevant work
experience. Relevant work experience
includes clerical or administrative work in a
commercial or public service organisation,
supervisory or management, banking, finance
or marketing experience or other businessrelated positions.

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100

Entry requirements

Category A
• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) in Taxation, Law, Accounting
or Business, as determined by UNSW
Business School; and a minimum of two (2)
years full-time professional experience in
professional services firms or in government
departments

Note: Courses in these degrees are delivered in
a variety of modes including online, face-to-face
and intensive. If you will be studying online from
your home country, no student visa is required.
Studying these degrees at face-to-face at UNSW
Sydney requires a student visa.

Social Impact
UNSW’s Social Impact programs will
build your professional capacity as
a social manager and entrepreneur
across corporate, government and
not-for-profit sectors. Develop
skills and knowledge in social
entrepreneurship, innovation,
investment and governance and
enhance your understanding of the
dynamics of the social economy. Gain a
deeper understanding on how business,
social enterprise, government,
foundations and community
organisations can work together to
enact social change.

Category B
• A recognised bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) in any discipline as determined
by UNSW Business School; and a minimum
of two (2) years full-time professional
experience in professional services firms
or in government departments. Applicants
must provide a detailed resume (outlining
relevant competencies and achievements)
and provide evidence of other professional
qualifications or studies if applying under
the ‘equivalent qualification’ criteria.and
evidence of academic and professional
qualifications.

Graduate Diploma in Social Impact
Program code 5357
CRICOS code 0101074
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May and
September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,200

Entry requirements

Category A
• A recognised bachelor’s degree (or equivalent
qualification) with at least a credit average
(65%), and a minimum two years of full-time
relevant work experience; or
Category B
• Professionals without a bachelor’s degree
can apply to the program if they have at least
five years full-time relevant work experience
in government, corporate or not-for-profit
sector; or
Category C
• Students completing the Graduate Certificate
in Social Impact with a minimum overall
WAM (65%).

Graduate Certificate in Social Impact
Program code 7357
CRICOS 100131
Duration 0.7 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$25,100
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International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

Entry requirements

• Recognised Bachelor degree (or equivalent
qualification) with a credit average as
determined by the UNSW Postgraduate
Coursework Entry Calculator and a minimum
of 2 year’s work experience, OR
• Minimum of 5 years’ relevant work experience
in government, corporate or not-for-profit
sector. Students must provide a detailed
resume (outlining relevant competencies
and achievements) and evidence of other
academic and professional qualifications.
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Pre-Doctoral Business

Research Programs

Master of Pre-Doctoral Business

UNSW Business School is internationally recognised for
world-class research. Our research degrees will expand your
knowledge in your chosen field. Be inspired to think deeply
and develop independent cutting-edge research. The higher
degree research programs have been designed to equip
candidates with the skills required for a future research career
in the world’s elite institutions.

Program code 8635
CRICOS code 096892J
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September

The Master of Pre-Doctoral Business
Studies is a pathway for if you want to
complete a PhD at UNSW Business
School. You will study the first
component of the doctoral program
which is designed to allow you to take
up to two successive years of advanced
coursework during your doctoral studies.

• The equivalent of a three-year undergraduate
degree, plus a postgraduate degree in a
relevant discipline with at least a distinction
average (75%); or
• The equivalent of multiple undergraduate
degrees, such as a double degree from
UNSW, with at least one degree in a relevant
discipline, and at least a distinction average
(75%); or
• The equivalent of a four-year bachelor’s
degree with first or upper second-class
honours from UNSW in a relevant discipline.
Economics stream applicants must provide
results for the GRE unless waived by the Stream
Convenor. Marketing stream applicants must
provide results for the GMAT unless waived by
the Stream Convenor.

You must submit a 300-word statement
outlining your research interests as well as three
potential referees. Admission is at the discretion
of the UNSW Business School and depends
on the Business School research supervision
capacity and resources available for your
research interests.

Go to page 124 for further information or email
international.grs@unsw.edu.au

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Banking and Finance
Economics
Information Systems and
Technology Management

•
•
•
•

Management
Marketing
Risk and Actuarial Studies
Taxation and Business Law

UNSW BUSINESS SCHOOL

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$50,065

Entry requirements

The Graduate Research School Admissions and Scholarships team
provides advice and support to all applicants for admission to a UNSW
Higher Degree Research program or scholarship.

Master of Philosophy - Commerce and Economics
Program code 2585
CRICOS code 052630F
Duration 1.5 – 2 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,040

Entry requirements

Areas of specialisation

Entry requirements

Areas of specialisation

• An undergraduate degree and a master’s
degree in a related discipline with at least an
overall grade of distinction (75%); or
• An undergraduate degree and equivalent
academic qualification or research output
in the form of publications or relevant work
experience.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Risk and Actuarial Studies
Banking and Finance
Economics
Human Resource Management
Industrial Relations
International Business
Information Systems and Management
Marketing
Organisational Behaviour
Taxation and Business Law

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
Duration 3-4 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,040

• The equivalent of a three-year undergraduate
degree plus a postgraduate degree in a
relevant discipline from UNSW with at least a
distinction average (75%); or
• The equivalent of multiple undergraduate
degrees, such as a UNSW double degree, with
at least one in a relevant discipline, and at
least a distinction average (75%); or
• The equivalent of a four-year bachelor’s
degree with first or upper second-class
honours from a relevant discipline.
• Candidates may be admitted to the PhD
program after one year’s full-time enrolment
in a Masters by Research program, with the
approval of the Faculty Postgraduate
Affairs Committee.

• Accounting (1521)
CRICOS code 001012K

• Actuarial Studies (1545)
CRICOS code 041942C
• Banking and Finance (1561)
CRICOS code 008962G
• Economics (1540)
CRICOS code 001023G
• Information Systems (1525)
CRICOS code 008963F
• Marketing (1550)
CRICOS code 001040F
• Organisation and Management (1605)
CRICOS code 053201G
• Taxation and Business Law (1535)
CRICOS code 028061A
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Acoustic Engineer

Lead Systems Engineer

Senior Project Engineer

Chief Project Manager

Mechanical Project Engineer

Senior Site Engineer

Drill and Blast Engineer

Medical Devices Engineer

IT Project Manager

Energy System Engineer

Principal Avionics Engineer

Field Geotechnical Engineer

Quantum Control Specialist

Transport Engineering
Consultant

Food Process Engineers

Renewable Energy
Project Engineer

Head Network and
Security Engineer
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Roboticist

Set yourself apart studying at the #1 engineering
faculty in Australia* with the largest range of
disciplines, including emerging areas like quantum
engineering and renewable energy engineering.

ENGINEERING

Career outcomes

Engineering

World-leading civil engineering with 3D concrete printer

Empower yourself at a globally renowned engineering
faculty, where passion, diverse perspectives and a
hands-on approach create solutions for a better world.

*QS Rankings by Subject 2022

Enrich your studies through our diverse and inclusive
student community. Our clubs and societies bring
students together for professional development
programs and networking opportunities.

For more information, visit
engineering.unsw.edu.au

Underground or Open Pit
Mining Engineer
Water and Waste Engineers
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Real-world engineering

The ChallENG Program

Student societies

From day one, you will develop your abilities as
an engineer, in the classroom and through handson practical experience. Build valuable industry
networks and contacts with our unparalleled
industry connections and while you study. Learn
from industry leaders, create and design projects
in our Makerspaces and participate in student
projects. You can attend industry recruitment
events and go on international exchange, giving you
valuable real-world experience to prepare you for a
successful career.

The ChallENG Program connects you with
academics and industry partners as part of
exciting, real-world, project-based learning
initiatives. ChallENG prepares you for your future
career through practical learning experiences that
are valued in the real-world. You will expand your
professional expertise through a multidisciplinary
learning approach that develops your technical and
design skills. Many of the ChallENG projects earn
academic credit (for-credit-elective) or are eligible
for Industrial Training.

Make friends with other students and expand your
professional network: join our flagship Engineering
Society (EngSoc) and Women in Engineering
Society (WIESoc). Our full range of societies offer
professional development programs and social
activities throughout the year.

For more information, visit challeng.unsw.edu.au

Meeting global challenges

ENGINEERING

Make a positive difference in the world when you
combine your passion and creativity to meet global
challenges. You will have access to the world’s best
facilities and research to help you reframe global
problems and engineer innovative solutions for
individuals and communities.

Engineering Postgraduate Admission
Scheme (EPAS)
If you apply to UNSW Engineering for a postgraduate
program and do not meet the minimum average
mark requirement you may still be able to gain
admission through the Faculty of Engineering’s
Postgraduate Admissions Scheme (EPAS). This
scheme is an alternative pathway for engineering
students applying for postgraduate coursework
study. The process includes an interview and
successful students will receive an offer for their
chosen master’s program. EPAS is currently only
available for master’s coursework programs, not for
Graduate Certificates or Diplomas.
All applicants are assessed for EPAS eligibility, and
if you are eligible to gain entry through EPAS you will
be contacted by the faculty.
You must apply for a master’s coursework program
first to be considered for EPAS.
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James N. Kirby Makerspace for metal-working projects
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Engineering Science
Engineering or Engineering Science?
The Master of Engineering is designed for students who are looking to become an accredited engineer. This 2-year
program includes 60-days of industrial training and is accredited by Engineers Australia, which means you can work as an
engineer in Australia and around the globe.
The Master of Engineering Science is designed for qualified and professional engineers to upskill, reskill or retrain in
a specific area of engineering. There are 25 specialisations to choose from. Depending on your previous studies and
experience you can complete this degree in just one year.

Master of Engineering
Program code 8621
CRICOS code 067604G
Duration 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,235

For a postgraduate qualification
respected and recognised by
employers globally, join a faculty
ranked 13th in the world (for civil
and structural engineering) and
1st in Australia for engineering.
Develop specialised skills and
knowledge in today’s most in-demand
engineering specialisations to take
your career to the next level.
QS World University Rankings by
Subject, 2022

The Master of Engineering aims to
provide deeper project experience and
increased technical confidence across
selected research disciplines. It’s
designed for students who don’t have
an accredited engineering qualification
but who have either completed a
non-accredited engineering degree or
the equivalent of the first three years
of an accredited engineering degree.

Entry requirements

Entry into this Master’s program requires
the completion of a 4-year non-accredited
(under the Washington Accord) Bachelor
of Engineering degree (or equivalent) in a
cognate discipline.
Alternatively, eligible applicants include those
who hold a 3-year Engineering Science degree
in a cognate discipline, at least equivalent to
the first three years of an Engineering degree
accredited under the Washington accord.
A minimum 65% average, or equivalent, over
the duration of the qualifying Bachelor’s
degree is also required.

A pathway for entry into the program for
graduates from both 4-year Bachelor
of Engineering degrees in non-cognate
disciplines, and 3-year Bachelor of Science
degrees, exists via enrolment first into the
Bachelor of Engineering (BE) program, where
advanced standing (to a maximum of 2 years)
may be granted.

Areas of specialisation

• Biomedical Engineering
• Civil Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Environmental Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Mining Engineering
• Petroleum Engineering
• Renewable Energy
• Telecommunications
This degree is accredited by
Engineers Australia*.
*This degree with specialisations in Mining
Engineering, Petroleum Engineering,
Renewable Energy Engineering and
Biomedical Engineering is provisionally
accredited by Engineers Australia.

Master of
Engineering Science

Graduate Diploma in
Engineering Science

Graduate Certificate in
Engineering Science

Areas of Specialisation

*A lso available for online study. International
students studying online are not eligible for an
Australian student visa for this study mode.

Program code 8338

Program code 5341

Program code 7320

CRICOS code 084282A

CRICOS code 084279G

CRICOS code 084278G

Duration 2 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,205

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,210

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,620

Entry requirements

A recognised four-year bachelor’s degree in
a relevant area of at least a credit average
(65%). As determined by the Postgraduate
Entry Score Calculator.
Completion of the 5341 UNSW Graduate
Diploma in Engineering Science with a
minimum 65% average; or
Completion of the 7320 UNSW Graduate
Certificate in Engineering Science with a
minimum 65% average.
Students studying the Petroleum Engineering
specialisation have access to the Open
Learning program. For more information go to
unsw.to/eng-open-learning

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

For example, a 3- or 4-year Bachelor of
Engineering or Science combined with
relevant discipline experience (exact
positions and roles that will be considered
relevant to be decided by each specialisation)
may be recognised. A student may apply for
advanced standing.

For example, a 3- or 4-year Bachelor of
Engineering or Science combined with
relevant discipline experience (exact
positions and roles considered relevant will
be decided by each specialisation) may be
recognised.

A four-year bachelor’s degree in a relevant
discipline of engineering with at least a credit
average (65%). Those without a recognised
four year Bachelor degree in a relevant
discipline of engineering with a minimum 65%
average may submit a detailed statement
outlining how their prior learning may be
considered equivalent to this qualification.

ENGINEERING

Engineering

• Renewable Energy
• Robotics (master only)
• Space Systems Engineering (master only)
• Structural Engineering
• Sustainable Systems (master only)
• Systems & Control (master only)
• Telecommunications
• Transport Engineering
• Water Engineering: Catchments to Coasts
• Water, Wastewater & Waste Engineering

• Biomedical Engineering (master only)
• Chemical Process Engineering

• Civil Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Energy Systems
• Environmental Engineering
• Food Process Engineering
• Geotechnical Engineering &
Engineering Geology
• Geothermal Engineering (master only)
• Manufacturing Engineering & Management
• Mechanical Engineering
• Nuclear Engineering
• Petroleum Engineering*
• Photovoltaics & Solar Energy
• Project Management

The Master of Engineering Science
offers in-depth, open-ended enquirybased projects in 25 specialisations.
The degree is designed for engineers
and graduates to develop and expand
their technical knowledge and build
management skills in their area of
expertise or in a new area
of specialisation.

A recognised four-year bachelor’s degree
in a relevant engineering discipline with at
least a credit average (65%). Those without
a recognised four year Bachelor degree in
a relevant discipline of engineering with
a minimum 65% average may submit a
detailed statement outlining how their prior
learning may be considered equivalent to this
qualification.

Specialisations

This applies for the Master of Engineering
Science as well as the Graduate Diploma and
Graduate Certificate in Engineering Science.

• Chemical Process Engineering
• Civil Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Energy Systems
• Engineering Design and Management
• Engineering Resilience
• Nuclear Engineering
• Photovoltaics and Solar Energy Engineering
• Renewable Energy Engineering
• Telecommunications.

This program has compulsory Work Integrated Learning components

Master of Engineering Science/Master of Commerce (Dual Award)
Program code 8339
CRICOS code 108472D
Duration 3 years
Entry February, May, September
(First intake September 2022)
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$48,075
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The Master of Engineering Science/
and Master of Commerce is designed
for early or mid-career professionals
to advance their careers. You will
deepen your engineering expertise
with innovative, industry-relevant
business thinking and the opportunity
to maintain professional accreditation
standards, develop your network
and continue your professional
development. Both degrees allow you
to specialise, choosing from disciplines
to pursue your career ambitions.

Entry requirements

• A recognised four-year bachelor’s degree in
a relevant area of engineering with at least a
credit average (65%); or
• A completed UNSW Graduate Diploma in
Engineering Science with at least a credit
average (65%); or
• A completed UNSW Graduate Certificate in
Engineering Science with at least a credit
average (65%).
Students with a relevant background can apply
for advanced standing to complete this degree
in 1.5 years.
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Biomedical Engineering

Information Technology
Information technology is fast moving. The Master of Information Technology will
put you at the forefront of creating future technologies. You will learn to anticipate
requirements and develop applications and services in areas such as networking,
data mining and robotics. You can choose up to two majors. A Graduate Diploma in
Information Technology and a Graduate Certificate in Computing is also available and
is designed for those with little or no computing background.

Master of
Information Technology

Graduate Diploma in
Information Technology

Areas of specialisation

• Artificial Intelligence
• Bioinformatics
• Database Systems
• Data Science & Engineering
• eCommerce Systems
• Information Technology
• Internetworking

Graduate Certificate
in Computing

The Master of Biomedical Engineering will teach you to apply engineering principles
to developing technologies and problem solving in a diverse range of health care
related fields. If you have a medical/biological science or engineering/physical
science background, you will benefit from this degree. A graduate diploma program
is also available.

Master of Biomedical Engineering
Program code 8660
CRICOS code 000929F
Duration 1.7 years

Program code 5543

Program code 7543

Entry February and September

CRICOS code 061294J

CRICOS code 061293K

CRICOS code 052690E

Duration 2 years

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 0.7 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,185

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,190

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,135

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,615

Entry requirements

• a three year undergraduate degree
equivalent to a standard Australian
bachelor degree in a discipline including
at least three mathematics courses, and a
minimum 65% average.
• completion of a 3 year BSc in Computer
Science or Bioinformatics (or cognate
discipline) at UNSW or equivalent, and a
minimum 65% average.
• completion of the Graduate Diploma in
Information Technology, and a minimum
65% average.
• completion of the Graduate Certificate in
Computing, and a minimum 65% average.

Entry requirements

• A three year undergraduate degree
equivalent to a standard Australian
bachelor degree in a discipline containing
mathematics up to year two level, and a
minimum 65% average.
• Completion of the 7543 UNSW Graduate
Certificate in Computing, and a minimum
65% average or no fails.

• A four-year Bachelor of Engineering degree
with at least a credit average (65%); or
• A recognised four-year bachelor’s degree
in biomedical health-related discipline
with honours either embedded or as a
single honours year with at least a credit
average (65%), and two courses of first-year
university level mathematics or equivalent;
or
• A graduate diploma in biomedical
engineering, such as 5449 Engineering
(Biomedical Eng) or the equivalent, with at
least a credit average (65%)

Program code 5449
CRICOS code 000845K
Duration 1 year
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$48,975

Entry requirements

• A three year Bachelor of Engineering degree
with honours with at least a credit average
(65%); or
• A recognised three-year bachelor’s degree
in a biomedical health-related discipline
with honours (either embedded or as a
single honours year) with at least a credit
average (65%), and two courses of first-year
university level mathematics or equivalent.

ENGINEERING

Program code 8543

Entry requirements

Graduate Diploma in
Biomedical Engineering

Entry requirements

• A three-year undergraduate degree
equivalent to a standard Australian
bachelor’s degree with at least a credit
average (65%); or
• At least three years of work experience in
science or engineering fields; or
• Other applications will be considered on a
case-by-case basis based on a combination
of education and work experience.

Cyber Security
The cyber security programs are delivered 100% online to give you the flexibility
to build on your knowledge from anywhere in the world. Learn key skills that
help provide safe and secure online experiences and combat cybercrime. Gain a
security engineering mindset to analyse current trends and anticipate the future
of cybercrime. Examine how organisations can handle data in secure ways, learn
the fundamentals of privacy and identify the best practices for managing and
responding to security risks in a rapidly changing global environment.

Areas of specialisation

Master of
Cyber Security

Graduate Certificate
in Cyber Security

Select from either the Management and
Leadership specialisation or Security
Engineering specialisation within this program
to further develop your expertise and diversify
your career options.

This program has accreditation from
Australian Computer Society.

Master of Information Technology/Master of Commerce (Dual Award)
Program code 8544
CRICOS code 108473C
Duration 3 years
Entry February, May
and September (First intake
September 2022)
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$48,510
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The Master of Information Technology
and Master of Commerce dual award
is designed for early or mid-career
professionals to advance or change
career paths. Upskill in a wide range
of business and technology-related
roles with innovative, industry-relevant
business thinking.
With a broad-based IT education and
more specialised knowledge in up to
two areas, this program enables you
to work in various positions in the IT
industry. Both components allow you
to specialise, choosing from various
disciplines to pursue your career
ambitions.

Entry requirements

• A three-year bachelor’s degree in a
relevant discipline including at least three
mathematics courses, with at least a credit
average (65%).
• A completed three-year BSc in Computer
Science or Bioinformatics (or cognate
discipline) at UNSW or equivalent, with at
least a credit average (65%).
• A completed Graduate Diploma in
Information Technology with at least a
credit average (65%).
• A completed Graduate Certificate in
Computing with at least a credit average
(65%).
Additionally, students with a relevant
background can apply for advanced standing
and can complete this degree in 1.5 years.

Graduate Diploma in
Cyber Security

Program code 8649

Program code 5649

Program code 7649

Duration 2 years

Duration 1.4 years

Duration 0.7 years

Entry January, March, May,
July, September and October

Entry January, March, May,
July, September and October

Entry January, March, May,
July, September and October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,180

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,180

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,620

Entry requirements

• A completed Graduate Certificate in Cyber
Security with at least a credit average (65%)
or no fails; or
• A completed Graduate Diploma in Cyber
Security with at least a credit average (65%)
or no fails; or
• A recognised undergraduate degree in a
related discipline cognate to the selected
stream (e.g. Computer Science, Leadership,
Policy) with at least a credit average
(65%); or
• At least four years of relevant experience
with demonstrated skills and ability
in leadership.

Entry requirements

• A completed Graduate Certificate in Cyber
Security with at least a credit average (65%)
or no fails; or
• A recognised undergraduate degree in a
discipline cognate to the selected stream
(e.g. Computer Science, Leadership, Policy)
with at least a credit average (65%); or
• At least four years of relevant experience
with demonstrated skills and ability
in leadership.

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

Entry requirements

• A bachelor’s degree or equivalent with at
least a credit average (65%); or
• Sufficient professional experience in
analytics with at least two years of
experience in an analytical role.
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Putting knowledge into practice in food science lab

Mining Engineering
If you are currently working in the mining industry, or planning a career change, the
Master of Mining Engineering allows you to undertake advanced study in mining
engineering. Mineral & Mining Engineering is UNSW’s best performing subject
ranked third in the world*. You can choose one of two specialisations – Mine
Geomechanics or Mine Management. Most courses can be studied on a part-time
basis. A Graduate Diploma in Mining Engineering is also available.

Areas of specialisation
• Mine Geomechanics
• Mine Management

*QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2022

Master of
Mining Engineering

Food Science

Program code 8335

Program code 5335

Program code 7335

CRICOS code 084284K

CRICOS code 084281B

CRICOS code 108475A

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,240

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,240

Estimated First year tuition
AUD$24,620

Entry requirements

Master of
Food Science

Graduate Diploma in
Food Science

Graduate Certificate in
Food Science

• A recognised four-year (honours) degree
in mining engineering, engineering
geology, civil engineering or geotechnical
engineering from a recognised institution
with at least a credit average (65%) and no
course fails.

Program code 8037

Program code 5037

Program code 7317

CRICOS code 084283M

CRICOS code 084280C

CRICOS code 102631J

Duration 2 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

• Completion of UNSW Graduate of Diploma
in Mining Engineering (program 5335) with
a minimum of 65% average and no course
fails,

Entry Feburary, May
and September

Entry Feburary, May
and September

Entry Feburary, May
and September

Note: Professional experience in the mining
industry will be highly regarded.

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,205

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,170

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,605

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• A bachelor’s degree in Food Science with at
least a credit average
(65%) or;

• A bachelor’s degree in Food Science
or a related discipline defined for each
specialisation, with at least a credit average
(65%); or

• A three or four-year Bachelor of Science
or Bachelor of Engineering with at least
a credit average (65%) or equivalent in a
relevant discipline; or

• An equivalent qualification from a
recognised university or tertiary institution.

• An equivalent qualification from a
recognised university or tertiary institution.

• A Graduate Diploma in Food Science
from UNSW with at least a credit average
(65%); or
• An equivalent qualification from another
recognised university or tertiary institution.

• If you do not have one of the qualifications
listed above, you’re required to demonstrate
your prior learning is equivalent to this
qualification.

• A recognised three-year degree in mining
engineering or a related engineering or
physical sciences discipline (three or four
years) from a recognised institution with
a credit average of 65% over the final two
years of the degree, plus a minimum of one
year relevant industry experience; or
• A three or four-year degree based on
portfolio supporting the application,
including details of relevant industry
experience. Relevant industry experience
is defined by the UNSW School of Minerals
and Energy Resources Engineering as
professional and/or industry responsibility
in mining or mining associated services; or

Entry requirements

• Relevant mining industry experience with
vocational training and a minimum four
years of full-time relevant professional
experience in the mining industry; or
• A degree in other technical disciplines
from a recognised institution. Relevant
disciplines include surveying, accounting,
business, economics, information
technology/ systems, biology and
pharmacy for example. A minimum of
one-year relevant industry experience is
essential for applicants with a three-year
degree and is highly regarded for applicants
with a four-year degree.
Entry is considered based on a portfolio
supporting the application, including details
of relevant industry experience. An entry
interview may be required.

Petroleum Engineering
Graduate Certificate in Petroleum Engineering
Postgraduate studies in petroleum engineering will expand and update your technical knowledge and skills in the field. The
Graduate Certificate in Petroleum Engineering covers the fundamentals and applications of drilling engineering, reservoir
engineering, petroleum technology, business principles and business management.

CRICOS code 088768B

–
Jessica Dallas
Mining Engineering

Entry requirements

• A graduate certificate in mining engineering
from UNSW with at least a credit average of
65% and no course fails.

Program code 7343

“UNSW has so many great resources in place that
support graduate students to achieve exciting things
in engineering research. I have had the opportunity
to present at international conferences, collaborate
with experts from Australia and around the world and
participate in so many fun competitions and campus
events.”

Graduate Certificate in
Mining Engineering

ENGINEERING

Food scientists and graduates wishing to advance their skills and engineers seeking to move into food science will develop
expertise through a complex, open-ended research-based project in the Master of Food Science. Gain a deep understanding of
the agri-food business and develop the ability to analyse food-science problems.

Graduate Diploma in
Mining Engineering

Duration 0.7 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,680

Entry requirements

• A three or four-year Bachelor of
Engineering/Science degree in a relevant
discipline or an equivalent qualification
from a recognised university or tertiary
institution or

When requesting entry based on individual
consideration a portfolio is required to
support your application to postgraduate
coursework study.

• Individual consideration will be given if
you have relevant petroleum industry
experience with vocational training.
A minimum five years of full-time relevant
professional experience in the upstream
petroleum industry is required. Students are
required to demonstrate work experience
in the upstream petroleum industry (ie. the
exploration, reservoir engineering, drilling
and production of oil and/or gas). An entry
interview may be required.

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Research
UNSW Engineering offers three higher degree research
programs, a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), a Master of
Philosophy (MPhil) and a Master of Industrial Research
in Engineering. All three are available across all eight
engineering schools.
Candidates are required to undertake an original and critical research
project that makes a significant contribution to existing relevant
knowledge both nationally and internationally. Each degree requires
submission of a thesis with the results of an original investigation
or design. Candidates carry out their research under the supervision
of some of Australia’s leading researchers. All higher degree
research programs can be undertaken with an industry-engaged
research project.

Engineering schools

The Graduate Research School Admissions and Scholarships team
provides advice and support to all applicants for admission to a UNSW
Higher Degree Research program or scholarship. Go to page 124 for
further information or email international.grs@unsw.edu.au

Doctor of Philosophy
Duration 3 - 4 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,960

Areas of specialisation

Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering
(1662)

CRICOS code 001014G

CRICOS code 001020K

Chemical Engineering (1010)

Mining Engineering (1050)

Biomedical Engineering (1710)

CRICOS code 008928J

CRICOS code 001021J

Civil and Environmental Engineering (1630)

Petroleum Engineering (1017)

CRICOS code 001016F

CRICOS code 008931C

Computer Science and Engineering (1650)

Photovoltaic Engineering (1655)

CRICOS code 009487K

Entry requirements

• A relevant four-year bachelor’s degree with
first or upper second-class honours from
UNSW; or
• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution at
a level considered equivalent by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee.

CRICOS code 047176K

Electrical Engineering (1640)
CRICOS code 008977M

Food Science and Technology (1031)
CRICOS code 001889A

Geospatial Engineering (1682)
CRICOS code 043482K

Industrial Chemistry (1016)
CRICOS code 008929G



ENGINEERING

• Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering
• School of Chemical Engineering
• School of Civil and Environmental Engineering
• School of Computer Science and Engineering
• School of Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications
• School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering
• School of Mineral and Energy Resources Engineering
• School of Photovoltaic and Renewable Energy

Research Programs

For more information, visit
unsw.edu.au/engineering/study-with-us/postgraduate-research

Master of Philosophy - Engineering
Entry requirements
Program code 2645
CRICOS code 092961M
Duration 1.7 - 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,960

• A bachelor’s degree in the relevant discipline
from UNSW at a level specified by the
Faculty Higher Degree Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution
at a level considered by the Faculty Higher
Degree Committee to be equivalent.
Applicants should have been in contact
with a potential supervisor before applying
for the program.

Areas of specialisation

• Biomedical Engineering BIOMBR2645
• Chemical Engineering CEICFR2645
• Civil & Environmental Engineering
CVENBRR2645
• C omputer Science and Engineering
COMPFR2645
•E
 lectrical Engineering ELECBR2645
• E ngineering Education ENGGDR2645
• Food Science & Technology FOODIR2645
• Geospatial Engineering GMATBR2645
•M
 echanical Engineering MECHBR2645
• Mining Engineering MINEGR2645
• Petroleum Engineering PETRBR2645
• Photovoltaic Engineering SOLAER2645
• Renewable Energy Engineering SOLADR2645

Master of Industrial Research - Engineering
Program code 2647
CRICOS code 108474B
Duration 1.7 - 2 years
Entry January, February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,960
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Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a relevant
discipline at a level specified by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution
at a level considered by the Faculty Higher
Degree Committee to be equivalent
Applicants should have been in contact
with a potential supervisor before applying
for the program.

Areas of specialisation

• B iomedical Engineering BIOMDR2647
•C
 hemical Engineering CEICGR2647
• C omputer Science and Engineering
COMPGR2467
• Civil & Environmental Engineering
CVENCR2647
•E
 lectrical Engineering ELECCR2647
•E
 ngineering ENGGER2647
• Food Science and Technology FOODGR2647
• G eospatial Engineering GMATER2647
•M
 echanical Engineering MECHCR2647
•M
 ining Engineering MINEHR2647
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Law &
Justice
Tackle tomorrow’s big challenges by immersing yourself in the
real-world application of law and justice. Sharpen your mind by
exploring complex ideas and learn from a faculty that is driven
by an ethos of justice for all.

Study at a law faculty ranked 14th in the world and
1st in Sydney*
*QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022.

Build confidence in your ideas and develop strong
relationships with your teachers and peers in our
small, interactive classes.

Career
outcomes
Barristers
Community Legal Practitioners

Embody our ethos of justice for all through real
legal practice, helping members of the local
community at our on-campus community
legal centre.

For more information, visit
unsw.edu.au/law-justice

Corporate and Commercial Lawyers
Cyberspace and
Security Specialists
Environmental Lawyers
Finance and Banking Executives
Foreign Affairs and
Diplomatic Relations Leaders
LAW & JUSTICE

Global Financial and
Development Advisors
Government Lawyers
Human Rights Lawyers
In-house Legal Counsel
Intellectual Property and
Copyright Lawyers
International Business and
Economic Law Specialists
Prosecution and Corrections
Specialists
Policy Analysts and
Political Advisors
Pro Bono Legal Advisors
Public Sector Managers
Refugee and Immigration Advocates
Solicitors
Technology Lawyers
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Join a top global law faculty

Join our student society

Global opportunities

Ranked 14th worldwide* and 16th in the Employer
Reputation category for law and legal studies*,
UNSW Law & Justice has been Australia’s leader in
progressive and rigorous legal education and research
for 50 years. UNSW Sydney is a leading researchintensive university, and the Law Faculty’s outstanding
research informs, inspires and enlivens our teaching.

Expand your network, excel in your studies and
develop your professional skills and passion for social
justice. UNSW Law Society is one of Australia’s most
respected student-run law organisations and has
both an international and postgraduate portfolio.

Add a global experience into your degree. You can do
an exchange, an overseas Law elective course or an
internship abroad. Overseas electives and exchange
can take you to places like Brazil, China, India,
Switzerland, USA or Vanuatu. There are more than
80 exchange destinations available at leading
universities around the world.

*QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022

Benefit from interactive classes
Interactive seminar-style classes give you the chance
to ask questions, expand your ideas, sharpen your
critical and analytical mind, and get to know your
peers and lecturers. Be part of the student-focused,
interactive teaching environments that pioneered
Australian legal education.

Extensive clinics and internships
Apply what you learn in the classroom to real-world
practice with a wide range of work-integrated
learning opportunities available. Our students do not
just learn about the law, they put their studies into
action through a range of internships, clinics and
competitions, most of which are credited towards
your degree.

Exclusive careers service
Advance your legal career with support from our
dedicated careers service. With extensive experience
working as lawyers and criminologists in Australia
and overseas, our careers team collaborates with
employers, recruitment agencies and UNSW alumni
to source and promote opportunities for students.

LAW & JUSTICE

Purpose-built Law & Justice moot court

End-to-end legal education
Completing a Juris Doctor is your first step towards
becoming a lawyer, followed by Practical Legal
Training (PLT). All law graduates in Australia must
complete PLT to practise as a lawyer. UNSW’s
PLT is the Graduate Diploma in Legal Professional
Practice (GDLPP), so you can graduate with all the
qualifications you need to launch your legal career.
Step 1 – Complete your Juris Doctor (JD).
Step 2 – Complete your GDLPP at UNSW*.
Step 3 – Apply to the Supreme Court for admission to
practice.

*Important note for international students: This program is not CRICOS
registered. International students will require a valid visa other than a student
visa (e.g. a temporary graduate visa) to be eligible to apply to this program.
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Law
Practical Legal Training (PLT) is a
requirement for those seeking admission
to the legal profession in Australia.
Graduates of the UNSW PLT program
will be awarded a Graduate Diploma in
Legal Professional Practice (GDLPP).
UNSW’s innovative approach to PLT is
designed to develop both practical skills and
proficiency in the day-to-day practice of law
and to ensure graduates do not just satisfy the
competency standards for entry-level lawyers,
but surpass them.
The program covers the skills required to be a
legal practitioner in Australia. Practice content
includes Litigation and Transactional (Property,
Commercial and Corporate), as well as electives
in practice areas Administrative Law, Banking
and Finance, Criminal Law, Family Law,
Employment and Industrial Relations, and Wills
and Estates. A total of 40 days’ work experience
forms part of the program, with opportunities to
obtain placements in UNSW legal centres and
clinics.

Master of Laws
Graduate Diploma in Legal Professional Practice
Program code 5213
Duration 20 weeks of
class content + work place
experiences
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$14,155 (The indicative fee
is for the standard program.)

Entry requirements

An accredited academic qualification in law
– either a Bachelor of Laws degree, a Juris
Doctor degree, or an equivalent qualification
from an Australian tertiary institution.
Academic qualifications from a jurisdiction
outside Australia need to be assessed by the
Legal Profession Admission Board (NSW)
before applying to undertake Practical Legal
Training (PLT).

Completion of the GDLPP (a PLT program)
is a key requirement for admission as a
lawyer in NSW.

Important note for
international students

This program is not CRICOS registered.
International students will require a valid visa
other than a student visa (e.g. a temporary
graduate visa) to be eligible to apply to this
program. We strongly advise international
students to seek independent immigration
advice about visa options. Students based
overseas also need to be aware that the five day
face-to-face component of Skills in Practice is
held on campus at UNSW and the mandatory
workplace experience component (Workplace
Experience 1) must be undertaken in Australia.

Professional recognition

This graduate diploma is accredited by the
Legal Profession Admission Board.
For more information, visit
unsw.to/plt
*Important note for international students:
This program is not CRICOS registered. International
students will require a valid visa other than a student
visa (e.g. a temporary graduate visa) to be eligible to
apply to this program.

CRICOS code 000733G
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$45,670

Law graduates will find this program
appealing as it allows you to acquire a
new field of legal knowledge for career
change, career advancement
or professional development.
For non-law graduates, the acquired
legal knowledge and skills will be
particularly useful in understanding
how the law works in your industry.

Areas of specialisation
The UNSW Master of Laws (LLM)
is a highly regarded, internationally
recognised postgraduate program
designed to expand your legal
knowledge and accelerate your career.

• Chinese and International Business and
Economic Law
• Corporate, Commercial and Taxation Law
• Criminal Justice and Criminology
• Dispute Resolution

• Environmental Law and Sustainable
Development
• Human Rights Law and Policy
• International Law
• Media, Intellectual Property and
Technology Law
Alternatively, students can do a generalist LLM
and choose courses from across all of our
specialisation areas. You will also have the
option to enrol in up to two courses from other
UNSW faculties.
For more information, visit unsw.to/llm

Entry requirements

This program is open to law and non-law graduates. Please see the table below for minimum entry requirements .
Minimum entry requirements

Degree structure

LLB or JD from a common law country with a credit average (65%).
Applicants without a credit average will be considered if they can
demonstrate a minimum of two years’ relevant professional experience*

8 elective courses (48 UOC)

LLB or JD from a non-common law country with a credit average (65%).
Applicants without a credit average will be considered if they can
demonstrate a minimum of two years’ relevant professional experience*

8 courses (48 UOC) including one compulsory course: Global Common
Law Systems

Degree in a related non-law discipline (e.g., Social Sciences or Humanities)
with a credit average (65%).

8 courses (48 UOC) including two compulsory courses: Legal
Concepts, Research & Writing and Global Common Law Systems

Degree in an unrelated non-law program (e.g., Science or Engineering) with
a credit average and two years’ relevant professional experience*

8 courses (48 UOC) including two compulsory courses: Legal
Concepts, Research & Writing and Global Common Law Systems

LAW & JUSTICE

This program has compulsory Work Integrated Learning components.

Early start rule
You may begin the PLT program prior to
completing your accredited academic
qualification in law as long as you have
completed all Priestley 11 core courses and
have no more than two electives remaining.
This is known as the early start rule and you
must seek approval from the Legal Profession
Admission Board (LPAB).

Program code 9201

*
Includes professional experience with legal and/or policy issues. For example, you may have engaged with the law via policymaking,
handling contracts or engaging with the justice system as a social worker or criminologist.

Juris Doctor (JD)
Program code 9150
CRICOS code 068850G
Duration 3 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$48,280

The UNSW Juris Doctor (JD) is your
pathway to admission to legal practice,
as well as a wide range of law-related
careers. This qualification is for people
who do not have an undergraduate
degree in law, or who have a law degree
from an overseas institution.

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree
(or equivalent qualification) in any
discipline other than law; or
• A recognised non-Australian law degree

Professional recognition

The UNSW JD is accredited by the Legal
Profession Admission Board and satisfies the
academic component for admission to legal
practise in the state of NSW. To practise law
in other jurisdictions you must satisfy the
academic and accreditation criteria in that
particular jurisdiction. Always refer to the
relevant authority or admitting body in that
country or state.
For more information visit
unsw.to/jurisdoctor

If you only have postgraduate qualifications and
wish to apply, please write to UNSW Admissions
for consideration in addition to following the
standard application process.
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Research
UNSW Law & Justice has particular
research strengths in:
• C riminal Law, Criminal Justice
and Criminology
• Environmental Law
• Human Rights
• Indigenous Peoples and the Law

• International Law and Global Governance
• Laws of the Asia Pacific
• Legal and Regulatory Theory
• Legal Education and Experiential Learning
• Private, Corporate and Commercial Law
• Public Law

• Socio-legal Studies
• Technology, Law and Innovation
For more information visit
unsw.edu.au/law-justice/study/
postgraduate-research

The Graduate Research School Admissions and Scholarships team provides advice and support to all applicants for admission to a UNSW Higher
Degree Research program or scholarship. Go to page 124 for further information or email international.grs@unsw.edu.au

Research programs
Doctor of Philosophy
Program code 1730
CRICOS code 006396D
Duration 3 – 4 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$45,400

Entry requirements

Admission to the program is subject to
appropriate supervision being available.

Program structure

The Doctor of Philosophy gives you the
opportunity to conduct a significant research
project that will make a substantial and original
contribution to an area of knowledge. You will
acquire advanced specialist skills training to
produce a thesis that provides evidence of
independent thought and critical analysis.
The qualification requires a minimum of three
years’ full-time study, completion of required
units in research methods and submission of a
thesis normally not exceeding 100,000 words
(including footnotes).

LAW & JUSTICE

• A recognised master’s degree (including a
substantial research component) with at
least a distinction average (75%); or

• A recognised bachelor’s degree with
honours class II, division I that includes a
substantial research component; or
• A recognised three-year Juris Doctor degree
(or equivalent) with a research component
sufficient to allow assessment of research
potential at the disciplinary level and where
weighted average grades for the research
component and the coursework results are
at least equivalent (75%); or
• An equivalent combination of academic and
professional qualifications.

Master of Laws by Research
Program code 2440
CRICOS code 006395E
Duration 1.5 – 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$45,400

Entry requirements

• Completion of a recognised Bachelor of
Laws degree with honours class II, division
I, that includes a substantial research
component; or
• A recognised three-year Juris Doctor degree
with a research component sufficient to
allow assessment of research potential at
the disciplinary level and where weighted
average grades for the research component
and the coursework results are at least
equivalent (75%); or
• An equivalent combination of academic and
professional qualifications.

Program structure

This program requires a minimum of
1.5 years’ full-time study, completion of required
units in research methods and the preparation
of a thesis (approximately 50,000 words
including footnotes).

Admission to the program is subject to
appropriate supervision being available.

Master of Philosophy in Law
Program code 2441
CRICOS code 104939F
Duration 2 years full-time
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$45,400

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in law or
criminology or a relevant discipline with
honours class II, division II or a pass degree
with a credit average result.
• You must also submit a research proposal.
Admission to the program is subject to
appropriate supervision being available.

Program structure

This program requires a minimum of 1.5 years’
full-time study, completion of coursework units
including research methods and submission of
a thesis of no more than 40,000 words on an
approved topic. You will develop competence in
undertaking research through a combination of
coursework and research.
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Law & Justice Building

In the coursework component you will be
required to complete Introduction to Higher
Degree Research in Law in your first term.
If you are from non-common law or non-law
backgrounds, you will be required to complete
Global Common Law Systems. The remaining
coursework unit(s) can be from those offered
in the Master of Laws program. Coursework
should be selected in consultation with
supervisors, the Postgraduate Coordinator and
Director of Postgraduate Research to ensure
relevance to the proposed thesis area.
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Medicine
& Health
Prepare yourself for the future of health and join a community
focused on improving life for all.

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Make a difference as you apply your skills to real
patients and global health problems. Join a supportive
community that’s leading the future of health and
improving life for all.
Experience hands-on interactions with some of
Australia’s largest hospitals, research centres and
health organisations through project and industrybased learning.
Develop a creative, open-minded approach to
healthcare. Build your research, analytical and
communication skills to become a compassionate
innovator and leader in health.

For more information, visit med.unsw.edu.au

Career Outcomes
Clinical Services Manager
Clinician
Epidemiologist
Eye and Vision Researcher
Fertility Specialist
Forensic Mental Health
Specialist
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Health Communication
Specialist
Health Data Scientist
Health Economist

Ophthalmic Technician
Optometrist
Research Scientist
Specialist Gynaecologist

Health Promotion Officer
Infectious Diseases Control
Officer
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We’re driven by innovation and excellence in health
and medicine. UNSW ranks 43rd in the world for
medicine* and is among Australia’s leaders in
health education and research. Learn from world
leaders in the fields of cancer, neuroscience, mental
health, addiction, infectious disease, immunity and
inflammation, and non-communicable disease such
as cardiovascular disease.

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Learn from leaders in the field

Access world class biomedical and
clinical training facilities
Gain exposure to some of Australia’s largest
hospitals and health precincts, and benefit from
UNSW’s leadership role in Sydney’s newest health
and innovation precinct, located alongside the
UNSW campus. You will have access to cuttingedge learning environments, which use research to
create positive impacts in the community.

*QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022

Hands-on learning
Immerse yourself in hands-on learning as you
leverage our extensive range of global industry
partners. Your practical study will help you develop
as a skilled health professional and innovative
clinician with strong research and teamwork skills.
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Health Data Science

Reproductive Medicine

The Master of Science in Health Data Science covers subjects from the comprehension of complex health issues, through data
interpretation and management, machine learning, data analytics, and data modelling and communication. The degree is ideal if you
are new to the field or already working and eager to develop your knowledge. Graduate diploma and graduate certificate programs are
also available.

The Master of Reproductive Medicine is a fully online program. It will provide GPs, family planning practitioners, O&G trainees as well
as specialist gynaecologists who work in menopause and infertility with detailed knowledge of reproductive medicine. The program will
give you an advanced understanding of the clinical aspects and pathophysiology of these areas. In addition it elaborates on the ethical,
social and professional aspects required to deliver a high standard of clinical care to patients. Graduate diploma and graduate certificate
programs are also available.

Master of Science in Health Data Science
Program code 9372
CRICOS code 096225M
Duration 1.7 years
(face-to-face or online option)
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$41,980

Entry requirements

• An undergraduate degree in a discipline
cognate to health data science (see cognate
list*); or
• An undergraduate degree at an honours level
(or above) in a non-cognate discipline; or

• Completion of a Graduate Diploma in Health
Data Science (5372); or
• Postgraduate qualification equivalent
or higher than Graduate Diploma in
Health Data Science (5372) on a caseby-case basis.
*Cognate Discipline (in a science allied with medicine)
includes medicine, nursing, dentistry, physiotherapy,
optometry, biomedical or biological science, pharmacy,
public health, veterinary science, biology, biochemistry,
statistics, mathematical sciences, computer science,
psychology, (health) economics, data science and other
(case by case).

Graduate Diploma in
Health Data Science
Program code 5372
CRICOS code 096226K
Duration 1 year
(face-to-face or online option)
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
$40,335

Entry requirements

• The completion of a Graduate Certificate in
Health Data Science (7372) or equivalent/
higher qualification on a case-by case basis; or
• Meet entry requirements given of
the Master of Science in Health Data
Science program.

Graduate Certificate in Health Data Science
Program code 7372
CRICOS code 096227J
Duration 0.7 years
(face-to-face or online option)
Entry February and September

Entry requirements

• A undergraduate degree related to health
data science (see list*); or

*Cognate Discipline (in a science allied with medicine)
includes medicine, nursing, dentistry, physiotherapy,
optometry, biomedical or biological science, pharmacy,
public health, veterinary science, biology, biochemistry,
statistics, mathematical sciences, computer science,
psychology, (health) economics, data science and other
(case by case).
**Relevant professional work experience includes
any (professional) position involving data acquisition,
management or handling (e.g., database manager or
data analyst) and tertiary-level training, demonstrating
capability in a cognate discipline and exhibits potential
to pursue postgraduate (level 8) studies.

Forensic Mental Health
Designed for mental health professionals (including medical practitioners, nurses and psychologists), as well as those working in relevant
fields of law and justice. The Master of Forensic Mental Health provides comprehensive training all aspects of forensic mental health.
You will develop your capacity to understand the intersection between mental health and the justice systems. Graduate diploma and
graduate certificate programs are also available.

Program code 9065
Duration 1 year (online)
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$32,920

Graduate Diploma in
Reproductive Medicine

Graduate Diploma in
Forensic Mental Health

Graduate Certificate in
Forensic Mental Health

Program code 9012

Program code 5512

Program code 7312

Duration 2 years

Duration 1.5 years

Duration 1 year

part-time (online)

part-time (online)

part-time (online)

Entry February and September
(February entry recommended)

Entry February and September
(February entry recommended)

Entry February and September
(February entry recommended)

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$32,920

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,440

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$16,560

Entry requirements

• A bachelor’s degree in health, law,
criminology, or other relevant discipline plus
honours/ postgraduate qualifications in one
of those disciplines; or
• Two years’ professional experience in health,
law, criminology, or other relevant discipline.

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Forensic
Mental Health (9012).

An undergraduate degree in medicine, nursing,
health or medical science and:
• an Honours, Graduate Certificate, Graduate
Diploma or higher qualification in medicine,
nursing or health or medical science; or

Program code 7379

Duration 0.7 years (online)

Duration 0.7 years (online)

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,440

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$16,460

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Reproductive Medicine
(9065).

• postgraduate medical specialist training
program (e.g. general practice, obstetrics &
gynaecology); or
• 1 year full-time equivalent of postgraduate
professional experience in medicine,
nursing, health or medical science

Graduate Certificate in
Reproductive Medicine

Program code 5508

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Reproductive Medicine
(9065).

Women’s Health
The Master of Women’s Health Medicine will provide you with advanced knowledge and understanding of the ethical, social and
professional aspects required to deliver a high standard of clinical care in the expanding and diverse field of women’s health medicine.
Courses will provide an evidence-based and practice-centred approach to this field of study. An online graduate certificate program is
also available.

Master of Women’s Health Medicine
Program code 9014
Duration 1 year (online)

Master of Forensic
Mental Health

Entry requirements

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$21,540

• An undergraduate degree at an honours level
(or above) in an unrelated discipline; or
• An undergraduate degree in an unrelated
discipline, and at least one year equivalent
relevant work experience (see relevant
work experience**) with supporting CV and
employer provided statement of service; or
• At least three years’ equivalent relevant work
experience (see relevant work experience**)
with supporting CV and employer provided
statement of service.

Master of Reproductive Medicine

Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$32,920

Entry requirements

An undergraduate degree in medicine, nursing,
health or medical science and:
• a Bachelor Honours Degree, Graduate
Certificate, Graduate Diploma or Higher
Qualification; or

• commencement or completion of a
recognised Medicine postgraduate
vocational training program; or
• 1 year relevant postgraduate professional
experience in medicine, nursing or health
science.

Professional recognition
Successful completion of a recognised
postgraduate study program will generally be
considered as evidence of your commitment
to ongoing education and development, as
required by most professional organisations
and bodies both in Australia and
internationally.

Graduate Certificate of
Women’s Health Medicine
Program code 7014
Duration 0.7 years (online)
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$16,460

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Women’s Health Medicine
(9014).

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Forensic
Mental Health (9012).

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program if undertaken in online study mode.
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Infectious Diseases Intelligence
The Master of Infectious Diseases Intelligence equips graduates with advanced skills in public health aspects of infectious diseases
surveillance and intelligence, outbreak response, and infection prevention and mitigation. The program is relevant for professionals
working or seeking a career in health emergencies, outbreaks, infectious diseases risk assessment and emergency response. Graduate
diploma and graduate certificate programs are also available. The program can also be taken as a double degree with Public Health,
Global Health or Health Leadership and Management.

Master of Infectious Diseases Intelligence
Program code 8362
CRICOS code 089223E
Duration 1 year
(face-to-face or online option)
Entry February, May
and September

Health Leadership and Management

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

The Master of Health Leadership and Management promotes health leadership in strategic planning, policy and decision making.
This degree emphasises understanding and meeting the challenges of safety and quality within current and emerging health service
contexts. It is tailored to either the Australian health care system or developing health care systems. Also available to you are the
Health Leadership and Management (Extension) and the shorter graduate diploma and graduate certificate programs. You can take
this program as a double degree with Public Health, Global Health or Infectious Diseases Intelligence.

Master of Health Leadership and Management
Program code 8901
CRICOS code 059315E
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Master of Health
Leadership and
Management (Extension)

Graduate Diploma
in Health Leadership
and Management

*Examples include, but are not restricted to, medicine,
nursing, allied health, health sciences, biomedical
sciences, dentistry, sociology, behavioural and social
sciences, psychology, marketing, human services,
emergency services, environmental health, veterinary
science, health administration, business, management,
engineering, law, science, mathematics and statistics,
economics, policy studies, and development studies.

This program is recognised by the
Royal Australasian College of Medical
Administrators and the Australasian College
of Health Service Management.

Program code 7360

CRICOS code 059316D

CRICOS code 061249C

CRICOS code 015016B

Duration 1.7 years (face-to-face

Duration 1 year (face-to-face or

Duration 0.7 years

or online option)

online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,500

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,500

Professional recognition

This program is recognised by the
Royal Australasian College of Medical
Administrators and the Australasian College of
Health Service Management.

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Health Leadership and
Management (8901).

Professional recognition

This program is recognised by the Australasian
College of Health Service Management.

Graduate Certificate
in Infectious Diseases
Intelligence

Program code 9362

Program code 5362

Program code 7362

CRICOS code 0100677

CRICOS code 0100356

CRICOS code 0100357

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

(face-to-face or online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$48,995

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,495

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,500

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Infectious Diseases
Intelligence (8362).

Entry requirements

Please see the Master of Infectious Diseases
Intelligence (8362).

Entry requirements

Please see the Master of Infectious Diseases
Intelligence (8362).

Graduate Certificate
in Health Leadership
and Management

Program code 5509

Please see Master of Health Leadership and
Management (8901).

Graduate Diploma in
Infectious Diseases
Intelligence

Professional recognition

Program code 8902

Entry requirements
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• An undergraduate degree in a field relevant
to public health or health management (see
list) and two years of full-time professional
or volunteer experience. This may also
include equivalent professional experience
acquired as part of a degree of four or more
years duration (e.g., MBBS, MD); or
• An undergraduate degree plus an honours
or postgraduate degree in a field relevant
to public health or health management
(see list below).*

*Examples include, but are not restricted to, medicine,
nursing, allied health, health sciences, biomedical
sciences, dentistry, sociology, behavioural and
social sciences, psychology, marketing, human
services, emergency services, environmental health,
veterinary science, health administration, business,
management, engineering, law, science, mathematics
and statistics, economics, policy studies, and
development studies.

MEDICINE & HEALTH

(face-to-face or online option)

Entry requirements

Master of Infectious
Diseases Intelligence
(Extension)

Entry requirements

• An undergraduate degree in a field relevant to
public health or health management (see list
below)* and two years’ full-time professional
or volunteer experience. This may also include
equivalent professional experience acquired as
part of a degree of four or more years duration
(e.g. MBBS, MD); or
• A n undergraduate degree plus an Honours or
postgraduate degree in a field relevant to public
health or health management (see
list below).*

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Health Leadership and
Management (8901).

Professional recognition

This program is recognised by the Australasian
College of Health Service Management.

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program if undertaken in online study mode.
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Global Health
Through our global health programs, you will gain expertise in a broad range of areas based on real-life public health interventions
spanning various populations and countries. You will examine relevant investigative methods, with evidence-based, culturally
appropriate and cost-effective approaches to disease control, health promotion and health services development. A Master of Global
Health (Extension) is also available, as are shorter graduate diploma and graduate certificate programs. The program can also be taken
as a double degree with Public Health, Health Leadership and Management or Infectious Diseases Intelligence.

Master of Global Health
Program code 9048
CRICOS code 068957G
Duration 1 year (face-to-face or
online option)
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Master of Global Health
(Extension)

Entry requirements

*Examples include, but are not restricted to, medicine,
nursing, allied health, health sciences, biomedical
sciences, dentistry, sociology, behavioural and
social sciences, psychology, marketing, human
services, emergency services, environmental health,
veterinary science, health administration, business,
management, engineering, law, science, mathematics
and statistics, economics, policy studies, and
development studies.

Graduate Diploma in
Global Health

Graduate Certificate in
Global Health

• An undergraduate degree in a field relevant
to public health or health management (see
list)* and two years’ full-time professional or
volunteer experience. This may also include
equivalent professional experience acquired as
part of a degree of four or more years duration
(e.g. MBBS, MD); or
•A
 n undergraduate degree plus an Honours
or postgraduate degree in a field relevant to
public health or health management (see list
below).*

Program code 5567

Program code 7367

CRICOS code 089221G

CRICOS code 068958F

CRICOS code 068959E

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1 year (face-to-face or

Duration 0.7 years

(face-to-face or online option)

online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,00

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,500

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,500

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Global Health (9048).

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Global Health (9048).

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Global Health (9048).

The Master of Public Health provides the multidisciplinary training required for roles in all aspects of public health practice. You will gain
a deep understanding of the breadth of public health, and the core skills entailed in both professional practice and research. A Master
of Public Health (Extension) is also available, as are shorter graduate diploma and graduate certificate programs. The program can also
be taken as a double degree with Health Leadership and Management, Global Health or Infectious Diseases Intelligence. These double
degrees can also be undertaken with an Extension in one program.

Master of Public Health
Program code 9045
CRICOS code 008969M
Duration 1 year
(face-to-face or online option)
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Entry requirements

• A n undergraduate degree in a field relevant to
public health or health management (see list
below)* and two years’ full-time professional
or volunteer experience. This may also
include equivalent professional experience
acquired as part of a degree of four or more
years duration (e.g., MBBS, MD); or
• A n undergraduate degree plus an honours or
postgraduate degree in a field relevant
to public health or health management (see
list below)*

Areas of specialisation

• A boriginal Health and Wellbeing
• E pidemiology
• H ealth Economic Evaluation
• H ealth Promotion
• I nfectious Diseases Control
• I nternational Health
• P rimary Health Care
•P
 ublic Security
• Q uantitative Research Methods
• S ocial Research

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Program code 9051

Public Health

*Examples include, but are not restricted to, medicine,
nursing, allied health, health sciences, biomedical
sciences, dentistry, sociology, behavioural and social
sciences, psychology, marketing, human services,
emergency services, environmental health, veterinary
science, health administration, business, management,
engineering, law, science, mathematics and statistics,
economics, policy studies, and development studies.

“The dual masters in international
public health and health management
has provided me with the tools and
skills to tackle health care challenges
with a global perspective. It has been
a privilege to be among and learn from
experts and leaders in their fields.“
–
Nikita Bathla, India
Master of Global Health/Health
Leadership & Management alumna

Master of Public Health
(Extension)

Graduate Diploma in
Public Health

Graduate Certificate in
Public Health

Program code 9046

Program code 5507

Program code 7368

CRICOS code 061597E

CRICOS code 028073G

CRICOS code 028076E

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

(face-to-face or online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,500

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,500

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Public Health (9045).

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Public Health (9045).

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Public Health (9045).

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program if undertaken in online study mode.
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Dual Masters – Population Health
Make the most of your studies by completing two master’s degrees within 1.7 years. Our suite of dual masters allows you to combine
knowledge and skills from two related disciplines in public health, health leadership and management, global health or infectious
diseases intelligence to enhance your career prospects.
Studying two masters concurrently gives you the opportunity to fast-track your studies. If you want to extend your knowledge, our
2-year extension options provide additional research methodology courses, research projects and opportunities to progress from a
coursework master’s degree that includes a research component to enrolment in a PhD.

Master of Public Health/
Health Leadership and
Management

Master of Public Health/
Infectious Diseases
Intelligence

Master of Global Health/
Public Health
Program code 9043

Program code 9047

Program code 9059

CRICOS code 068960A

CRICOS code 061598D

CRICOS code 096231B

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1.7 years

(face-to-face or online option)

(face-to-face or online option)

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

The Master of Health Leadership and
Management/Public Health double degree
provides essential knowledge and skills for a
career in population health and leadership roles
in health service delivery. This combination of
degrees will give you sophisticated capabilities
for leading and managing complex health
settings, including the capacity for improving
health service outcomes. 2 years extension
programs are available, under the program codes
9056 and 9057. Please refer to handbook.
unsw.edu.au for more information

The Master of Public Health/Infectious Disease
Intelligence provides essential skills if you are
pursuing a career in public health, with a focus on
infectious diseases, epidemiology and control.
This double degree program will give you an
understanding of infectious diseases in the era of
new and emerging disease threats.
2 years extension programs are available, under
the program codes 9063 and 9066. Please
refer to handbook.unsw.edu.au for more
information

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Infectious Diseases
Intelligence (8362).

Please see Master of Health Leadership and
Management (8901).

Master Health Leadership and Management
(Extension) / Master Public Health(9057),
CRICOS code 089844J

Master Public Health (Extension) / Master Infectious
Diseases Intelligence (9366),
CRICOS code 100681
Master Infectious Diseases Intelligence (Extension) /
Master Public Health (9363), CRICOS code 100684

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000
The Master of Public Health is widely
recognised as essential if you want to work in
population health, while the Master of Global
Health is a sought-after qualification relevant
to international health priorities and settings.
Combined, these programs provide you with the
deep understanding required for a career in
Global Health. 2 years extension programs are
available, under the program codes 9052 and
9054. Please refer to handbook.unsw.edu.au
for more information

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Global Health (9048).
Master Public Health (Extension) / Master Global
Health (9054), CRICOS code 089838G

Master of Global Health/
Infectious Diseases
Intelligence

Program code 9044

Program code 9042

Program code 9041

CRICOS code 068961M

CRICOS code 096229G

CRICOS code 096230C

Duration 1.7 years (face-to-face

Duration 1.7 years (face-to-face

Duration 1.7 years (face-to-face

or online option)

or online option)

or online option)

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$49,000

(face-to-face or online option)
Entry February, May
and September

Master of Global Health/
Health Leadership
and Management

The Master of Health Leadership and
Management/Infectious Diseases Intelligence
double degree provides you with the advanced
disciplinary knowledge and skills for infectious
disease prevention and control and health
services management roles in government,
community and health service settings in
Australia and internationally. 2 years extension
programs are available, under the program codes
9365 and 9368. Please refer to handbook.
unsw.edu.au for more information

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Health Leadership and
Management (8901).
Master Health Leadership and Management
(Extension) / Master Infectious Diseases Intelligence
(9368), CRICOS code 100683
Master Infectious Diseases Intelligence (Extension) /
Master Health Leadership and Management (9365),
CRICOS code 100680

The Master of Global Health/Health Leadership
and Management is a double degree that
provides you with the knowledge and skills to
carry out senior management and leadership
roles in population, clinical and departmental
health services. The double degree is ideal for
people who want to work in international health
departments, non-government organisations
(NGOs), and international and bilateral aid
agencies. 2 years extension programs are
available, under the program codes 9053 and
9058. Please refer to handbook.unsw.edu.au
for more information

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Health Leadership and
Management (8901).

The Master of Global Health/Infectious Diseases
Intelligence double degree is an innovative
approach to postgraduate health education. In
an era of new and emerging disease threats,
this double degree improves your knowledge
of infectious diseases and their identification,
assessment, prevention and control
management approaches. 2 years extension
programs are available, under the program codes
9364 and 9367. Please refer to handbook.
unsw.edu.au for more information

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Global Health (9048)
Master Global Health (Extension) / Master Infectious
Diseases Intelligence (9367), CRICOS code 100682
Master Infectious Diseases Intelligence (Extension) /
Master Global Health (9364), CRICOS code 100678

Master Global Health (Extension) / Master Health
Leadership and Management (9053), CRICOS code
089837G
Master Health Leadership and Management
(Extension) / Master Global Health (9058),
CRICOS code 089845G

Master Global Health (Extension) / Master Public
Health (9052), CRICOS code 089846G

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Master Public Health (Extension) / Master Health
Leadership and Management (9056),
CRICOS code 089839F

Entry requirements

Master of Health
Leadership and
Management/Infectious
Diseases Intelligence

Optometry and Vision Science
Master of Optometry
Program code 8073
CRICOS code 081122G
Duration 1.7 year
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$42,955

The Master of Optometry program will extend
your clinical skills, and advance your knowledge
and capabilities in a areas of optometry
and vision science. The program allows you
to advance your disciplinary knowledge in
areas including evidence-based optometry,
community eye health, Sensory Processes,
Contact Lenses and myopia management.
Students have the opportunity to take a limited
number of courses offered by UNSW Business
School and the School of Population Health.
The program provides a solid foundation for
career progression in clinical practice and

is a well-recognised pathway to research
opportunities at UNSW.

Entry requirements

A three-year undergraduate degree in
optometry with at least a credit average (65%).
Students with an average between 50% to
65% will be considered for admission at the
discretion of the Postgraduate Coordinator
taking into consideration performance
in Optometry courses completed in the
undergraduate program and post-conferral
clinical experience

Graduate Certificate in Optometry
Program code 7435
CRICOS code 038408G
Duration 0.7 years (face-to-face
or online option)
Entry February, May
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$21,605

The Graduate Certificate in Optometry
provides qualified optometrists with advanced
knowledge and clinical skills in optometry and
vision science. The program can be studied
in-person but has also been specially designed
to be undertaken online and remotely by
international students who are established
practitioners currently holding an undergraduate
degree in optometry.

You will undertake studies in Evidence Based
Optometry and your choice of three additional
courses from a selection of electives in
Myopia, Eye Care Program Management,
Visual Impairments and Implications, Sensory
Processes and Movement, as well as Research
Skills in Optometry. On completion, you will
have advanced disciplinary knowledge and
skills necessary to meet the demands of the
profession in our changing world.

Entry requirements

Please see Master of Optometry (8073).
International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Research
Studying Higher Degree Research at UNSW Medicine & Health places you alongside leading researchers breaking through the frontiers of modern
medicine. State-of-the-art facilities, superior partnerships with leading medical centres and institutes together with the strength of UNSW’s
research-focused community creates exceptional career development opportunities for higher degree research (HDR) candidates wanting to work
towards a better future in healthcare.
For more information, visit med.unsw.edu.au/study-us/higher-degree-research

Schools

UNSW Centres and
Institutes

School of Clinical Medicine
Disciplines
• Critical Care
• Medicine
• Paediatrics & Child Health
• Psychiatry & Mental Health
• Surgery

Centre for Big Data Research in Health
cbdrh.med.unsw.edu.au

Campuses

National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre
ndarc.med.unsw.edu.au

Randwick Clinical Campus
• Prince of Wales Hospital, Randwick
• Sydney Children’s Hospital
• Royal Hospital for Women
South West Sydney Clinical Campuses
• Bankstown-Lidcombe Hospital
• Liverpool Hospital
• Fairfield Hospital
St George & Sutherland Clinical Campuses
• St George Hospital, Kogarah
• The Sutherland Hospital, Caringbah
St Vincent’s Healthcare Clinical Campus
• St Vincent’s Hospital, Darlinghurst

Albury-Wodonga Campus
• Albury Base Hospital
• Albury-Wodonga Health
Coffs Harbour Campus
• Coffs Harbour Base Hospital
Griffith Campus
• Griffith Base Hospital

Registration for medical practice in Australia
is regulated by separate laws in each state
and territory. Information on the registration
requirements and procedures for overseas
trained doctors is available from the Australian
Medical Council.
amc.org.au

Affiliated Centres and Institutes
Black Dog Institute
blackdoginstitute.org.au
Children’s Cancer Institute
ccia.org.au
Garvan Institute of Medical Research
garvan.org.au
George Institute for Global Health
georgeinstitute.org
Neuroscience Research Australia
neura.edu.au

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Rural Clinical Campuses

The Kirby Institute for Infection and Immunity
in Society
kirby.unsw.edu.au

Registration for Doctors
and Specialist Medical
Practitioner Training in
Australia

St Vincent’s Centre for Applied Medical
Research
svhs.org.au/research-education/
research/applied-medical-research
Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute
victorchang.edu.au

Port Macquarie Campus
• Port Macquarie Base Hospital
Wagga Wagga Campus
• Wagga Wagga Base Hospital

School of Health Science
• Exercise Physiology
• Physiotherapy
• Dietetics
• Pharmacy

School of Medical Sciences
• Anatomy
• Pathology
• Pharmacology
• Physiology

School of Population Health
Centre for Primary Health Care and Equity
cphce.unsw.edu.au

School of Optometry and
Vision Science
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Research Programs
Masters by Research

Master of Philosophy Public Health

Doctor of Philosophy
Master of Philosophy Optometry

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Program code 2713

Program code 2475

Entry February, May
and September

CRICOS code 068776A

CRICOS code 059027B

Duration 1.7 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,600

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Health Administration (2960)

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,600

CRICOS code 000731J

Health Professions Education (2885)
CRICOS code 000964C

Public Health (2845) CRICOS code 000734F

Entry requirements

• An appropriate four-year bachelor’s degree
with honours from UNSW; or
• Aqualification at a level from a tertiary
institution considered equivalent by the
Faculty Higher Degree Committee.

Entry requirements

• An appropriate bachelor’s degree in the
relevant discipline from UNSW at a level
specified by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution
at a level considered by the Faculty Higher
Degree Committee to be equivalent.

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$47,595

Entry requirements

• A bachelor’s degree in the relevant discipline
from UNSW at a level specified by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution at a
level considered by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee to be equivalent.

Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1820)
Duration 3 - 4 years

CRICOS code 001052B

Entry February, May
and September

Optometry (1860) CRICOS code 001060B

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$51,400 (except for Optometry
(1860) AUD$48,040, Public Health
(1835) AUD$46,600 and Vision
Science (1487) AUD$48,040)

Pathology (1780) CRICOS code 001054M

Anatomy (1750) CRICOS code 001048J
Children’s Cancer (1825) CRICOS code 001053A
Medical Education (1851) CRICOS code 001051C
Medicine (St George and Sutherland Clinical
School) (1772), Medicine (St Vincent’s Clinical
School) (1773), Medicine (Kirby Institute)
(1774), Medicine (Prince of Wales Clinical
School) (1770), Medicine (South Western
Sydney Clinical School) (1771), Medicine (The
George Institute for Global Health) (1776)
CRICOS code 001050D

Paediatrics (1830) CRICOS code 001053A
Physiology and Pharmacology (1790)
CRICOS code 001057G

Psychiatry (1800) CRICOS code 001058G
Public Health (School of Population Health)
(1835) CRICOS code 051506G
Surgery (Prince of Wales Clinical School)
(1810) CRICOS code 031379G
Surgery (South Western Sydney Clinical
School) (1811) CRICOS code 031379G

Entry requirements

• A four-year bachelor’s degree with first or
upper second-class honours from UNSW; or
• A completed master’s degree by research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high-quality thesis; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution at
a level considered equivalent by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee.

Exception:

Surgery - MBBS (from an Australian or New
Zealand university) or professional experience
as acceptable to the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.

Surgery (St George and Sutherland Clinical
School) (1812) CRICOS code 031379G
Surgery (St Vincent’s Clinical School) (1813)
CRICOS code 031379G

Rural Health (1795) CRICOS code 041947J
Vision Science (1487) CRICOS code 070978F

Professional Doctorate - Clinical Research in Optometry
Master of Philosophy The George Institute

Program code 1747
CRICOS code 093084K
Duration 3 - 4 years

Program code 2714

Entry February, May
and September

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$48,040

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$51,400

Entry requirements

• At least one year of post-qualifying
professional experience in clinical practice;
and
• A demonstrated capacity for independent
research under the guidance of a supervisor
at the doctoral level (as defined by the UNSW
Higher Degree Research Admissions and
Pathways Guideline Version: 1.0 Effective 15
October 2014); and
• A first or upper-second class (distinction)
honours degree in Optometry or in a
related discipline.

Advanced Standing Entry Pathway

• Minimum one year of post-qualifying
professional experience in clinical
practice; and
• A demonstrated capacity for independent
research under the guidance of a supervisor
at the doctoral level (as defined by the UNSW
Higher Degree Research Admissions and
Pathways Guideline Version: 1.0 Effective 15
October 2014); and
• A masters (coursework) degree with a
distinction average and a significant research
component, minimum equivalent 18 UOC
consisting of methodology training and a
stand-alone research project.

MEDICINE & HEALTH

Entry February, May
and September

Standard Entry Pathway

• A bachelor’s degree in the relevant discipline
from UNSW at a level specified by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution at a
level considered by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee to be equivalent.

Master of Science by Research
Duration 1.5 - 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$51,400 (except for Community
Medicine (2810) AUD$46,600,
Optometry (2900) AUD$48,040
and Vision Science (2487)
AUD$48,040)

Medicine (South Western Sydney School)
(2821) CRICOS code 000986G
Medicine (St George and Sutherland Clinical
School) (2822) CRICOS code 000986G
Medicine (St Vincent’s Clinical School) (2823)
CRICOS code 000986G

Medicine (The George Institute) (2801)
CRICOS code 000986G

Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2830)
CRICOS code 000992K

Optometry (2900) CRICOS code 000994G

Anatomy (2800) CRICOS code 000997E

Paediatrics (2805) CRICOS code 001000C

Community Medicine (2810) CRICOS code

Pathology (2840) CRICOS code 001001B

000998D

Physiology and Pharmacology (2850)

Medicine (Prince of Wales Clinical School)
(2820) CRICOS code 000986G

CRICOS code 001003M

Rural Health (2835) CRICOS code 041972G
Surgery (Prince of Wales Clinical School)
(2860), Surgery (South Western Sydney
Clinical School) (2861), Surgery (St George
and Sutherland Clinical School) (2862),
Surgery (St Vincent’s Clinical School) (2863)
CRICOS code 001009E

Vision Science (2487) CRICOS code 071467K

Entry requirements

• An appropriate four-year bachelor’s degree
with honours from UNSW; or
• A qualification at a level from a tertiary
institution considered equivalent by the
Faculty Higher Degree Committee.

Psychiatry (2880) CRICOS code 009483C

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Practical experience with patients in the UNSW Optometry Clinic
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Career
outcomes
Analytical Chemist
Astronomer
Aviation Consultant
Biochemist
Biomedical Engineer
Biotechnologist
Climate Scientist
Data Scientist
Materials Scientist
Mathematician
Medical Scientist
Australian Research Council Laureate and 2022
NSW Australian of the Year, Scientia Professor
Veena Sahajwalla is the founding Director of
the Centre for Sustainable Materials Research &
Technology (SMaRT) at UNSW.
Photo: Anna Kucera.

Pathologist
Pharmacologist
Physicist
Pilot

Think big and form deeper connections with our world.
Allow your curiosity to be inspired as you discover your
own path, exploring areas of science to acquire the
skills needed for tomorrow’s workforce.

Expand your knowledge and experience with one
of the largest and most impactful science faculties
in Australia. Choose from our range of specialised
coursework programs or take advantage of the
extensive research opportunities offered across our
eight schools.

SCIENCE

Science

Psychologist
Statistician
Wildlife Biologist

With 7 subjects ranked in the top 50 globally,* join a
community of world-leading researchers and inspiring
educators who are using science to improve lives and
communities around the world.
Advance your career with industry relevant skills and
experience. Tap into our network of 400+ industry
and research partners to expand your professional
connections.

For more information, visit science.unsw.edu.au
*QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022
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Embrace a career with impact

SCIENCE

The brightest minds come together to learn,
explore and discover at UNSW Science. Join a
vibrant and welcoming community that prepares
you for real-world challenges and future leadership
opportunities. In our technology-centric world,
there’s increased demand for skilled scientists in a
range of careers. Benefit from our leading industry
partners and begin your journey to achieve your
career goals and make an impact.

Learn from world-class educators
Study with innovative, passionate and worldrenowned educators, including quantum physicist
and former Australian of the Year Professor Michelle
Simmons AO, Nobel Laureate Sir Fraser Stoddart,
and ground-breaking recycling scientist Professor
Veena Sahajwalla.

Make profound scientific discoveries
Collaborate, explore and achieve with world-class
laboratories, clinics and simulators giving you the
tools to explore new limits and make meaningful
scientific discoveries to benefit society.
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Student experiments in the UNSW Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences Glasshouse
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Aviation

Data Science

Gain the skills and knowledge you need to succeed in contemporary aviation
management. Developed in consultation with industry, the Master of Aviation
Management is designed for students who have a degree and relevant industry
experience. The Graduate Diploma in Aviation Management is available to students
without a degree who have at least one year of relevant industry experience. Both
programs are taught entirely online.

Master of Aviation Management
Program code 8741
Duration 2 years (online)
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$41,320

Entry requirements

• A recognised three-year bachelor’s degree
in any area.
Applicants with a relevant bachelor’s degree
and relevant industry experience may be
eligible for advanced standing (also known as
recognition of prior learning).
For more information visit unsw.edu.
au/study/postgraduate/master-ofaviation-management

Graduate Diploma in
Aviation Management
Program code 5741
Duration 1 year (online)
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$41,320

Entry requirements

• A minimum of one year of relevant
industry experience.
Applicants with more than two years
of relevant industry experience may be
eligible for advanced standing (also known
as recognition of prior learning) and can
complete the graduate diploma in less time.

Biotechnology and Biomolecular Sciences
Science Graduate Diploma (Research)
Program code 5304
CRICOS code 081526K
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May and
September (entry is dependent
on the availability of a
suitable academic supervisor)
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,600

Gain specialised knowledge and
research training through the Science
Graduate Diploma (Research). This
program can be used to qualify for
a higher degree, upgrade existing
qualifications or to develop expertise
in a different disciplinary area. As
part of the program, you will complete
disciplinary coursework and a significant
independent research project.

Entry requirements

A ‘good pass’ is a weighted average mark of
55-64%. However, specific disciplines may
have additional entry requirements due to
their competitive nature and the number of
research places available within a School.

Applicants with substantial professional
experience which demonstrates an aptitude
for research or significant understanding
in a discipline area will be considered for
admission. These students will need to
include a written submission with their
application detailing their professional
experience and its relevance to undertaking
a research program, as well as a statement
of service from their employer verifying
the position, role and responsibilities, and
duration of employment.
It is essential that you identify an appropriate
academic supervisor and obtain their
agreement prior to applying. Once students
have located a suitable supervisor, they
should lodge an application.

Master of Data Science

Program code 5646

Duration 1.7 years (online)

Duration 1.4 years (online)

Duration 0.7 years (online)

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$36,840

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,180

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$24,475

Program code 7446

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• An undergraduate degree in data science
or related discipline (e.g. computer science,
economics, mathematics, statistics) plus
sufficient data science background as
indicated by an average mark of 70% or
above across three level III courses in
mathematics and/or statistics and/or
computer science and/or econometrics.

• An undergraduate degree in data science
or related discipline (e.g. computer science,
economics, mathematics, statistics) plus
sufficient data science background as
indicated by at least a credit average (65%)
across three level III courses in mathematics
and/or statistics and/or computer science
and/or econometrics; or

• An undergraduate degree in a non-related
discipline plus sufficient data science
background as indicated by at least a credit
average (65%) across three level III courses
in mathematics and/or statistics and/or
computer science and/or econometrics; or

• A Graduate Diploma in Data Science with at
least a credit average (65%); or

• A UNSW Graduate Certificate in Data Science
with at least a credit average (65%); or

• A recognised degree in a non-related
discipline plus sufficient data science
background as indicated by at least five
years’ experience in a data science or data
analytics role.

• An undergraduate degree in data science
or related discipline (e.g. computer science,
economics, mathematics, statistics); or

• A recognised degree in a non-related
discipline plus sufficient data science
background as indicated by at least two
years’ experience in a data science or data
analytics role.

Data Science and Decisions
Get ready to meet the extraordinary global demand for talented data scientists. UNSW’s data science and decisions programs
are designed to produce professionals who are skilled in the manipulation, visualisation and interpretation of large amounts
of data. These programs bring together expertise from our award-winning School of Mathematics & Statistics, the School of
Computer Science and the School of Economics.

Master of Data Science
and Decisions

Graduate Diploma in Data
Science and Decisions

Graduate Certificate in Data
Science and Decisions

Program code 8959

Program code 5959

Program code 7959

CRICOS code 0101866

CRICOS code 0100703

CRICOS code 0100702

Duration 2 years

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Entry February and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,600

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,600

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$23,300

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics,
statistics or computer science) or a
Bachelor of Data Science and Decisions or a
suitable related degree as determined by the
program authority; and
• Sufficient mathematics and/or statistics
and/or data science background, as
indicated by an average of 70% or above in
appropriate level III university courses.
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Graduate Certificate in
Data Science

Program code 8646

Entry requirements

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

Graduate Diploma in
Data Science

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics,
statistics or computer science) or a
Bachelor of Data Science and Decisions or a
suitable related degree as determined by the
program authority; and
• Sufficient mathematics and/or statistics
and/or data science background, as
indicated by an average of 70% or above in
appropriate level III university courses.

SCIENCE

• A bachelor’s degree with a good pass in a
related, but not necessarily directly relevant
discipline to your chosen area of study.

Organise, identify and analyse data to find answers that make a genuine impact. UNSW’s online data science programs cover
programming, statistics and data systems. You will gain the advanced technical and mathematical skills needed to analyse
complexities and make sense of the numbers. Articulation pathways are available for students to apply to progress into the
Master of Data Science, subject to academic performance in the graduate certificate and graduate diploma programs.

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics,
statistics or computer science) or a
Bachelor of Data Science and Decisions or a
suitable related degree as determined by the
program authority; and
• Sufficient mathematics and/or statistics
and/or data science background, as
indicated by at least a credit average (65%)
in appropriate level III university courses.

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Marine Science and Management

Mathematics and Statistics

Master of Marine Science and Management

Master of Financial
Mathematics

Program code 8271
CRICOS code 085467F
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$45,925

The Master of Marine Science and
Management is collaboratively
delivered between UNSW and three
Sydney Institute of Marine Science
(SIMS) partner universities. It takes
you beyond traditional courses to
address innovative approaches to
marine science. You will learn about
coastal management and engineering,
climate change, marine ecology and
conservation, physical oceanography
and modelling.

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Science degree (in any
discipline) with at least a credit average
(65%); or
• A Bachelor of Science Honours degree in
any discipline; or
• A Bachelor of Science degree with an
average mark of 50-65% plus at least five
years’ professional experience in a relevant
field of marine science or environmental
science; or
• Any degree with an appropriate science
major with numerical or data handling
skills plus at least five years’ professional
experience in a relevant field of marine
science or environmental science.

Materials Technology
Program code 8717
CRICOS code 085912A
Duration 2 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,595

The Master of Materials Technology
provides you with a comprehensive
yet flexible study of the full range
of materials including ceramics,
composites, metals and polymers.
This degree covers a broad spectrum
of materials science and engineering,
emphasising the application of the
basic sciences to the understanding
of the structure, properties and
processing of materials.
This degree will put you at the forefront
of innovation, enabling you to develop
materials that are lighter, greener and
stronger.

Entry requirements

• A bachelors degree in a related science
(physics or chemistry) or engineering
(materials engineering, chemical
engineering or mechanical engineering)
discipline with at least a credit average
(65%); or

Program code 8750

Program code 8161

CRICOS code 080059G

CRICOS code 001008F

CRICOS code 058739M

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1.7 years

Duration 1.7 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,645

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,725

Entry February
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,875

Financial planning, analysing business
risks and managing investment
portfolios all rely heavily on
mathematical modelling. The Master of
Financial Mathematics will provide you
with high-level training in the principles
of modern finance and its mathematical
foundations, stochastic analysis, risk
assessment and relevant computational
techniques.
• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics or
statistics); and
• Sufficient mathematical/statistical
background, as indicated by at least a credit
average (65%) in level III mathematics and/
or statistics university courses.

• A bachelor’s degree with a minimum
average mark of 50-65% plus approximately
five years’ professional experience in a
relevant field such as in the materials
processing or testing industry; or
• A graduate certificate or graduate diploma
in the materials sciences with at least a
credit average (65%); or
• An honours degree at a recognised
university in a related science or
engineering discipline.

Graduate Diploma in
Mathematics and Statistics
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Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics or
statistics); and
• Sufficient mathematical/statistical
background, as indicated by at least a credit
average (65%) in level III mathematics/
statistics university courses.
• Students can apply to articulate into the
Master of Mathematics from the Graduate
Diploma in Mathematics and Statistics or
Graduate Certificate in Mathematics and
Statistics, subject to academic performance.

CRICOS code 028077D

CRICOS code 056230A

Duration 1 year

Duration 0.7 years

Entry February, June and
September

Entry February and September

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics or
statistics); and
• Sufficient mathematical/statistical
background, as indicated by at least a credit
average (65%) in level III mathematics/
statistics university courses.

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or Bachelor of
Science (with a major in mathematics or
statistics); and
• Sufficient mathematical/statistical
background as indicated by at least a credit
average (65%) in level III mathematics/
statistics university courses.
• Students can apply to articulate into the
Master of Statistics from the Graduate
Diploma in Mathematics and Statistics or
Graduate Certificate in Mathematics and
Statistics, subject to academic performance.

Graduate Certificate in
Mathematics and Statistics
Program code 7659

Deepen the mathematics or statistics
knowledge you gained in your
undergraduate studies. This flexible
program offers intensive, high-level
training in principles of mathematical
sciences and statistics. You can sample
a variety of areas for specialisation in
further study.

The Master of Statistics is the
longest running program of its kind in
Australia. Strengthen your knowledge
of statistical science and develop
your consulting and project writing
skills. This program provides advanced
training for aspiring statisticians and
students seeking to complete higher
research in statistics.

SCIENCE

–
Yue Jerry Jiang
Master of Materials Technology

From fundamental and abstract
research to specific theories supporting
new scientific findings – the spectrum
of mathematics is far and wide. The
Master of Mathematics provides
intensive, high-level training in all
aspects of mathematical sciences. The
flexible structure allows you to build a
program that best suits your interests.

Program code 5659

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,840

“The Master of Materials Technology provides a platform
to gain valuable work and study experience with first-class
materials researchers and opportunities to meet peers
from around the world with the same background. The
most attractive part of this degree was the open research
atmosphere and advanced research instruments. It
provides a strong foundation to start a future materialsrelated career, and the resource of your peers will be a
treasure in your future work.”

Master of Statistics

Program code 8719

Entry requirements

Master of Materials Technology

Master of Mathematics

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$23,300

Are you interested in a maths and stats
degree with a significant quantitative
element, such as science, engineering
or finance? If you want to consolidate
your mathematical background
for further studies, the Graduate
Certificate in Mathematics and
Statistics is a short program designed
to deepen your knowledge from
undergraduate studies.

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor of Mathematics or a Bachelor
of Science (with a major in mathematics or
statistics); and
• Sufficient mathematical/statistical
background, as indicated by at least a credit
average (65%) in level III mathematics/
statistics university courses.
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Physical Oceanography

Psychology

Master of Physical Oceanography

Please note it is unlikely your Australian postgraduate degree will qualify you to work as a psychologist in another country without completing further qualifications. Although the country you
want to work in may give you some credit for your Australian qualifications, you are likely to need to complete additional studies.

Program code 8518
CRICOS code 106823B
Duration 1.7 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,830

Designed for graduates in science,
engineering and related disciplines, this
program provides advanced training
in the theory and understanding of
physical processes in the ocean. You
will gain quantitative skills, ranging
from simulation to data acquisition and
advanced statistical and computational
analysis through disciplinary courses
that reflect current practices in physical
oceanography. The major research
project will extend your knowledge and
investigation skills, preparing you for
specialised roles within the growing
Blue Economy industry or higher
degree research opportunities.

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree with at least
an average mark of 70% or equivalent in a
related discipline.
• Students must have a minimum of 12 UOC
in level II mathematics university courses or
equivalent training/experience.
The following cohorts may be eligible for
recognition of prior learning up to 24 UoC:
• Graduates of an Advanced Mathematics,
Advanced Science or Honours degree in a
cognate discipline from a recognised tertiary
institution.
• Students who have completed a relevant
advanced degree in a cognate discipline;
for example the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology’s Graduate Diploma in
Meteorology.

Graduate Diploma in Physical Oceanography
Program code 5518
CRICOS code 106117F
Duration 1 year
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,830

The Graduate Diploma in Physical
Oceanography provides graduates
in science, engineering and related
fields with advanced training in the
theory and understanding of physical
processes in the ocean. You will gain
quantitative skills focusing on the
ocean and marine environment, ranging
from simulation to data acquisition and
advanced statistical and computational
analysis. You will be prepared for a
career in specialised roles within the
growing Blue Economy industry.

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree with at least
an average mark of 70% or equivalent in a
related discipline.
Students must have a minimum of 12 UOC
in level II mathematics university courses.
Exceptions can be made in cases where
students have received equivalent industry
training or experience.

Master of Psychology
(Clinical)

Master of Psychology
(Forensic)

Graduate Diploma in
Psychology

Program code 8256

Program code 8257

CRICOS code 001934A

CRICOS code 028068E

Duration 1.7 years (online)

Duration 2 years

Duration 2 years

Entry February

Entry February

Entry January, March, May, July,
September and October

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,600

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$46,510

This master’s degree focuses on
adult, adolescent and child clinical
psychology, including assessment,
case formulation and psychological
interventions for various mental health
issues. Alongside your coursework,
you will complete at least 1000 hours
of supervised clinical practice and a
research thesis on a topic relevant to
clinical psychology.

Entry requirements

• An accredited four-year, or three-year plus
a fourth year, APAC-accredited sequence
in psychology, including a major research
thesis, completed within the last 10 years
with honours class 1 (85%).
Overseas qualifications must include a major
research project and must be assessed by
the Australian Psychological Society (APS).
Admission is based on academic merit, two
referee reports and performance at an interview.
All candidates must be registered as a
Provisional Psychologist with the Australian
Health Practitioner Regulation Agency
(AHPRA) for the duration of the program.

This degree is accredited by the
Australian Psychology Accreditation
Council (APAC).

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$34,200

Explore the intersection of psychology
and law. This master’s program covers
psychological assessment, intervention
in and applications of forensic
psychology, professional and ethical
practice, and law for psychologists.
It is primarily taught by the School of
Psychology, with input from the School
of Law. Alongside your coursework, you
will complete a research thesis on a
topic relevant to forensic psychology.

Gain an integrated and comprehensive
education in developmental, social,
cognitive, biological, physiological and
abnormal psychology. This program
allows you to complete an accredited
three-year psychology sequence in
just 1.7 years, providing a pathway to
further accredited training. You will gain
a solid foundation in the principles of
psychology and develop skills in analysis
and research methods.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

• An accredited four-year, or three-year plus
a fourth year, APAC-accredited sequence
in psychology, including a major research
thesis, completed within the last 10 years
with honours class 1 (85%), or upper
second-class honours (75%).
Overseas qualifications must include a major
research project and must be assessed by
the Australian Psychological Society (APS).
Admission is based on academic merit, two
referee reports, and performance at an interview.
All candidates must be registered as a
Provisional Psychologist with the Australian
Health Practitioner Regulation Agency
(AHPRA) for the duration of the program.
For detailed information about the application
process please visit:
psy.unsw.edu.au/future-students/
postgraduate-coursework/how-apply

This degree is accredited by the
Australian Psychology Accreditation
Council (APAC).

An undergraduate bachelor’s degree in any
discipline or a higher university qualification.
This degree is accredited by the
Australian Psychology Accreditation
Council (APAC).

Graduate Certificate in
Child Development
Program code 7419
Duration 1 year (online)
Entry March and September

SCIENCE

For detailed information about the application
process please visit:
psy.unsw.edu.au/future-students/
postgraduate-coursework/how-apply

Program code 5331

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$34,700

A unique offering in Australia,
the Graduate Certificate in Child
Development gives professionals
from non-psychology backgrounds
specialised skills to apply psychological
principles to their work with children,
improving outcomes for children with
diverse needs. If you work in education,
nursing, juvenile justice, social work
or any other field involved with young
people, this program will give you a
highly-valued suite of psychological
skills.

Entry requirements

An undergraduate bachelor’s degree in any
discipline or a higher university qualification.

This program has compulsory Work Integrated Learning components
International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Research

Doctor of Philosophy/Master of Psychology

UNSW has an outstanding cohort of
higher degree research students drawn
from within Australia and internationally,
and many of our graduates have become
world leaders in their respective fields.

Aviation

Our commitment to research-focused
teaching and our close links with industry
provide exceptional higher degree research
opportunities. If you are interested in
undertaking research in an area of interest
with one of our schools, please contact the
relevant school:

bees.unsw.edu.au

maths.unsw.edu.au

Biotechnology and
Biomolecular Sciences

Physics

aviation.unsw.edu.au

Biological, Earth and
Environmental Sciences

babs.unsw.edu.au

Chemistry

Materials Science
and Engineering
materials.unsw.edu.au

Mathematics and Statistics

physics.unsw.edu.au

Psychology
psy.unsw.edu.au

chemistry.unsw.edu.au

The Graduate Research School Admissions and Scholarships team provides advice and support to all applicants for admission to a UNSW Higher Degree
Research program or scholarship. Go to page 124 for further information or contact us on international.grs@unsw.edu.au

CRICOS code 028106D
Duration 4 years
Entry February
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$47,560
Stream
Psychology (Clinical) (1404)
Psychology (Forensic) (1405)

Master of Industrial
Research - Science

Entry requirements

• An accredited four-year, or three-year plus
a fourth year, APAC-accredited sequence
in psychology, including a major research
thesis, completed within the last 10 years
with honours class 1 (85%), or upper
second-class honours (75%).
• Overseas qualifications must include
a major research project and must be
assessed by the Australian Psychological
Society (APS). Admission is based on
academic merit, two referee reports, and
performance at an interview.
For detailed information about the application
process please visit: psy.unsw.edu.au/
future-students/postgraduateresearch/how-apply

Program code 2912
Duration 1.7 - 2 years
Entry January, February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$47,575

Entry requirements

• A recognised bachelor’s degree in a relevant
discipline at a level specified by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution
at a level considered by the Faculty Higher
Degree Committee to be equivalent.
Applicants should have been in contact with
a potential supervisor before applying for the
program.

Research programs
Master of Science by
Research

Master of Philosophy Science

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Program code 2475

Duration 3.5 - 4 years

Entry February, May
and September

CRICOS code 059027B

Entry February, May
and September

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$47,575

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$47,595

Aviation (2905) CRICOS code 042310E
Biochemistry & Molecular Genetics (2460)
CRICOS code 000988F

Biological Science (2485) CRICOS code 000989E
Biotechnology (2036) CRICOS code 037084G
Chemistry (2910) CRICOS code 008972E
Climate Sciences (2476) CRICOS code 078548G
Geography (2040) CRICOS code 000982A

Materials Science and Engineering (Master
of Engineering- Research) (2175) CRICOS code
001890G

Mathematics (2920) CRICOS code 000984K
Microbiology and Immunology (2490) CRICOS
code 000999C

Physics (2930) CRICOS code 008973D
Psychology (2450) CRICOS code 000995G

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$47,560

Aviation (1900) CRICOS code 031354F
Biochemistry & Molecular Genetics (1410)

Entry requirements

• An appropriate bachelor’s degree in the
relevant discipline from UNSW at a level
specified by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee; or
• A qualification from a tertiary institution
at a level considered by the Faculty Higher
Degree Committee to be equivalent.

Areas of specialisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aviation
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Biological Science
Biotechnology
Chemistry
Environmental Management
Geoscience
Microbiology and Immunology

Entry requirements

• An appropriate four-year bachelor’s
degree with honours from UNSW; or
• A tertiary qualification at a level
considered equivalent by the Faculty
Higher Degree Committee.

This program has compulsory Work Integrated Learning components
International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

CRICOS code 001045A

Bioinformatics (1683) CRICOS code 102634F
Biological Science (1435) CRICOS code 012441J
Biotechnology (1036) CRICOS code 001013J
Chemistry (1870) CRICOS code 008976A
Climate Science (1476) CRICOS code 066586A
Environmental Management (1425) CRICOS
code 079506K

SCIENCE

Materials Science and Engineering (2055)
CRICOS co de 000985J
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Doctor of Philosophy

Geography (1080) CRICOS code 001076E
Geology (1000) CRICOS code 008927K
Materials Science and Engineering (1045)
CRICOS code 001019C

Mathematics (1880) CRICOS code 001041E
Microbiology and Immunology (1440) CRICOS
code 015804G

Physics (1890) CRICOS code 008978K
Psychology (1400) CRICOS code 001047K

Entry requirements

• An appropriate four-year bachelor’s degree
with first or upper second-class honours
from UNSW; or
• A masters by research from UNSW
with a substantial research component
and demonstrated capacity for timely
completion of a high-quality thesis; or
• A tertiary qualification at a level considered
equivalent by the Faculty Higher Degree
Committee.
For detailed information about the application
process please visit:
science.unsw.edu.au/study-us/
postgraduate-research

Materials Science and Engineering Lab in the Hilmer Building
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Career
outcomes
Business, Humanities, and
Social Science
Business Analysts
Diplomats
Management Consultants
Policy Analysts
Political Advisors
Project Managers
Public Sector Managers

Engineering, Information
Technology, and Science
Cyber security Specialists

(Australian Defence Force Academy)

Access UNSW’s outstanding teaching quality and
reputation for research excellence to take you where
you want to go in your career.

Join a network that includes some of the
most influential people in Australia. Take
advantage of UNSW Canberra’s close ties
with industry, government and a strong
alumni network.

Data Communication Developers
Defence Contractors
Engineers
Information Security Managers

Leading experts
Our teachers and academics are experts
in their field, drawing on strong academic
backgrounds and years of experience.
Many are leaders in industry, both
nationally and internationally.

Law Enforcement Specialists
Logistics Managers

UNSW CANBERRA

UNSW
Canberra
at ADFA

Data Analysts

Global connections

Network Consultants
Systems Engineers

Flexible learning
UNSW Canberra offers fully online, flexible
study options for our postgraduate
students. Benefit from excellent facilities
and a supportive and stimulating
environment as a postgraduate
research student.

Space Engineers
Space Systems Operators

For more information,
visit unsw.adfa.edu.au
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Cyber Security
Master of
Cyber Security

Courses within the master by
coursework programs at UNSW
Canberra are delivered through
distance mode (online), or a
combination of distance (online)
and intensive delivery mode (IDM).
International applicants may
undertake these programs as offshore
international students. Offshore
international students are not eligible
for an Australian student visa but may
undertake intensive delivery mode
courses on a visitor visa to Australia.

Distance Mode (online)

Distance students are not required to be
physically present on campus throughout
the semester. Distance Mode courses are
often referred to as ‘online courses’ as the
main method of delivering learning resources
and assessment is via the online learning
management system, Moodle. All coursework
and forums on Moodle are asynchronous,
so there is no need for you to be online at
specific times.

Business

Capability

Master of Business

Master of Capability
Management

Program code 8388

Program code 8629

Program code 8631

Duration 1 year (online

Duration 1 year (online with IDM

Duration 1 year (online)

and IDM)

options)

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Students can choose to complete the generalist
Master of Cyber Security program or one of the
following specialisations:
• Digital Forensics
• Advanced Tradecraft

Master of Decision
Analytics

The Master of Cyber Security, Strategy and
Diplomacy provides advanced interdisciplinary
study into the political, military, diplomatic and
higher-level management aspects of issues
where cyber security, strategy and diplomacy
interact. Through UNSW’s PLuS Alliance
partnership, you will be given access to courses
at Arizona State University (ASU) in the USA and
King’s College London in the UK.

Program code 8634

Duration 1 year (online with IDM

Duration 1 year (online

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

options)

and IDM)

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Engineering Science
Master of
Engineering Science

Master of
Systems Engineering

Program code 8569

Program code 8567

Duration 1 year (online with IDM

Duration 1 year (online with IDM

options)

options)

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

The Master of Systems Engineering will help
you develop a high-level understanding of the
principles and practices of systems engineering
and their implementation through the design,
development and application phases. You can
specialise in electronic warfare, networking,
space systems, test and evaluation, weapons
and ordnance, marine engineering, simulation
and reliability engineering.

The Master of Engineering Science gives
you the opportunity to acquire high-level
understanding and advanced analytical skills
in areas that span the engineering disciplines
as well as project management. There is
strong emphasis on extending undergraduate
skills and vocational experiences to enable
graduates to apply high-level understanding to
real-world complex engineering problems. It is
a very flexible degree where you can acquire
knowledge in different areas
in engineering.

UNSW CANBERRA

Program code 8399

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Students undertaking IDM courses will attend
the UNSW Canberra campus for one full week
of full-time, face-to-face instruction. The IDM
periods are usually delivered at the start of
each session, with the on-campus component
followed by a period of online interaction
and assessment via the online learning
management system, Moodle. International
students are required to obtain a visitor visas to
Australia in order to attend IDM courses.

Entry February and July

The Master of Capability Management gives
you a high level of understanding of the
issues associated with the development and
management of capability and capability
systems. It focuses on the technical and
management factors that influence the design,
performance, employability, logistic support
and technical integrity of material systems to
achieve capability requirements.

The Master of Cyber Security Operations
gives you a detailed understanding of the
managerial and technical skills and expertise
relevant to planning, operation and acquisition
of the cyber security function. This degree
provides principles gathered from information
systems, cyber security, risk, management
and governance and is for managers wanting
to enhance their career in cyber security
operations. Through UNSW’s PLuS Alliance
partnership, you will be given access to courses
at Arizona State university (ASU) in USA and
King’s College London in the UK.

Intensive Delivery Mode (IDM)

Duration 1 year (online)

The Master of Business aims to develop
excellent managers for the public, private and
not-for-profit sectors including defence. It
provides you with an advanced understanding
of the concepts and principles that underpin
effective management, business decision
making and leadership as well as analytical
skills you can use throughout your career.

Master of Cyber Security,
Strategy and Diplomacy

Program code 8628

The Master of Cyber Security coursework
degree provides you with a detailed
understanding of the technical skills
and expertise needed for the technical
implementation and leadership of the cyber
security function. The degree provides
principles gathered from information systems,
systems engineering, computer science,
network security and defence to enhance a
career as a cyber security specialist.

Postgraduate coursework programs

Master of
Cyber Security Operations

The Master of Decision Analytics is designed
for those who want to develop a high-level
understanding of the principles and practices
of decision analytics and to strengthen their
skills in this area. The degree allows you to
acquire qualitative and quantitative decisionmaking tools for analysing complex operations
environments and making appropriate decisions
within those environments.

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Logistics
Management

People
Management

Project
Management

Special
Operations

Strategy and
Security

Sustainment
Management

Master of Logistics
Management

Master of Strategic
People Management

Master of Project
Management

Master of Special
Operations and Irregular
Warfare

Master of Strategy
and Security

Master of Sustainment
Management

Program code 8564

Program code 8563

Program code 8595

Duration 1 year (online)

Duration 1 year (online)

Duration 1 year (online with IDM

Program code 8632

Program code 8572

Program code 8566

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

options)

Duration 1 year (online)

Duration 1 year (online)

Duration 1 year (online

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

and IDM)

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Entry February and July

The Master of Strategic People Management
is designed to develop middle managers,
particularly in people management. This
degree provides you with an understanding
of systems theory and its implications for
implementation. As a manager you will then
be better able to interpret organisational
strategy and develop appropriate, peoplefocused implementation plans.

Public Leadership

Security and Defence Management

War Studies

Master of Public
Leadership and Policy

Master of
Security and Defence Management

Master of War Studies

Program code 8633

Program code 8573

Duration 1 year (online)

Duration 1 year (online)

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

The Master of Public Leadership and Policy
concentrates on exercising and enriching
leadership in professional contexts ranging
from government departments and statutory
authorities, to educational bodies and training
authorities, media organisations and advocacy
groups. You will be able to combine courses
focused on public leadership along with
electives addressing broader issues related to
local, national, and global policy.

The Master of Project Management provides
you with an understanding of and advanced
analytical skills in the key areas required to
manage projects. There is a strong emphasis
on extending skills and knowledge
and vocational experiences to enable you to
apply your high-level understanding to realworld problems within any industry.

The Master of Security and Defence
Management is designed for defence, security
and foreign affairs professionals who wish
to gain a more detailed understanding of the
factors shaping the contemporary strategic
and security environment, the complex policy
challenges they present, and the skills and
insights required of astute managers within
this context.

Space
Master of Space
Operations

Program code 8622

Program code 8624

Duration 1 year (online

Duration 1 year (online with IDM

and IDM)

options)

Entry February and July

Entry February and July

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.

The Master of Special Operations and Irregular
Warfare is aimed at military personnel and
those in the security policy community,
including security contractors, who would
benefit from a better understanding of special
operations as a military instrument. This is
the only degree of its kind in Australia and is
developed by Special Operations Command
personnel in conjunction with UNSW
academics.

The Master of Strategy and Security is designed
for postgraduate scholars and foreign affairs,
security and defence professionals who
want to gain a deeper and more advanced
understanding of the factors shaping the
global and Asia-Pacific security and strategic
environments, as well as the complex policy
challenges presented by the Australian
government’s new security agenda.

The Master of Sustainment Management
provides you with an opportunity to develop
a detailed understanding of the managerial
and technical skills and expertise relevant
to planning, acquisition and sustainment of
complex technology and systems over their life
cycles. You will also develop ability to procure
capability according to organisational strategy
and to develop appropriate implementation and
sustainable plans.

Program code 8571
Duration 1 year (online)
Entry February and July
Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

The Master of War Studies is an interdisciplinary
degree focused on war and its effects. It is built
around a central core of subjects in military
history, with additional options addressing
topics in strategy, international relations,
security and literature. It hones analytical and
interpretive skills within a wide range of militaryrelated courses.

UNSW CANBERRA

Master of Space
Engineering

The Master of Space Engineering is designed to
ensure you develop a high-level understanding
of the principles and practices of engineering
related to space systems. You will obtain
a grounding in the discipline of systems
engineering and apply that body of knowledge
to space systems.
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Estimated tuition AUD$40,840

The Master of Logistics Management covers
advanced logistics planning strategies, logistics
life-cycle management, inventory management,
contingency forecasting, distribution and
reverse logistics. It also develops your
understanding of analytical tools and systems
for information flow management, including big
data analysis and business
intelligence techniques.

The Master of Space Operations is designed
for you to examine issues in space operations
and aspects of space applications. This
degree allows you to develop a high level of
understanding of the issues associated with the
planning, operation and acquisition
of space systems.

International students are not eligible for an Australian student visa for this program.
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Higher Degree Research Programs
Higher degree research programs allow
you to undertake a more thorough
exploration of a field or topic. Higher
degree research programs at UNSW
Canberra include the Professional
Doctorate, Master of Philosophy,
Masters by Research, and Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD).

Master of Arts by Research

The major component of a higher degree
research program is a substantial written
work (a thesis), which investigates a particular
subject or issue. As a research student,
you will work more independently than a
postgraduate coursework student while
under the direction of an academic supervisor
or a supervisory panel of academic staff.

Master of Business by
Research

Professional Doctorate Information Technology
Overseas international students are eligible for
an Australian student visa. Full details on all
research programs, applications, scholarships
and support services can be found at:
unsw.adfa.edu.au/study/postgraduateresearch

Program code 1743

Duration 3 - 4 years

CRICOS code 085796M

Entry February, May
and September

Duration 3 - 4 years
Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Master of Engineering by
Research

Program code 2406

Program code 2223

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

CRICOS code 085772G

CRICOS code 093557D

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$37,680

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD)

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree or
an equivalent qualification from another
tertiary institution; and
• Completion of qualifying program (master’s
with discipline specific) to an approved
standard (distinction average or above); and
• Professional experience.

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Mathematics and Statistics (1881)
CRICOS code 085794B

Mechanical Engineering (1661)
CRICOS code 085789K

Oceanography (1082) CRICOS code 085800J
Physics (1892) CRICOS code 085795A
Project Management (1615) CRICOS code
085776D

Aerospace Engineering (1663)

Southeast Asian Social Inquiry (1203)

CRICOS code 085748G

CRICOS code 085801G

Chemistry (1871) CRICOS code 085793C
Civil Engineering (1631) CRICOS code 085782F
Computer Science (1885) CRICOS code 085783E
Cyber Security (1749) CRICOS code 093555F
Economics and Management (1541)

System Engineering (1620) CRICOS code 085775E

CRICOS code 085784D

Electrical Engineering (1643) CRICOS code
085785C

English (1201) CRICOS code 085786B
Geography (1081) CRICOS code 085799G
History (1241) CRICOS code 085788M
International and Political Studies (1321)

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree with
upper second-class honours or higher; or
• A completed Master’s by Research
from UNSW with a substantial research
component and demonstrated capacity for
timely completion of a high quality research
thesis; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution as determined by the Higher
Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

CRICOS code 085790F

Aerospace Engineering (2693)
CRICOS code 085754K

Entry requirements

• An appropriate four-year UNSW Bachelor
degree with lower second-class honours or
higher; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution, as determined by the Higher
Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

Master of Science by
Research

Entry requirements

• A relevant four-year UNSW bachelor’s
degree with lower second-class or higher; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution, as determined by the Higher
Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

Civil Engineering (2651) CRICOS code 085777C
Electrical Engineering (2663)
CRICOS code 085778B
CRICOS code 085779A

Entry requirements

Professional Doctorate Cyber Security

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Duration 1.5 - 2 years

Program code 1748

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

CRICOS code 093558C

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Computer Science (2925)

Aerospace, Civil and Mechanical
Engineering (2227) CRICOS code 085763J

CRICOS code 085780G

Business (2226) CRICOS code 085762K

Geography (2041) CRICOS code 085797K

Humanities and Social Science (2225)

Mathematics & Statistics (2921)

CRICOS code 085761M

CRICOS code 085781G

Oceanography (2042) CRICOS code 085798J
Physics (2931) CRICOS code 085791E

Entry requirements

• A relevant four-year UNSW bachelor’s
degree with lower second-class honours or
higher; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution, as determined by the Higher
Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

Information Technology and Electrical
Engineering (2228) CRICOS code 085767E
Physical, Environmental and Mathematical
Science (2229) CRICOS code 085768D

Entry requirements

• A relevant three-year UNSW bachelor’s
degree or an equivalent qualification from
another tertiary institution; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution, as determined by the Higher
Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

Professional Doctorate Public Management

Duration 3 - 4 years

Program code 1742

Program code 1751

Program code 1739

CRICOS code 085770K

CRICOS code 095832G

CRICOS code 096627D

Duration 3 - 4 years

Duration 3 - 4 years

Duration 3 - 4 years

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Entry February, May
and September

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,640

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree or
an equivalent qualification from another
tertiary institution; and
• Completion of qualifying program (master’s
with discipline specific) to an approved
standard (distinction average or above); and
• Professional experience.

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree or
an equivalent qualification from another
tertiary institution; and
• Completion of qualifying program (master’s
with discipline specific) to an approved
standard (distinction average or better); and
• Professional experience.

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree or
an equivalent qualification from another
tertiary institution; and
• Completion of qualifying program (master’s
with discipline specific) to an approved
standard (distinction average or above); and
• Professional experience.

Entry February, May
and September
Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree or
an equivalent qualification from another
tertiary institution; and
• Completion of qualifying program (master’s
with discipline specific) to an approved
standard (distinction average or above); and
• Professional experience.

UNSW CANBERRA

Chemistry (2911) CRICOS code 085792D

Professional Doctorate Public Leadership

Mechanical Engineering (2691)

• A relevant four-year UNSW bachelor’s
degree with lower second-class honours or
higher; or
• An equivalent qualification from a tertiary
institution, as determined by the Higher
Degree Research Committee (HDRC).

Master of Philosophy

Professional Doctorate Project Management

Professional Doctorate - Systems Engineering
Program code 1741
CRICOS code 085769C
Duration 3 - 4 years
Entry February, May
and September

Entry requirements

• A relevant UNSW bachelor’s degree or
an equivalent qualification from another
tertiary institution; and
• Completion of qualifying program (master’s
with discipline specific) to an approved
standard (distinction average or above); and
• Professional experience

Estimated first year tuition
AUD$38,680

The Graduate Research School Admissions and Scholarships team provides advice and support
to all applicants for admission to a UNSW Higher Degree Research program or scholarship. Go to
page 124 for further information or email international.grs@unsw.edu.au
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How to apply
Postgraduate coursework
Step 1
Choose your program
Choose your program at degrees.unsw.edu.au or from the
pages of this guide and make a note of the program code.

Step 2
Check your entry requirements
You need to meet your chosen program’s entry requirements.
You also need to meet UNSW’s English language requirements
(see page 122 or visit unsw.edu.au/elp).

Step 3
Submit your application online
Submit your application at UNSW Apply Online,
apply.unsw.edu.au. Click ‘Register now’ and fill out your
details. Upload your supporting documents and pay your
application fee.

Step 4
Track your application
Once you have submitted your application you will be able to
easily track its progress via your Apply Online account. You will
also be able to upload any additional documents we need.

Need help?

We will send you a letter of offer

If you have any questions regarding your application, go to

We will notify you of the outcome of your application via email.
If your application is successful, you will receive a full offer, or a
conditional offer if more steps are required. If you are receiving
assistance with your application, your nominated agent will
also receive a copy of the email.

Other ways to apply

Step 6
Accept your offer
If you receive a full offer, you will also receive an email with a
link to your personalised offer page. Your page will guide you
through the process of accepting or deferring your offer. Once
you have accepted and paid your deposit, you will receive an
electronic Confirmation of Enrolment (eCoE).

Step 7

enquiry.unsw.edu.au

You can also apply to UNSW at a conference or event
where we are attending, or through a UNSW agent located
in your country. Find out more at unsw.edu.au/study

Application deadline
You should submit your completed application as early
as possible to ensure it will be processed in time for your
preferred term. Some high-demand programs such as
engineering, and faculties with limited places such as
Medicine & Health, may have an earlier application deadline
or may have an earlier commencement date.
For more information go to applyonline.unsw.edu.au

Enrol online
Once enrolment for your degree is available, you can
enrol in your degree and courses online at Accept Online,
acceptonline.unsw.edu.au

2023 Dates

Commencement
intake: Term 1

Commencement
intake: Term 2

Commencement
intake: Term 3

Orientation dates

6 Feb – 10 Feb*

22 May – 26 May*

4 Sept – 8 Sept*

Teaching period

13 Feb – 21 Apr

29 May – 4 Aug

11 Sept – 17 Nov

Exams

28 Apr – 11 May*

11 Aug – 24 Aug*

24 Nov – 7 Dec*

* Dates may be adjusted. For most recent dates,
please visit student.unsw.edu.au/calendar

Some programs may have different dates, please refer to
ENTRY TO UNSW

Once you have provided all the necessary documentation,
it should take two to three weeks for UNSW to assess your
application.

Step 5

student.unsw.edu.au/calendar

Contact us
UNSW Sydney
NSW 2052 Australia
T: +61 2 9385 1844
W: enquiry.unsw.edu.au
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Coursework English Entry Requirements
Qualification

IELTS

Arts,
Design &
Architecture

7.0 overall (min 6.0 in
each subtest)
Exceptions:
- Art & Design: 6.5
overall (min. 6.0 in
each subtest)
- Master of
Teaching (Primary
& Secondary): 7.5
overall (min 7.0 in
writing & reading,
8.0 in speaking &
listening)

TOFEL IBT (Internet
Based)

PEARSONS
(PTE - Academic)

C1 Advanced
Cambridge

C2 Proficiency
Cambridge

94 overall (min. 25 in
writing, 23 in reading,
listening
and speaking)

65 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

185 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

185 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

Exceptions:
- Art & Design: 64
overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

Exceptions:
- Art & Design:176
overall (min. 169 in
each subtest)

- Master of
Teaching (Primary
& Secondary): 73
overall (min. 65 in
writing and reading,
79 in listening and
speaking).

- Master of
Teaching (Primary
& Secondary): 191
overall (min. 185 in
writing and reading,
200 in speaking and
listening).

Exceptions:
- Art & Design: 90
overall (min. 23
in writing, 22 in
reading, listening and
speaking)
- Master of
Teaching (Primary
& Secondary): 102
overall (min. 27 in
writing, 24 in reading,
28 in listening, 26 in
speaking).

Exceptions:
-Art & Design: 180
overall (min. 180 in
each subtest)
- Master of
Teaching (Primary
& Secondary): 191
overall (min. 185 in
writing and reading,
200 in speaking and
listening).

UNSW Global UEEC
Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
B and a minimum grade of C
in the writing component.
Exceptions:
- Art & Design: Successful
completion with a minimum
overall grade of C+and a
minimum grade of C in the
writing component
- Master of Teaching
(Primary & Secondary):
Not accepted.

Supporting your ambitions
A wide range of scholarships are available to support
students from around the world to succeed at UNSW.

UNSW Business
School

7.0 overall (min 6.0 in
each subtest)

94 overall (min.
25 in writing, 23 in
reading, listening and
speaking)

65 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

185 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

185 overall
(min. 180 in each
subtest)

Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
B and a minimum grade of C
in the writing component

Engineering

6.5 overall (min. 6.0 in
each subtest)

90 overall (min.
23 in writing, 22 in
reading, listening and
speaking)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

180 overall
(min. 180 in each
subtest)

Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
C+ and a minimum grade of
C in the writing component

Law & Justice

7.0 overall (min 6.0 in
each subtest)

94 overall (min.
25 in writing, 23 in
reading, listening and
speaking)

65 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

185 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

185 overall
(min. 180 in each
subtest)

Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
B and a minimum grade of C
in the writing component

Medicine &
Health

6.5 overall (min. 6.0 in
each subtest)

90 overall (min.
23 in writing, 22 in
reading, listening and
speaking)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)
Exception:
Graduate Certificate
in Myopia
Management: 65
overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

180 overall
(min. 180 in each
subtest)

Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
C+ and a minimum grade of
C in the writing component.

Exception:
Graduate Certificate
in Myopia
Management: 7.0
overall (min 6.0 in
each subtest)

Science

6.5 overall (min. 6.0 in
each subtest)
Exceptions:
- Master of
Psychology
(Clinical, Forensic
& Organisational)
including combined
PhD/Master: 7.0
overall (min 7.0 in
each subtest)
- Graduate Diploma
in Psychology: 7.0
overall (min 7.0 in
each subtest)

Exception:
Graduate Certificate
in Myopia
Management: 94
overall (min. 25
in writing, 23 in
reading, listening and
speaking)
90 overall (min.
23 in writing, 22 in
reading, listening and
speaking)
Exceptions:
- Master of
Psychology
(Clinical, Forensic
& Organisational)
including combined
PhD/Master: 94
overall (min. 27 in
writing, 24 in reading
and listening, 23 in
speaking)

Exception:
Graduate Certificate
in Myopia
Management: 185
overall (min. 169 in
each subtest)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

Exceptions:
- Master of
Psychology
(Clinical, Forensic
& Organisational)
including combined
PhD/Master: 65
overall (min. 65 in
each subtest)

Exceptions:
- Master of
Psychology
(Clinical, Forensic
& Organisational)
including combined
PhD/Master: Not
accepted

- Graduate Diploma
in Psychology: 65
overall (min. 65 in
each subtest)

- Graduate Diploma
in Psychology: Not
accepted

Exception:
Graduate Certificate
in Myopia
Management: 185
overall (min. 180 in
each subtest)

180 overall
(min. 180 in each
subtest)
Exceptions:
- Master of
Psychology
(Clinical, Forensic
& Organisational)
including combined
PhD/Master: Not
accepted

Exception:
Graduate Certificate in
Myopia Management:
Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
B and a minimum grade of C
in the writing component

Successful completion with a
minimum overall grade of C+
and a minimum grade of C in
the writing component.
Exceptions:
- Master of Psychology
(Clinical & Forensic) including
combined PhD/Master: Not
accepted
- Graduate Diploma in
Psychology: Not accepted

- Graduate Diploma
in Psychology: Not
accepted

90 overall (min.
23 in writing, 22 in
reading, listening and
speaking)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

180 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

UNSW scholarships for international students provide
financial support to cover some of the costs associated
with studying at UNSW. Scholarships recognise
students who demonstrate academic achievement or
other outstanding qualities, such as leadership skills or
contributions to the wider community. To be considered
for a scholarship, you must submit a separate
application in addition to your admission application.

Other scholarship providers
There are many scholarships offered by organisations
other than UNSW including the Australian government,
industry partners, and organisations in your home
country.

Australian government scholarships
Australia Awards are international scholarships and
short courses funded by the Australian government.
They offer the next generation of global leaders
an opportunity to undertake study, research, and
professional development.

Successful completion with
a minimum overall grade of
C+ and a minimum grade of
C in the writing component.

Step 1
Search
Visit scholarships.unsw.edu.au. Make sure you select
‘International’ in the residency search box to see the list
of scholarships available to you.

Step 2
Register
Before applying for your chosen scholarship, first
register an account by following the instructions on
the page.

Step 3
Apply
To apply, log in using your registered login and
password. Double check the requirements as some
scholarships may have specific questions or require
supporting documentation.

Step 4
Submit
Submit your application by the due date. Do not forget
to check the website regularly for application deadlines
and updates.
ENTRY TO UNSW

6.5 overall (min. 6.0 in
each subtest)

UNSW postgraduate
coursework scholarships

For more information, visit australiaawards.gov.au

- Graduate Diploma
in Psychology: 94
overall (min. 27 in
writing, 24 in reading
and listening, 23 in
speaking)

UNSW Canberra

Coursework
scholarships

Please check our website regularly for any new
scholarships that may become available.
For more information about UNSW Scholarships, visit
scholarships.unsw.edu.au

For more information, visit unsw.edu.au/elp
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Higher Degree
Research
UNSW is one of the world’s leading research universities, known for
innovative, pioneering research that has global impact.

By enrolling in a UNSW Higher Degree Research
program, you will join a vibrant community
conducting world-changing research, and you will be
supervised by leading experts in your field.
You will live and work like a career researcher at every
stage of your degree. You can publish, teach or travel;
network with or be mentored by high achievers in
your field; and build the skills, expertise and networks
you need to succeed in the future.

A research career,
not just a degree

Through industry engagement, UNSW’s Higher
Degree Research candidates have the opportunity
to translate their research in collaboration with a
range of industry partners. This includes small to
medium-sized enterprises, entrepreneurs, investors,
policy makers, community, and non-government
organisations.
UNSW’s Graduate Research School delivers high
quality, professional and engaged services to support
Higher Degree Research candidates and the research
training leaders who work with them.

UNSW prepares you for a career success as a
researcher. When you join UNSW, you become an
essential part of the research community and play a
vital role in the University’s research culture, output
and performance.
Our researchers are pioneers in both established
and emerging fields. They solve complex problems
and tackle some of the major challenges of our time.
They will mentor and guide you to conduct innovative
research in a world-class environment.

Step 1
View UNSW Higher Degree Research programs and
check your eligibility at research.unsw.edu.au/higherdegree-research-programs

Step 2
Choose a research area by investigating the research
activities and projects already being undertaken at
UNSW, and identify a faculty or school that aligns with
your area of interest.
Visit research.unsw.edu.au/finding-supervisor

Step 3
“I would definitely recommend
anyone to come and study here at
UNSW. You will be well resourced,
there’s care put into ensuring
students are supported and there is a
whole ethos of collaboration.
Come here if you want to be in an
environment that is nurturing, serious
about high-quality scholarship and
engaging communities ethically.“

Find a supervisor working in your research area and get
in touch with them to gain their agreement to supervise
you. Please note, some faculties require an Expression
of Interest instead.
Visit research.unsw.edu.au/finding-supervisor

Step 5
Prepare your supporting documents for submission.
Documents include supervisor’s agreement, research
proposal, resume, academic transcripts, financial
declaration and proof of English.
Visit research.unsw.edu.au/submit-application

Step 6
Submit your application online and apply for any
relevant scholarship at the same time.
Visit applyonline.unsw.edu.au

Contact Us
The Graduate Research School is the central
administration and support office for all Higher Degree
Research candidates at UNSW Sydney.
W: research.unsw.edu.au/graduate-research
T: +61 2 9385 5500
E: enquiries.grs@unsw.edu.au

HIGHER DEGREE RESEARCH

UNSW’s research facilities are some of the best in
the business. From the world-leading Lowy Cancer
Research Centre to the Mark Wainwright Analytical
Centre, we invest in the latest technologies, spaces
and equipment to support research excellence
across all disciplines.

Applying is easy

Step 4
Work with your supervisor to develop a description of
your research interests, which should be approximately
one page in length, and outline how you plan to address
a specific problem.

–
Sujith Kumar,
current Scientia PhD candidate
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Research English Entry Requirements
TOFEL and iBT
(Internet Based)

PEARSONS
(PTE - Academic)

C1 Advanced
Cambridge

C2 Proficiency
Cambridge

7.0 overall (min 6.0 in
each subtest)

94 overall
(min. 25 in writing, 23
in reading, listening
and speaking)

65 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

185 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

185 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of B and a
minimum grade of
C+ in the writing
component.

UNSW Business
School

7.0 overall (min 7.0
in writing, 6.5 in each
other subtest)

96 overall
(min. 27 in writing, 23
in reading, listening
and speaking)

65 overall (min. 58 in
each subtest)

185 overall (min. 176
in each subtest)

185 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of B and a
minimum grade
of B- in the writing
component

Engineering

6.5 overall (min. 6.0
in each subtest)

90 overall
(min. 23 in writing, 22
in reading, listening
and speaking)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

180 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of C+ and
a minimum grade
of C in the writing
component

Qualification

IELTS (Academic)

Arts,
Design and
Architecture

UNSW Global

Law & Justice

7.0 overall (min 7.0
in writing, 6.5 in each
other subtest)

96 overall
(min. 27 in writing,
23 in reading,
listening and
speaking)

65 overall (min. 58 in
each subtest)

185 overall (min. 176
in each subtest)

185 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of B and a
minimum grade
of B- in the writing
component.

Medicine &
Health

6.5 overall (min. 6.0
in each subtest)

90 overall
(min. 23 in writing, 22
in reading, listening
and speaking)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

180 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of C+ and
a minimum grade
of C in the writing
component.

Science

UNSW Canberra

6.5 overall (min. 6.0
in each subtest)

6.5 overall (min. 6.0
in each subtest)

90 overall
(min. 23 in writing,
22 in reading,
listening and
speaking)

90 overall
(min. 23 in writing, 22
in reading, listening
and speaking)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

64 overall (min. 54 in
each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

176 overall (min. 169
in each subtest)

180 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

180 overall (min. 180
in each subtest)

For more information, visit international.unsw.edu.au/english-language-requirements

Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of C+ and
a minimum grade
of C in the writing
component.
Successful
completion with a
minimum overall
grade of C+ and
a minimum grade
of C in the writing
component.

Research
scholarships
A wide range of scholarships are available
for international Higher Degree Research
candidates.

Scholarships
Scholarships provide benefits such as annual living
stipends and tuition fee cover, as well as funding and
supplements for travel.

Eligibility
Full scholarships are only available to applicants
who meet UNSW admission requirements (including
significant research experience). Scholarships are
awarded using a merit based, competitive process.

Apply
You can apply for a scholarship within your online
Higher Degree Research application.

Available scholarships
Australian Government Research Training
Program (RTP) International Scholarship

Based on outstanding academic merit and research
potential, these awards provide successful applicants
undertaking a PhD or research master’s degree with a
tax-exempt living stipend in addition to covering tuition
fees for 3.5 (for PhD) or 2 (for masters) years. The RTP
also provides some additional allowances.

University International
Postgraduate Award (UIPA)

Available to applicants from specific countries. For more
information, visit research.unsw.edu.au/unsw-homecountry-joint-scholarships

Other scholarships

There are a range of other scholarships and top ups
available funded by faculties, donors, and external
parties. Applicants should check the individual eligibility
and application requirements.
For more information, visit
research.unsw.edu.au/graduate-research-scholarships

HIGHER DEGREE RESEARCH

Based on outstanding academic merit and research
potential, these awards provide successful applicants
undertaking a PhD or research master’s degree with a
tax-exempt living stipend in addition to covering tuition
fees for 3.5 (for PhD) or 2 (for masters) years. The UIPA
also provides some additional allowances.

UNSW and home country joint scholarships

Tuition Fee Scholarship (TFS)
plus a Research Stipend

Based on outstanding academic merit and research
potential, these awards provide successful applicants
undertaking a PhD or research masters with a taxexempt living stipend provided by the faculty, school or
supervisor, in addition to covering tuition fees for 3.5 (for
PhD) or 2 (for master’s degree) years.
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English pathways
Improve your English language
skills for success.
UNSW Global’s Academic English Programs
are designed to help you improve your skills so
you can meet the UNSW English language entry
requirements. They also prepare you for success
at university and in your future career.
If you want to study an academic pathway
program, or an undergraduate or postgraduate
degree, there’s an English pathway for you.

Advance with the help of experts
• Study at Australia’s first university
languages centre.
• Learn from over 50 years of experience in
language teaching.
• Access world-class university facilities and
social surroundings while studying at UNSW
Sydney campuses.

Gain direct entry to UNSW

UEEC Entry Requirements

UNSW Global’s University English Entry Course
(UEEC) is designed specifically to help you meet
the English language entry requirements for a
UNSW degree. There are 10, 15, and 20-week
courses available, depending on your level
of English.
• Improve your academic English language,
literacy and digital skills, giving you a strong
head start at UNSW.
• Get direct entry to UNSW – 90% of UEEC
graduates progress to UNSW.
• Prepare for university with UEEC – gain a
range of learning skills, research and writing
processes, access academic information and
UNSW’s learning resources.
• Explore a wide range of global topics and
issues through lessons and tasks that are
based on authentic university lectures
and readings.
• Develop collaborative and independent learning
skills through hands-on, supportive lessons.
• Receive individual feedback every week, so you
know exactly what to practise and how
to improve.
• Build your confidence and practise
communication for real university situations
while you get to know UNSW.
For more information, visit

Postgraduate: General
10 Weeks

15 Weeks

20 Weeks

6.0, Writing 6.0

6.0, Writing 5.5

5.5, Writing 5.5

TOEFL iBT

80, Writing 20

75, Writing 18

65, Writing 18

Pearson Test of English

54, Writing 54

50, Writing 50

46, Writing 46

IELTS

Postgraduate: Arts, Design & Architecture, UNSW Business School and Law & Justice
10 Weeks

15 Weeks

20 Weeks

6.5, Writing 6.0

6.0, Writing 6.0

6.0, Writing 5.5

TOEFL iBT

90, Writing 23

80, Writing 20

75, Writing 18

Pearson Test of English

64, Writing 54

54, Writing 54

54, Writing 46

IELTS

Postgraduate Research: Arts, Design & Architecture, UNSW Business School
and Law & Justice
10 Weeks

15 Weeks

6.5, Writing 6.5

6.5, Writing 6.0

TOEFL iBT

90, Writing 25

90, Writing 23

Pearson Test of English

64, Writing 58

64, Writing 54

IELTS

•

Note: Sub-scores may apply. Students who do not meet the entry
requirements may be eligible to study the 10-week Essential
Academic English Course prior to starting UEEC.

unswglobal.unsw.edu.au/ueec

Tertiary Orientation Program
Depending on your current level of English, there are different
English pathway courses available to you.

UNSW Sydney Postgraduate Degree
Tertiary Orientation Program
(5 weeks)

English Language Program CRICOS Provider code: 01020K, University English Entry Course CRICOS course code 080692D, Tertiary Orientation
Program CRICOS course code 084609E.
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Prepare for life at UNSW
• Develop and present strong academic arguments on
issues in your field of study.
• Develop skills to manage university assignments,
and learn to use academic search tools and UNSW
learning resources.
• Prepare for university by developing your listening
skills, and improving the fluency and speed of
your reading.
• Become an independent learner and build
your confidence through a range of
communication activities.

ENGLISH COURSES

University English Entry Course
(10, 15, 20 weeks)

If you have a full offer from UNSW and an IELTS 6.5
or equivalent, UNSW Global’s Tertiary Orientation
Program (TOP) will help you prepare for Australian
university culture, understand requirements and
develop academic English skills to maximise your
success. This 5-week course will develop your
academic communication and literacy skills and
improve your cultural awareness.

For more information, visit
unswglobal.unsw.edu.au/top
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Tuition fees for
postgraduate
coursework
programs
Each degree is different and so are the costs. This guide gives you an idea of potential fees.*
Faculty

2022 (AUD$/UOC)

2023 (AUD$/UOC)*

Arts

$775

$790

Environmental Studies

$810

$825

Media (MDIA)

$810

$825

Modern Language Studies (MODL)

$810

$825

Design

$790

$805

Architecture

$895

$915

Built Environment

$825

$840

UNSW Business School

$1025

$1045

MBA

$1450

$1480

AGSM

$830

$845

Management

$1090

$1110

Engineering

$1005

$1025

Law & Justice

$940

$960

Juris Doctor

$990

$1010

Practical Legal Training

$460

$470

Criminology

$775

$790

Optometry

$865

$880

Public Health & Community Medicine

$1000

$1020

Health Data Science

$840

$855

Pharmacology, Women’s & Children’s Health, Psychiatry

$665

$680

Vision Science

$960

$980

Science

$950

$970

Aviation

$840

$855

UNSW Canberra

$830

$845

Nura Gili

$760

$755

Arts, Design & Architecture

Medicine & Health

Science and Engineering Building

This guide shows indicative fees only because very
student’s study choices are different, therefore, total
costs will vary. Here are a few things to consider when
calculating your expected fees.

Fees are per course

Fees for international students are set according to
the course (subject) and not the program. The fees
reflect the relative cost of delivering the course and
are calculated per unit of credit (UOC). For example,
a science course is likely to cost more than an arts
course. Therefore, your total tuition fees will vary
depending on which courses you choose.

Fees vary each year

Fees for courses (subjects) change from year to year.
The tuition fees above are for students commencing in
2022. The fees for 2023 are indicative only; fees may
change during the program. Actual fees for 2023 will be
released in late 2022.
TUITION FEES

Estimating your tuition fees

Estimates for each program are outlined in the faculties
and postgraduate programs section, starting from
page 28. You can also calculate your own expected
fees by referring to the table above.

*Indicative fees only
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Tuition fees* for postgraduate research programs
Faculty

2022 (AUD$/UOC)

2023 (AUD$/UOC)*

Arts

$725

$740

Architecture

$810

$825

Design

$785

$800

Business School

$730

$745

Engineering

$1020

$1040

Law & Justice

$925

$945

Medicine & Health

$1050

$1070

Public Health & Community Medicine

$950

$970

Science

$970

$990

UNSW Canberra

$785

$800

Arts, Design & Architecture

*Indicative fees only

Coursework program fees

Other study-related costs

A coursework master’s program will require 48 units of
credit (UOC) per year, a graduate diploma will require 36
or 48 UOC per year, while a graduate certificate requires
24 UOC. Most courses (subjects) are 6 UOC.

Some programs and courses have costs which are
additional to the tuition fees, such as costs relating to
laboratory kits, equipment, and field trips. Textbooks
are not considered compulsory, but we recommend
budgeting around AUD$1,000 per year for books.

A typical postgraduate program will include courses
from within the faculty offering the degree. However, if
you do choose courses from outside your faculty, they
will be charged at the rate set by that faculty. As an
example, the course Environmental Impact Assessment
will be calculated using the Faculty of Science rate,
which is AUD$970 per UOC in 2022.

Research program fees
The tuition fees listed for research programs are for a
standard full-time year of study, which is 48 UOC per year.
Some research degrees combine coursework with
research. In this case, your research tuition fee covers
the cost of these courses and you are not required to
pay an additional fee.

For more information about the UNSW fees policy,
including refund of fees and overpayments, visit
student.unsw.edu.au/fees-policy
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Living costs
Living costs vary depending on each student’s
requirements. We estimate a single international student
will need a minimum AUD$$23,000 per year to cover
general living expenses. This does not include the costs
of large non-essential items like electrical equipment or
a car. In addition, you will need at least AUD$2,000 when
you arrive in Sydney to cover initial expenses such as a
rental bond payment (security deposit), electricity, gas,
and telephone connection fees, and basic furniture and
household items.
For more information, visit
studyinaustralia.gov.au/global/live-inaustralia/living-costs

Overseas student health cover

If you are in Australia on a student visa you will need to
pay for health insurance through the Overseas Student
Health Cover (OSHC) scheme and maintain insurance
for the duration of your visa.

United States financial aid

The only exception is for students from Belgium,
Norway, and Sweden who are covered by CSN or
Kammarkollegiet. These students will need to provide
proof of official health insurance cover from their home
government provider.

For more information, visit

There are five registered providers of OSHC
The five registered providers are Medibank Private
(UNSW’s preferred overseas student health cover
provider), Allianz Global Assistance, BUPA Australia, NIB
Health Funds Ltd and Australian Health Management.
Medibank OSHC will pay benefits towards your medical
and hospital treatment, medically necessary ambulance
transport, and most prescription medicines. Be aware
that there may be some exclusions for pre-existing
conditions, and you may have to serve a waiting period
to receive some services.

We are authorised by the US Department of Education
to administer Federal Direct Loans for eligible US
students studying at UNSW. If you are eligible for this
support, the UNSW Financial Aid Office will be able to
help you with your application.

international.unsw.edu.au/for-us-students

International student loans
If you are from Canada, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, or
the UK and have applied for a student loan or a grant
from your home country, we can help you certify your
enrolment at UNSW.
Please send the Certification Form to
financialaid@unsw.edu.au

For more information, visit
international.unsw.edu.au/financial-aid

TUITION FEES

Graduate diplomas by research are not classified as
research degrees and fees are calculated using the
value of individual courses undertaken.

An estimate of your total costs (tuition and other studyrelated costs) will be shown on your Confirmation of
Enrolment Form (CoE) that will be issued on acceptance
of an offer of admission to UNSW.

All international students must be covered by health
insurance from the date they arrive in Australia until
the date they depart, regardless of when they start
or complete their program. It is your responsibility
to ensure your health insurance policy matches your
arrival and departure dates.

Some services are not covered by Medibank’s policies.
These include optical, physiotherapy, dental, and some
pharmaceuticals. If you want to be covered for these
expenses, you will need to take out additional insurance.
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Supporting you in times of change
COVID-19
The global pandemic has caused much uncertainty in
the last few years, and we understand that it can result in
changes to your study plans. To keep you on track with your
goals, we offer flexible study options during these times.
Supporting our students is our number one priority.
If travel restrictions are in place and you are unable to
travel to Sydney, you can commence your studies online
until it is possible to join us on campus. However, there are
some programs with components that cannot currently
be completed remotely. This may be due to the need for
specialist equipment or in some cases because of the
requirements of external accrediting organisations.

Contact us
UNSW Future Students
UNSW Sydney
Sydney NSW 2052
T: +61 2 9385 6996
E: futurestudents@unsw.edu.au
W: unsw.edu.au/study

Social media
@UNSW
@unswsydney

Our website is updated regularly with the flexible
study options, answers to frequently asked questions
and additional resources on the University’s response
to COVID-19.
Please visit covid-19.unsw.edu.au/information-students

@university-of-new-south-wales

Deferrals

WeChat ID: UNSW_Australia

If you have a UNSW offer and need to defer to an alternative
commencing term, please let us know as soon as you can,
and we will support you in this process. Choosing to defer
may be due to COVID-19 travel restrictions in your country.
If this is the case, we encourage you to avoid delaying
your studies. Instead, take advantage of our flexible study
options and start online to stay on track with your goals.
Please note that any deferrals may affect a student visa or
visa application.

@ozunsw

.youku.com/i/
i
UNDQzNDA1OTk4NA==

unsw.to/degrees

UNSW Global
unswglobal.unsw.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Code: 01020K

UNSW Scholarships
scholarships.unsw.edu.au

student.unsw.edu.au/
international

Government resources
Student visas
immi.homeaffairs.gov.au

Australia Awards
australiaawards.gov.au

Student services
Accommodation

Australian diplomatic missions
dfat.gov.au/mission

accommodation.unsw.edu.au

Arc, UNSW’s student organisation

Academic Skills
Scan the QR to contact us.

UNSW China Centre
1687 Changyang Rd, Yangpu
District, Shanghai, China
T: +86 21 6288 5993
E: china@unsw.edu.au

UNSW India Centre
514-515, 5th Floor, E-Block
International Trade Tower,
Nehru Place
New Delhi 110019, India
T: +011 4019 0839
M: +91 9953863747
E: india@unsw.edu.au

student.unsw.edu.au/skills

Indonesia
Nur Fatmah Syarbini
Jakarta Office
Menara Karya 28th Floor, Suite
26, JL. HR. Rasuna Said Blok X-5,
Kav 1-2, Kuningan, Jakarta Selatan
Indonesia
T: +
 62 21 5789 5856 (by
appointment)
M: +62 811 813 7052
E: n.syarbini@unsw.edu.au

Malaysia, Brunei and
Singapore
Soon Choo Chua
T: +60 (3) 33192811
E: soonchoo.chua@unsw.edu.au

Mekong
Linh Nguyen
T: +84 90 239 7576
E: linh.nguyen1@unsw.edu.au

North America, Philippines,
Pakistan and New Zealand
Julian Nicholls
T: +61 2 93858428
E: julian.nicholls@unsw.edu.au
Whatsapp: +61 431310070

Hong Kong and North Asia
Frankie Yau
T: +852 9822 1231
E: frankie.yau@unsw.edu.au

UK and Europe
Anthony Badgery
T: +61 422763788
E: a.badgery@unsw.edu.au

West Africa
Abimbola Rotimi
T: +234 806 292 6244
E: a.rotimi@unsw.edu.au

Middle East
Rory Edmunds
T: +61 447 329 959
E: r.edmonds@unsw.edu.au

CONTACT

For a description of the ESOS framework, visit internationaleducation.

Degree Finder

International Student Support

employability.unsw.edu.au

UNSW has an extensive
international network of staff
and agents.

COMPLIANCE: The Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS)
Act 2000 sets out the legal framework governing delivery of education to
overseas students studying in Australia on a student visa. UNSW in providing
education services to overseas students complies with the ESOS Framework
and the National Code of Practice for Registration Authorities and Providers
of Education and Training to Overseas Students 2018 (The National Code).

apply.unsw.edu.au

student.unsw.edu.au/english

UNSW Employability

UNSW staff
outside Australia

DISCLAIMER: UNSW programs, courses and any arrangements for
programs and fees including staff allocated, as stated in the guide or any
other University publication, announcement or advice of the University,
are an expression of intent only and are not to be taken as a firm offer or
undertaking. The University reserves the right to make alterations to any
matter contained within this publication without notice. Information in this
Guide is accurate as of April 2022, but may be amended without notice by the
University. All costs and fees are provided in Australian Dollars (AUD$). Any
agreement with the University does not remove the right to take action under
Australia’s consumer protection laws.

Apply Online

English Language Support

arc.unsw.edu.au

For more information on deferrals,
visit student.unsw.edu.au/deferral

CRICOS Provider Code: 00098G | ABN: 57 195 873 179
© UNSW Sydney April 2022

Applying to UNSW

UNSW agents
Find a local UNSW agent in your
country, visit unsw.to/agents

gov.au/Regulatory-Information/Pages/regulatoryinformation.aspx
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Have questions?
Contact us at the Future Students Office for advice, or use the
QR code below to ask a question.
+61 2 9385 6996
unsw.edu.au/ask

Chat with our international students!
Scan the QR code to ask our students about
their degree, campus life and why they chose
UNSW Sydney.

